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A

rectifier is
is aa 3-terminal
3-terminal wave voltage applied to an
A SILICON controlled rectifier
an SCR
SCR through
through the
the load
load
having anode,
solid-state device having
anode, cathode
cathode and
and gate
gate resistance R
The gate
RL.
gate electrode
electrode is
is supplied
supplied
L.
electrodes. When connected
connected in
in series
series with
with aa d.c.
electrodes.
d.c. through a resistance Rq,
Ra, large
large enough
enough to
to limit
limit the
the
source and a load resistance
resistance it
it blocks
blocks current
current in
in gate current to a safe maximum
maximum value.
value. The
The output
output
the anode
anode negative.
negative. If
the direction which makes the
If the
the voltage across the load is
is not
not an
an exact
exact replica
replica of
of the
the
reversed so
so as
as to
polarity of the supply is reversed
to make
make input because the SCR does not
not fire
fire until
until the
the gate
gate
·the
device remains
remains non-conductnon-conduct- current reaches its critical
the anode positive the device
critical value.
value. A
A small
small part
part of
of
electrode is
is simultaneously
simultaneously driven
ing unless the gate electrode
driven the output wave is thus
missing
but
it
represents
thus missing but it represents
extent sufficient
sufficient to
to produce
produce aa certain
positive to an extent
certain only a few electrical degrees
degrees of
of the
the entire
entire cycle.
cycle.
current. When
When this
this level
level of
critical gate current.
of current
current The effect is insignificant.
insignificant.
SCR is
is triggered
triggered into
into conduction
conduction
is exceeded the SCR
The centre diagram shows
shows how
how the
the gate
gate firing
firing
which is
is limited
limited by
by the
the applied
and passes current which
applied voltage may be
be delayed by
by charging
charging aa capacitor
capacitor C
C
resistance and
and the
the small
small voltage
voltage, the circuit resistance
voltage through the gate resistance R
.
The
SCR
is
fired
Ra.
The
SCR
is
fired
G
rectifier. Once
Once conduction
conduction has
drop across the rectifier.
has been
been later in the cycle and
and the
the load
load voltage
voltage waveform
waveform isis
electrode ceases
started the gate electrode
ceases to
to exercise
exercise control
control only a portion of aa half
half sine
sine wave.
wave. Clearly,
Clearly, this
this
cut-off is only
only possible
possible by
by switching,
switching, delayed firing reduces
and current cut-off
reduces the
the mean
mean value
value of
of the
the load
load
or by
by introducing
introducing so
reversing the anode voltage or
so current. Simple
Simple time-constant
time-constant theory
theory cannot
cannot be
be
the circuit
circuit that
that the
the current
current drops
drops employed to deduce the
much resistance into the
the charging
charging rate
rate of
of capacitor
capacitor C
C
holding current,
current, defined
defined as
as that
that · because the SCR gate circuit
to a value below the holding
circuit has
has aa finite
finite and
and nonnoncurrent below which the
the SCR
SCR reverts
reverts to
to the
the forward
forward linear input impedance
impedance which
which loads
loads the
the capacitor,
capacitor,
blocking condition.
slows down the charge rate
rate and
and reduces
reduces the
the peak
peak
rated in
in terms
terms of
of the
Controlled rectifiers are rated
the peak
peak voltage developed across
across it.
it. This
This state
state of
of affairs
affairs
blocking voltages
voltages they
forward and peak reverse blocking
they can
can can be improved somewhat by
by connecting
connecting aa resistance
resistance
terms of
of the
the peak
peak pulse
safely withstand and in terms
pulse and
and of a few hundred ohms in
in series
series with
with the
the SCR
SCR
pass in
in the
the conducting
conducting mode.
mean current they can pass
mode. gate electrode. Even if
is omitted
if C
Cis
omitted from
from the
the circuit
circuit
Gate drive power requirements
requirements are
are very
very small
small and
and it is still possible
possible to
to delay
delay the
the firing
firing of
of the
the SCR
SCR
a few milliwatts is sufficient to
to turn
turn on
on anode
anode currents
currents merely by increasing the
the resistance
resistance in
in the
the gate
gate circuit
circuit
of hundreds of amperes. As
As in
in all
all semiconductor
semiconductor so that sufficient gate current
current for
for triggering
triggering is
is reached
reached
properties of
of SCRs
SCRs are
are temperatempera- only near the crest
devices, some of the properties
crest of
of the
the half
half sine
sine wave
wave input
input
notably the
the forward
forward and
and reverse
ture dependent, notably
reverse voltage. Experience shows
shows that
that the
the gate
gate drive
drive voltage
voltage
leakage currents and the
the gate
gate drive
drive requirements.
requirements. required for triggering
triggering depends to
to some
some extent
extent on
on
The use of silicon material
material makes
makes itit possible
possible to
to the magnitude of the applied anode
anode voltage
voltage and
and itit
o
run up to temperatures around
around 100
100°C
C without
without is possible to take advantage
advantage of
of this
this effect
effect in
in some
some
serious derating.
practical circuits.
circuits.
If used in series with
with an a.c. source
source and
and aa resistance
resistance
so far
far discussed
discussed are
The time delay circuits so
are only
only
rectifier behaves
behaves exactly
exactly like
load, a controlled rectifier
like aa
input voltage.
voltage. With
With an
an a.c.
a.c.
as the
the gate
gate is
is held
held sufficiently
sufficiently usable with a positive input
silicon diode so long as
in the
the bottom
bottom diagram
diagram may
may
If the gate
gate trigger
trigger voltage
voltage is
is delayed
delayed in
positive. If
in source the arrangement in
before, neglecting
neglecting the
the gate
gate circuit
circuit
to the
the start
start of
of the
the positive
positive halftime with respect to
half- be employed. As before,
the time
time delay
delay is
is set
set by
by the
the product
product
cycle of the anode voltage
voltage wave,
wave, conduction
conduction will
will input impedance, the
Ra.
The diode D1
Dl serves
serves to
to discharge
discharge C
C
G.
fixed load,
load, the
the mean
also be delayed and, with aa fixed
mean of C and R
during
that
half-cycle
of
the
input
voltage
half-cycle
of
the
input
voltage which
which
rectified current
current will
will be
be reduced.
value of the rectified
reduced.
negative. This
This resets
resets C
C in
in
to the
the way
way in
in which
which controlled
This gives a clue to
controlled makes the SCR anode negative.
charging
cycle.
readiness
for
the
next
charging
cycle.
Controlled
Controlled
be used to
to .develop
develop aa constant
constant voltage
rectifiers may be
voltage
to be
be damaged
damaged if
if aa large
large negative
negative
In principle,
principle, one
one needs
needs to
to rectifiers are liable to
across a variable load.
In
voltage
is
applied
to
the
gate
electrode.
The
diode
the
gate
electrode.
The
diode
devise some automatic means
means for
for advancing
advancing or
or
D2
removes
this
possibility.
C
and
hence
D1
are
possibility.
C
and
hence
DI
are
retarding the gate trigger
trigger voltage
voltage in
in response
response to
to
not
essential
to
the
delay
action
and
they
may
be
delay
action
and
they
may
be
current. There
There are
are many
many possible
variations of load current.
possible
removed.
If
this
is
done,
an
increase
in
R
will
If
done,
an
increase
in
Ra
will
G
some of
of them
them extremely
extremely comways of doing this, some
combut this
this · delay
delay cannot
delay triggering but
cannot possibly
possibly
plicated:
plicated.
or 90
90 degrees
degrees of
exceed one quarter or
of aa complete
complete
Gate Trigger Arrangements—Fig.
Arrangements-Fig. 11 shows
shows some
some cycle. At this point
point the
the anode
anode voltage
voltage and
and gate
gate
elementary' circuits employing
elementary
employing controlled
controlled rectifiers.
rectifiers . current both reach their
their maximum
maximum values
values and
and afterafterThe uppermost diagram shows
shvws aa positive
positive half
half sine
sine - wards fall rapidly.
rapidly. If
If triggering
triggering has
has not
not been
been
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unlikely
cycle itit isis unlikely
the cycle
of the
peak of
the peak
accomplished at the
give aa
to give
serves to
C serves
of C
Introduction of
later. Introduction
occur later.
to occur
feed RRG0
to feed
possibility isis to
Another possibility
delay. Another
little extra delay.
This
supply. This
a.c. supply.
the a.c.
of the
instead of
source instead
d.c. source
from a d.c.
arra11gecapacitor-delay arrangethe capacitor-delay
with the
firing· with
allows later firing
quite
reached quite
be reached
may be
voltage may
peak voltage
the peak
ment since the
the
to
due
trouble due to the
no trouble
There isis no
cycle. There
late in the cycle.
cycle
the
in
point
degree point in the cycle
90 degree
the 90
after the
falling voltage after
source
d.c. source
suitable d.c.
A suitable
case. A
a.c. case.
the a.c.
in the
is in
as there is
the
of the
rectification
half-wave rectification of
by half-wave
obtained by
is readily obtained
may
which
filter
simple
a
by
input a.c., followed by a simple filter which may
capacitor.
electrolytic capacitor.
large electrolytic
consist of a large
in
circuit in
last circuit
the last
up the
double
to
difficult
It is not difficult to double up
allow
to
and
rectification
wave
fullgive
F ig. 11 to
Fig.
full-wave rectification and to allow
circuit
gate circuit
the gate
of the
variation of
by variation
control by
for voltage control
filter
provide
to
remains
then
It
•
R
resistance G0 . It then remains to provide filter
and
output
d.c.
smoothed
suitably
a
give
to
suitably smoothed d.c. output and
circuits
vary
will vary
which will
regulator which
to devise an automatic regulator
load
the load
to the
proportion to
in proportion
rate in
charging rate
the capacitor charging
preserve
thus preserve
and thus
firing and
SCR firing
the SCR
current, advance the
transistor
example, aa transistor
For example,
voltage. For
output voltage.
a constant output
addition
in addition
or in
of, or
instead of,
used instead
be used
conceivably be
might conceivably
could
base could
its base
to its
applied to
signal applied
to Rg0 .• A control signal

output
falling output
for aa falling
compensate for
to compensate
be arranged to
characteristic.
voltage characteristic.

SCRs
Using SCRs
Circuits Using
Experimental Circuits
SCRs
using SCRs
units using
supply units
power supply
d.c. power
A number of d.c.
and
built and
been built
have been
mains have
a.c. mains
and operating from a.c.
output
d.c. output
variable d.c.
manually variable
give aa manually
tested. Some give
switching,
without switching,
to 11without
about 33 to
of about
range of
over a voltage range
transformer
supply transformer
the supply
if the
range if
or over any desired range
arranged
are arranged
Others are
winding. Others
secondary winding.
has a tapped secondary
over
voltage, over
preset voltage,
at aa preset
output, at
regulated output,
to give a regulated
characthe characdesired, the
If desired,
range. If
load-current range.
wide load-current
a wide
voltage
output voltage
the output
that the
so that
adjusted so
be adjusted
teristic can be
In
increased. In
current isis increased.
load current
the load
as the
rises slightly as
only
limited only
rapid, limited
quite rapid,
is quite
time is
response time
some the response
others
In others
circuit. In
filter circuit.
the filter
in the
capacitance in
the capacitance
by the
comare comthere are
but there
sluggish but
more sluggish
is more
the response is
The
defect. The
this defect.
offset this
to offset
advantages to
pensating advantages
principles
fundamental principles
on fundamental
concentrate on
to concentrate
aim has been to
specific
one specific
meet one
to meet
design to
produce aa design
to produce
rather than to
produced
been produced
have been
variants have
many variants
So many
requirement.
requirement. So
them.
ot them.
all of
describe all
to describe
question to
the question
of the
is out of
that it is
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rectifiers.
controlled rectifiers.
with controlled
use with
for use
circuits for
firing circuits
Basic firing
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SCR i
(btz 19)

for the next charging
chargi ng sequence.
sequen ce.
Later, CC2 2 isis similarly
similar ly disLater,
discharge d through
charged
The
throug h D6.
L
diodes D3 and D4 prevent
preven t the
the
240V
SCR gates from being driven
driven
negative; and
and D1
D 1 and
and D2
D2 dede|d
, w . negative,
RB
IO-IsV
D7
4A cou
1e C 1 and
Cc ;
d
C
f
le
D.c
.
OUTPUT
coup
an
rom each
each
fioo
d.-c. output
P
Q
Q2 from
100
2,000//
2 ,000f.L "
other. All these diodes are
are
inexpe nsive low-power
inexpensive
low-po wer silisilicone types rated at 500mA
500mA
withaapeak
peakinverse
inverse voltage
i+
with
voltageof
of
200 or more depending
depend ing on the
the
d.c. output voltage.
voltage.
The diode D7 serves to
to
mainta in load current
maintain
curren t in the
the
0
induct ive circuit while both
inductive
Fig. 2. Variable-voltage
Variable
-voltage power
ible-vdtage
SCRs
power
SCRs are
are in
in the
the blocked
blocke d conconIOV
supply using SCRs
S CRs in bi-phase
dition.
must
be
able to
dition. It
It
must
be
able
to
rectifier circuit.
J
carry aa peak
peak current
curren t at
''
carry
at least
least
equal to the full load current
curren t
SCRz
SCR2
and
should
be
rated
to
with(BTZ 19)
stand a peak inverse voltage
about three times the
the d.c.
d.c.
Only a few will be selected
selected and,
and, in
in order
order to
to reduce
reduce output voltage.
voltage. The inductor
L
is
aa swinging
choke.
induct
or
L
is
swingi
ng
choke.
the number
numbe r of drawings,
drawin gs, the
the more
more complex
comple x circuits
circuit s For use on a 50 c/s
c/s supply the
the minimum
minim um value
value of
of the
the
will be given and the simpler
simple r ones
ones derived
derive d from
from inductance
induct ance in millihenries
be
about
the
same
millihe nries should
should
be
about
the
same
them by listing the parts
parts which
which can
can be
be omitted.
omitte d. as the load resistance
resistance in
in ohms.
ohms. An
An inductance
induct ance lower
lower
This is a reversal
reversal of the
the normal
norma l procedure
proced ure but
but the
the than this tends to cause the
filter
to
behave
as
the
filter
to
behave
as if
if
argum ent will not .be difficult
argument
difficult to
to follow.
follow.
it had a capacitor
the
voltage
regulation
capaci tor input and
and
the
voltage
regula
tion
Fig. 2 shows one of the first
first arrangements
arrang ements to
to be
be is impaired.
impair ed. A properly
proper ly designed
design ed choke-input
choke- input filter
filter
used. The controlled
contro lled rectifiers
rectifiers SCR1
SCR1 and
and SCR2
SCR2 gives good voltage regulation
without
special
control
regula
tion
withou
t
special
contro
l
operat e in a bi-phase
operate
bi-pha se circuit
circuit with aa power
power transformer
transfo rmer and also makes the most efficient
use
of
rectifier
and
efficien
t
use
of
rectifie
r
and
having a centre-tapped
centre -tappe d secondary
second ary winding.
windin g. The
The transformer
transfo rmer ratings.
ratings . Rectifier
Rectifier peak
peak currents
curren ts are
are
rectified output is smoothed
rectified
smooth ed by aa choke-input
choke- input filter
filter much lower than with a capacitor-input
filter.
capaci
tor-inp
ut
filter.
LC. The series-connected
series- connec ted resistances
resista nces R!
R 1 and
and R
R22
By manual
manua l adjustment
adjustm ent of
1j the
of R
RD
the output
output voltage
voltage
or Rg
R 3 correspond
corres pond to R
G in
RG
in the
the previous
previo us discussion.
discussion. may be varied over
10-15
volts
or
more.
over the range
range
10-15
volts
or
more.
When the voltage on Q
C 1 reaches
reaches aa critical
critical level,
level, At the lowest output,
be
found
that
one
or
output , it may
may
be
found
that
one
or
SCR1 fires and conducts
SCRj
load
current
until
near
the
conduc ts
curren t until near the other of the SCRs fails to trigger,
or
fires
erratically.
trigger
,
or
fires
erratic
ally.
end of that half-cycle.
As
soon
as
the
anode
current
half-cycle. As soon as the anode curren t The range of voltage control
contro l may
may be
be increased
increas ed by
by
falls below the holding
holdin g current,
curren t, SCR1
SCR1 cuts
cuts off.
off. On
On varying
varyin g R22 or Rg,
as
220
ohms,
R 3 , each
each shown
shown
as
220
ohms, until
until
the next half-cycle,
similarly
triggered,
half-cycle, SCR2 is
is similar ly trigger ed, symme
trical firing is achieved.
symmetrical
achieved. When
When only
only aa
after C2 has become
becom e charged
charge d through
throug h R^
RD Rg
Ra and
and D2.
D2. moderate
moder ate range of voltage control
is
satisfactory,
some
contro
l
is
satisfa
ctory,
some
Meanw hile, Q
Meanwhile,
C 1 has been discharged
discha rged through
throug h D5
D5 ready
ready drastic
drastic:: simplifications
simplific::ations can be
be made.
made. Q,
C1, C
C22,, Dl,
D1, D2,
D2,
z3oV

c2

SOc/s

40V r .m.s.

L

SCRz
SCR2
(BTZ 19) ,
D4

D?

C J
2,000//!

RB
100

zsV 4A
REGULATED
OUTPUT

+
Rs

I 00-200 *
100-200

CT
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Fig. 3. Bridge circuit using current
current
transformer to improve regulation.
transformer
regulation.
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·z3oV

50~/s

40V r . m.s

L

SCRz

SCR1

Cl

..4//

C3

C2.. 4p^.
.....
...__Cz
4

C4

50/z
100V

50^
100V

07

Rs

cc

100

,0 00fL
22,000/t/T

zsV 4A
REGULATED
OUTPUT

D9

+
|R

oot^ Ql
^0023

d.c.
Fig. 33 using d.c.
4. Variant of Fig.
Fig. 4.
charging of C1 and C2.

ci

c2.

load
the load
to the
proportional to
almost proportional
is almost
current is
line current
to The line
R 3 to
or R3
R 2 or
readjusting Ra
removed, readjusting
be removed,
may be
DS
D5 and D6 may
to
biased
forward
is
Ql
consequence, Ql is forward biased to
in consequence,
and, in
If current and,
SCRs. If
the SCRs.
of the
triggering of
preserve symmetrical triggering
increases.
demand
load
the
as
extent
increasing extent
the load demand increases.
to an increasing
possible to
be possible
to be
ought to
it ought
sufficient care is taken it
actual
the actual
determines the
R 3 determines
of R3
slider of
the slider
of the
setting of
The setting
The
range.
over aa 22 :: 11 range.
voltage over
control the output voltage
output
flat
a
obtain
to
possible
is
it
and
current and
possible to obtain a flat output
enough bias current
small enough
be small
should be
RBB should
The ballast resistance R
At
setting~ At
particular setting.
one particular
fall voltage characteristic at one
not fall
does not
current does
anode current
SCR anode
the SCR
to ensure that the
result
will
voltage
output
rising
a
setting
higher
of a higher
part of
a rising output voltage will result
significant part
over aa significant
current over
below the holding current
arrangement
This arrangement
current. This
low-voltage from an increase of load current.
th~t low-voltage
possible that
is possible
It is
the conducting cycle. It
in
but in
changes
voltage
mains
for
compensate
not
mains voltage changes but
by will
improved by
be improved
might be
use, might
in use,
operation, with C in
consequence.
no
of
is
this
applications
is of no consequence.
and many
positions and
present positions
their present
R 3 from their
R 2 and R3
removing Ra
by
preset by
be preset
can be
voltage can
The desired · output voltage
These
D4. These
and D4.
D3 and
with D3
series with
inserting them in series
good
and
,
C
and
C
varying
by
or
R
of
adjustment
varying Q1 and C22, and good
rated
the rated
that the
small that
so small
made so
be made
resistances must not be
22
Some
setting. Some
any setting.
On regulation can be achieved at any
exceeded. On
is exceeded.
SCRs is
the SCRs
maximum gate current of the
In
necessary.
be
also
may
R
of
readjustment
R33
be necessary.
In
undesired
cause undesired
will cause
value will
large aa value
the other hand, too large
regular
ensuring
for
shown
is
provision
no
3,
Fig.
in aa
provision is shown for ensuring regular
resulting in
rectifiers, resulting
controlled rectifiers,
delay in firing the controlled
simplest
The simplest
levels. The
output levels.
long-delayed firing of the SCRs at low output
where long-delayed
cases where
In cases
voltage. In
reduced output voltage.
D1
feeding
Ru
duplicate
to
is
this
achieving
of
way
to duplicate Ru feeding D1
to
necessary to
is necessary
essential itit is
firing of the SCRs is essential
other.
the
through
D2
and
through
one
half
and
D2
through
the
other.
a
to
4p.F, to a
as 4^F,
shown as
C 2, shown
and Ca,
C 1 and
vatue to Q
increase the value
output
d.c. output
of d.c.
variation of
of variation
range of
wide range
very wide
If aa very
they
used they
are used
electrolytics are
If electrolytics
much larger figure. If
much
be
may
circuit
the
required,
not
is
voltage
is
not
required,
the
circuit
may
be
much
make
to make
pair~ to
back-to-back pairs
in back-to-back
must be connected in
be
all
may
D6
and
DS
D2,
Dl,
C
simplified;
Cu
C
,
Dl,
D2,
D5
and
D6
may
all
be
·
non-polar.
them non-polar.
22
performance
the
on
effect
any
scarcely
removed
with
scarcely
any
effect
on
the
performance
Here,
3. Here,
Fig. 3.
in Fig.
shown in
The next development is shown
voltage.
output voltage.
full output
the full
of the
ceht of
per cent
25 per
upper 25
the upper
added over the
been added
have been
D9 have
and D9
D8 and
power-diodes D8
two extra power-diodes
range
modest
a
if
still
simpler
becomes
circuit
The
circuit
becomes
simpler
still
if
a
modest
range
a
as
SCR2
and SCR2 as a
SCR1 and
with SCR1
conjunction with
to work in conjunction
satisfactory.
is
voltage
output
adjustable
manually
of
·a
for
necessity
of
manually
adjustable
output
voltage
is
satisfactory.
the
avoids the necessity for a
This avoids
bridge rectifier. This
be
can be
B can
rectifier B
bridge rectifier
the bridge
and the
QI and
CT, Ql
case CT,
this case
better In this
makes better
transformer and makes
centre-tapped power transformer
·the
in
R
and
R
D4,
D3,
only
leaving
removed,
leaving
only
D3,
D4,
Rj
and
R
in
the
has
also
circuit
The
2
materials. The circuit also has
1
use of the transformer materials.
2
effected ·by
is effected
control. is
Voltage control
circuit. Voltage
gate circuit.
the SCR gate
in the
output in
the output
by
of the
regulation of
provision for voltage regulation
good.
fairly
remains
regulation
The
•
R
of
variation
of
R
.
The
regulation
remains
fairly
good.
by
achieved
is
This
changes.
face of load current
This is achieved by
22
about
develop about
should develop
CT should
transformer CT
current transformer
The current
SCR
The
the SCR
in the
with R22 in
parallel with
Q1 in parallel
using a transistor Ql
when
side when
secondary side
its secondary
on its
load on
2k0 load
across.aa 2kQ
volts across
conduction 10 volts
into conduction
biased into
forward biased
is forward
Q1 is
If Ql
gate circuits.
circuits. If
low-resistance
the low-resistance
in the
flows in
current . flows
line current
load line
gate- full load
normal gatethe normal
to the
add to
will add
current will
its collector current
to
230V to
transformer 230V
SCRs. primary. A small filament transformer
the SCRs.
of the
firing of
earlier firing
cause earlier
circuit current and cause
pentode
matching aa pentode
transformer matching
loudspeaker transformer
or aa loudspeaker
with · 6.3V or
increase with
to increase
made to
be made
can be
Q1 can
If the base bias or Ql
the
serve the
will serve
load will
30 load
to aa 3Q
for or tetrode amplifier to
compensate for
can compensate
this can
an increase in load current this
is
the-windings
between the
insulation between
windings is
Proportiomil purpose. Good insulation
the voltage drop which normally occurs.
occurs. Proportional
essential. ·
course essential.
CT of course
transformer CT
current transformer
bias is derived from a current
that
is that
discussed is
be discussed
to be
circuit to
elaborate circuit
The most elaborate
primary
The primary
B. The
rectifier B.
bridge rectifier
associated with the bridge
gate
SCR gate
the SCR
that the
is that
feature is
One feature
4. One
Fig. 4.
of CT carries the a.c.
unit. shown in Fig.
main unit.
the main
to the
current to
line current
a.c. line
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electr
odes are supplied
electrodes
suppl ied from aa d.c.
d.c. source
sourc e obtained
obtai ned and C22 and advances
advances or
or retards
retard s the
the firing
firing of
of the
the
by half-wave
an
a.c.
supply.
This
half-w ave rectification
rectif icatio n of
of an a.c. suppl y.
This SCRs.
SCRs . Automatic
voltage
control
is
again
provided
Auto
matic
voltag
e
contr
ol
is
again
provi
ded
syste m allows
allows for an increase
system
of
the
range
of
d.c.
incre ase of the range of d.c. by the current
curre nt transformer
trans forme r and
and its
its associated
assoc iated
outpu
voltage over which
outputt voltage
which control
contr ol and
and regulation
regul ation components.
comp onent s.
can be achieved.
achieved. If
If R
R44 is
is assumed
assum ed to
to be
be shortshort The resistances
resist ances R22 in
in Fig.
Fig. 33 and
and R
R44 in
in Fig.
Fig. 44 are
are
circu
ited, diode D1
circuited,
rectifier
Dl acts as a half-wave
half-w ave rectifier and
and essential
essential components.
comp onent s. Without
the
systems
With out them
them
the
system
s
develops a smoothed
smoo thed direct
develops
across
the
large
direc t voltage
voltage across the large woul
d not be self-starting
would
the
self-s tartin g if
if it
it so
so happened
happ ened that
that
the
electr
olytic reservoir
reserv oir capacitance
electrolytic
.
Diode
D2
capac itance C
3
C 3 • Diod e D2 slider
slider of R3
R 3 was set in its zero
zero position.
positi on. This
This would
woul d
works similarly
similarly in conjunction
conju nctio n with
with C
C44.• The
The delay
delay keep Ql cut off and no gate
current
would
be
available
gate
curre
nt
would
be
availa
ble
in firing SCR1
SCR l is produced
produ ced by
by the
the component
comp onent Q
C 1 to fire the SCRs.
The resistances
also
exercise
aa
SCRs
.
resist
ances
also
exerc
ise
and R11 and that in firing
firing SCR2
SCR2 by
by C
C22 and
and R
R22.• ConCon- stabilizing
stabHizing effect on the output
voltage.
In
effect,
outpu t voltage. In effect,
trol of the delay is by variation
varia tion of
of R!
R 1 and
and R
R22 which
which the current
curre
transformer
provides
nt
trans
forme
r
provi
des aa positive
positive feedback
feedb ack
take the form of a twin-gang
take
twin- gang 0-5kQ
0-Sk.Q potentiometer.
poten tiome ter. loop in which excessive
gain
would
put
so
much
exces
sive
gain
would
put
so
much
Fixed resistances,
resist ances , each lkf2,
Fixed
lk.U, are
are used
used in
in series
series with
with
forwa
rd
forward
bias
on
Ql
that
it
would
saturate
and
drive
it
would
satur
ate
and
an
drive
R
R 2 to
to limit
limit the
the SCR
SCR gate
gate current
Ri1 and
d R2
curre nt to
to aa safe
safe the
the SCRs to full output.
R
and
R
dilute
outpu
22 and R4 dilute this
t.
R
this
maxi mum value and to equalize
4
maximum
equal ize the
the trigger
trigge r sensitivity
sensit ivity feedb
ack
.
feedback.
The small resistance
R
the
emitter
resist
5 in
ance
R
in
the
emitt
er
5
of the two controlled
contr olled rectifiers.
rectifiers. If
If desired,
desire d, these
these lead
lead of Ql (Figs.
3 and 4),
provides
some
negative
(Figs
.
4),
provi
des
some
negat
ive
equal
izing resistors
equalizing
resist ors may be
be connected
conne cted directly
direc tly in
in the
the feedb
ack and tends to linearize
feedback
linearize the
the gain.
gain.
gate circuits
circui ts in series with D3
D3 and
and D4,
D4, but
but the
the main
main
The
circu
The
circuit
of
Fig.
4
is
not
only
more
it
not
only
more complex
comp lex
resist
ances Rj
R 1 and R22 must remain
resistances
rema in in
in the
the position
positi on than
than
that
of
Fig.
3
but
it
is
more
sluggish
in
but
it
is
more
slugg
ish
in its
its
show
n.
shown. R44 and Ql together
toget her act
act like
like aa variable
variable response
respo nse to sudden
sudde
load
changes.
Against
this,
it
n
chang
es.
Again
st
this,
it
resist
ance
resistance in series with the rectifier
rectifier diodes
diode s D1
D 1 and
and gives
gives a wider range of voltage
variation
over
which
voltag
e
varia
tion
over
which
D2. Variation
bias
on
Ql
causes
a
Varia tion of the base
base bias on Ql causes a close regulation
regul ation is possible
possi ble at
at any
any preset
prese t level.
level.
chang e in this resistance
change
resist ance and affects
affects the
the level
level of
of the
the
rectif
ied
voltage appearing
rectified voltage
appea ring across
across C.,
C 3 and
and C
Volta ge Waveforms:—Fig.
C44.• In
In Voltage
Wav eform s:-Fi g. 55 shows
shows some
some observed
obser ved
turn, this alters the charging
charg ing rate
rate of
of capacitors
capac itors Q
voltage waveforms
cl voltage
wave forms at various
various points
point s in
in Fig.
Fig. 3.
3. The
The
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Waveforms
Waveforms at various
various points
point<> in
in circuit
circuit of
of Fig.
Fig. 3.
3.

Fig. 6.

Waveforms
Waveforms at various
various points
points in
in Fig.
Fig. 4.
4.
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Q1

D.C.
INPUT

FILTERED
FILTERED
OUTPUT
OUTPUT

FILTERED ·
REGULATED
OUTPUT

UNREGULATED
D.C. INPUT
D.C.

z
+

+

+

(a)

(b)

regulator.
Transistor regulator.
(b) Transistor
filter. (fa)
Electronic filter,
(a) Electronic
supply. (a)
power supply,
SCR power
with SCR
use with
for use
Fig. 7. Accessories for

respects.
most respects.
in most
self-explanatory in
diagrams are self-explanatory
one
to one
applied to
voltage isis applied
sine-wave voltage
When a positive sine-wave
circuit
gate circuit
the gate
and the
rises and
voltage rises
SCR, its anode voltage
the
in the
point in
critical point
at aa critical
until at
capacitor charges up until
and
voltage and
anode voltage
high anode
of high
combination of
cycle the combination
the
initiate the
to initiate
sufficient to
are sufficient
current ·are
moderate gate current
firing
current, firing
load current,
heavy load
With aa heavy
trigger action. With
gatelow gateand aa low
cycle and
the cycle
in the
early in
must take place early
time
CR time
the CR
that the
so that
required so
is required
circuit resistance is
waveform
circuit waveform
gate circuit
The gate
short. The
very short.
constant is very
light
On light
firing. On
of firing.
instant of
the instant
shows a small step at the
much
resistance isis much
external resistance
circuit external
loads the .gate
gate circuit
less
and less
constant and
time constant
CR time
longer CR
larger, leading to aa longer
waveforms.
falling waveforms.
and falling
steeply rising and
in
observed in
are observed
waveforms are
complex waveforms
Rather more complex
Fig. 6.6.
in Fig.
shown in
are shown
They are
4. They
Fig. 4.
of Fig.
the circuit of
most
over most
flat-topped over
is flat-topped
waveform is
circuit waveform
The gate circuit
Varying
loads. Varying
heavy loads.
and heavy
light and
both light
duration at both
of its duration
firing
the firing
moves the
resistance moves
charging resistance
the value of the charging
as aa
observable as
effect isis observable
The effect
point along in time. The
trace.
the trace.
of the
top of
fiat top
the flat
along the
step along
movement of the step
sudden
the sudden
to the
due to
are due
transients are
Various small transients
SCRs.
the SCRs.
by the
currents by
large currents
switching of quite large

Regulators:and TransientRegulators:—
SCR andTransient
ofSCR
Comparison of
output isis
power output
d.c. power
large d.c.
very large
In cases where a very
advantage
the advantage
voltage, the
high voltage,
at aa high
required, particularly
particularly at
tens
of tens
Outputs of
units. Outputs
rectifier units.
controlled rectifier
lies with controlled
does
this does
and this
practical and
be practical
to be
known to
of kilowatts are known
SCRs
Modern SCRs
limit. Modern
ultimate limit.
an · ultimate
not represent an
controlled
grid controlled
with grid
competitive with
promise to be competitive
ignitrons.
and ignitrons.
thyratrons and
rectifiers, thyratrons
mercury arc rectifiers,
severe
no severe
are no
there are
and there
high and
very high
Efficiency is very
the
restrict the
which restrict
type which
the type
of the
limitations of
temperature limitations
transistors.
germanium transistors.
use of germanium
regulator
series regulator
use aa series
which use
units which
Voltage control
control units
the
at the
operating at
when operating
efficient when
transistor arc highly
highly efficient
voltage
the voltage
Here the
voltage. Here
output voltage.
maximum rated output
and
small and
quite small
transistor isis quite
regulator transistor
drop across the regulator
Lower
even at full load it
power. Lower
low power.
only low
dissipates only
it dissipates
voltage
larger voltage
causing aa larger
by causing
voltages are achieved by
current
loadcurrent
full load
at full
and at
element and
series element
drop across the series
dissipate
to dissipate
the power loss is
difficult to
is difficult
and itit is
large and
is large
the generated heat.
heat.
d.c.
A good transistor regulator
provide aa d.c.
will provide
regulator will
practically
and practically
impedance and
low impedance
extremely low
output of extremely
load
for load
both for
compensate both
will compensate
It will
free from ripple. It
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has
unit has
SCR unit
the SCR
whereas the
changes~ whereas
and line voltage changes,
comwill comalthough itit will
and although
voltage and
higher. ripple voltage
a higher
will
variations itit will
load variations
for load
over..:compensate for
pensate or over-compensate
could
It could
fluctuations. It
voltage fluctuations.
line voltage
off line
not correct for off
so.
do so.
easily be made to do

Supplies:-Fig. 7'J
Power Supplies:—Fig.
SCR Power
Accessories for SCR
SCR
with SCR
use with
for use
ancillaries for
useful ancillaries
shows two useful
(a) isis
at (a)
shown at
first, shown
The first,
supplies. The
regulated power supplies.
of
factor of
by aa factor
reduce by
will reduce
which will
an electronic filter which
poorly
any poorly
on any
ripple on
output ripple
the output
more the
one hundred or more
Q2
and Q2
Ql and
Here Q1
supply. Here
well-regulated supply.
filtered but well-regulated
having aa
pair having
transistor pair
compound-connected transistor
form a compound-connected
the
of the
product of
the product
to the
equal to
almost equal
current gain almost
supplied
QI isis supplied
to Ql
bias to
base bias
The base
individual gains. The
large
very large
by aa very
smoothed by
is smoothed
and is
R 1 and L and
through Rx
bias isis
forward bias
much forward
So much
C. So
capacitor C.
· electrolytic capacitor
collector
sufficient collector
draws sufficient
that itit draws
QI that
applied to Ql
latter isis
the latter
that the
Q2, that
of Q2,
base of
the base
to the
current, supplied to
collt?ctor-towith aa collector-tooperated with
is operated
and is
almost saturated and
The
only. The
volts only.
three volts
or three
two or
of two
cmitter potential of
emitter
when
even when
low even
relatively low
is relatively
Q2 is
in Q2
dissipation in
energy dissipation
of
order of
the order
of the
current of
load current
supplying aa load
it . is supplying
Q2
and Q2
Ql and
supplying Ql
source supplying
d.c. source
the d.c.
If the
10 amperes. If
tranthese tranin these
losses in
regulation, losses
has a good voltage regulation,
load
all load
under all
low under
acceptably low
sistors remain acceptably
conditions.
transistor
series transistor
conventional series
7(b) aa conventional
In Fig. 7(b)
compoundregulator is shown. This
employs aa compoundThis employs
regulator
series regulator
the series
as the
transistors as
of transistors
connected pair of
Q3,
and Q3,
R 1 and
by Rx
provided by
is provided
QI is
bias for Ql
element. Base bias
Zener
A Zener
divider. A
potential divider.
of aa potential
acting as the arms of
Q3.
to Q3.
voltage to
emitter voltage
fixed emitter
diode Z provides aa fixed
and
R 1 and
of R4
junction of
d1e junction
from the
taken from
The base bias is taken
with
accordance with
in accordance
vary in
to vary
tend to
will tend
hias will
R
R5.
This bias
5•
will
There will
voltage. There
output voltage.
d.c. output
any change in the d.c.
which
current which
collector current
in collector
change in
be a corresponding change
compensate
to compensate
as to
way as
such aa way
in such
QI in
of Ql
alters the bias of
reduction isis
Ripple reduction
change. Ripple
load-voltage change.
for the load-voltage
mechanism.
feedback mechanism.
negative feedback
same negative
effected by the same
or
one or
add one
to
while
worth while to add
be worth
may be
In some cases it may
d.c.
SCR d.c.
high-power SCR
to aa high-power
Fig. 77 to
in Fig.
both of the units in
regulated
closely regulated
and closely
filtered and
Well filtered
supply system. Well
known
equipments known
to equipments
supplied to
be supplied
power could then be
same
the same
At the
fluctuations. At
voltage fluctuations.
to voltage
sensitive to
to be sensitive
direct
supplied direct
be supplied
could be
devices could
time, high-power devices
stages.
regulator stages.
the regulator
bypassing the
unit, bypassing
from the main unit,
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Rel ay

Relay

THE
U.S.A .'s second
THE U.S.A.'s
secon d communications
comm unica tions satellite.
satellite,
Relay , which
whic h was launched
Relay,
launc hed from
from Cape
Cape Canaveral
Cana veral
on December
Dece mber 13th,
13th, was initially
initia lly inactive
inact ive because
beca use of
of
an abnormal
abno rmal drain on
an
storage
batteries.
on its
its storage batte ries. A
A report
repo rt
from R.C.A.,
R.C.A ., the designers,
desig ners, states
state s that
that the
the cause
cause of
of
the low battery
to
have
been
batte ry voltage
volta ge appears
appe ars to have been due
due
to the improper
impr oper functioning
funct ionin g of
of the
the voltage
volta ge regulator
regu lator
of the number
num ber one communications
comm unica tions transponder.
trans pond er.
Difficulties have also been encountered
Difficulties
enco unter ed with
with Relay
Rela y
respo ndin g properly
responding
by
prop erly to commands.
comm ands . However,
How ever, .bY
using the number
and
employing
num ber two transponder
trans pond er and empl oymg;
a special
speci al command
comm and sequence
sequ ence whereby
wher eby the
the telemetry
telem etry
enco
der does not operate
encoder
when
the
transponder
oper ate when the trans pond er is
is
comm
ande d to turn on, successful
commanded
successful communications
comm unica tions
tests were begun
begu n on January
Janu ary 3rd,
3rd, and
and television
telev ision
exch
ange
s
betw
exchanges between
een Andover,
Ando ver, Maine,
Main e, and
and Europe
Euro pe
took place on January
Janu ary 9th.
9th.
Ther
e is a separate
There
sepa rate voltage
volta ge regulator
regu lator for
for each
each
comm
unica
tions transponder.
trans pond er. Each
communications
Each voltage
voltage reguregu lator acts also as an on-off
on-off switch
switc h for
for the
the particular
parti cular
trans
pond
er it powers
transponder
powe rs and,
and, as
as aa consequence,
conse quen ce, its
its
cond
ition should
shou ld be either
condition
eithe r on or
or off.
off. The
The telemetry
telem etry
indic
ated a voltage
voltage from this regulator
indicated
regul ator when
when it
it was
was
nomi
nally
nominally in the off position:
posit ion: still
still the
the power
powe r supply
supp ly
for transponder
trans pond er number
num ber one
one was
was considerably
consi derab ly hotter
hotte r
than the rest of the satellite.
It
satellite. It was
was deduced
dedu ced that
that
the voltage
voltage regulator
regul ator for
for transponder
trans pond er number
num ber one

Elect ronic s Board,
tions Electronics
Boar d, B.R.E.M.A.,
B.R.E.M.A., E.E.A.,
E.E.A., Cable
Cabl e
& Wireless^
Wireless, International
&
Radio
Inter natio nal Marine
Mari ne Radi o Company
Com pany
Marc oni International
and Marconi
Inter natio nal Marine
Mari ne Company.
Com pany . Dr.
Dr.
R. L. Smith-Rose
attending
as
observer
Smit h-Ro se is
is atten ding as obse rver from
from the
the
Inter -Uni on Committee
Inter-Union
Com mitte e on
on Frequency
Freq uenc y Allocations
Allocations
for Radio
Radi o Astronomy
Astro nomy and
and Space
Spac e Science
Scien ce
(I.U.
C.A. F.).
(I.U.C.A.F.).

B.B.C.'s Second
B.B.C.'s
Seco nd Television
Telev ision Service.—Orders
Serv ice.- Orde rs to
to the
the
value of about
abou t £1.25M
£1.25 M have
have been
been placed
place d with
with Marconi's
Marc oni's
and
and_· Pye by the B.B.C.
B.B.C. for
for u.h.f.
u.h.f. transmitters
trans mitte rs for
for twelve
twelve
statio
ns in readmess
stauons
its
readi ness for the
the introduction
introd uctio n of
of its second
secon
d
television service
television
Pye
service (on 625
625 lines).
lines). Marconi's
Marc oni's and
and
Pye
are each supplying
suppl ying twelve
twelve vision
vision transmitters
trans mitte rs with
with assoassociated sound transmitters
trans mitte rs and
and combining
combining filters.
filters. EquipEqui pment will be installed
installed in
in duplicate
duplicate at
at each
each station.
station.
Purch ase Tax.—The
Purchase
Tax .-Th e eleventh
eleve nth post-war
post- war change
chang e in
in
purch ase tax on domestic
purchase
domestic sound
sound radio
radio and
and television
television
receivers and radiograms
receivers
radiograms was
was announced
annou nced by
by the
the ChanChan cellor of the Exchequer
Exch equer on
on December
Dece mber 31st.
31st. Domestic
Dom estic
receivers, radiograms,
radio gram s, valves,
receivers,
valves, loudspeakers
loudspeakers (not
(not over
over
lOin diaphragm),
lOm
records
diaph ragm ), kits of
of parts,
parts , pickups
pickups and
and records are
are
now chargeable
charg eable at 25%
25% instead
inste ad of
of 45%.
45%.

A data P
proce
ssing „centr
c eiltre
e t0
to handle
hand le telemetered
telem etere d
50cessing
.
infor
matio
information
from
satellites
is
n
satellites
is to
to be
one
be set
set up
up at
at the
the
onc uct
n g, altho ugh its
was fcond
uctin
Radio
Research
Station
of
the
D.S.I.R.
at
Slough.
Rese
arch
Statio
n
of
comm
the
D.S.I
and
^
i
g3
although
its
command
state
was
.R. at Slough. It
state was
J
It
is planned
plann ed to be ready
" off " and that this was partially
ready to
to handle
hand le the
parti ally powering
the "raw"
" raw " data
powe ring the
data from
the transfrom
trans the second
second Anglo-American
Anglo-American satellite,
pond er and draining
ponder
satellite, S52,
drain ing the batteries.
S52, to
to be
batte ries.
be launched
launc hed
next
year.
This
tape-recorded
information
will
come
taperecor
ded
Inter
infor
roga tion was stopped
matio
n
will
Interrogation
and
come
stopp ed for
for several
several days
days and
from receiving
stations
all
over
the
world
which,
in the
receiv
ing
statio
ns
all
over
the
world
wher
which
i
,
when resumed
were
resum ed on December
in
the
Dece mber 27th,
27th, all
all items
items were
case of the first Anglo-American
to
Angl o-Am erica n satellite
satellite Ariel,
Ariel, has
has
to
foun
d to
to be normal
found
in
the
norma1 except
exce pt for
for aa small
smal l drain
drain in the
be processed
processed initially
the
U.S.A.
initially in
in
the
U.S.A
·
volta
ge
regul ator. After another
voltage regulator.
anoth er rest
rest period
perio d transtrans - ·
pond
er number
num ber two was successfully
Wire
ponder
Broad
castin
successfully switched
g in Germ any. -The re are now only
switc hed "" on
r
B
dCa
on ""
nno
utinribers
iin Ger
areradio
now only
ah^it on
abou
J amia ry 3rd. .
on January
about
90,000
to
West
90,00
0 subscribers
suhsc
to ™any.—There
West Germany's
Germ any's
radio relay
relay
servic
servicee which is operated
the
Bundespost.
opera ted by
by the Bundespost. The
The
numb er is said to be decreasing
number
aa month
decreasing by
by about
abO'~t 1,000
1,000
mont
h
Rad io Conference
Radio
and the Bundespost,
Con fere nce
Bund espos t, therefore,
therefore, plans
plans to
to close
close itit down.
down;
The city with the largest
large st number
numb er of
of subscribers
subsc riber s isis
THE tenth Plenary
Plen ary Assembly
Asse mbly of
of the
Ham
the International
burg with 16,000.
Inter natio nal
Hamburg
16,000.
·

Radi
o Consultative
Cons ultat ive Committee
Radio
Com mitte e (C.C.I.R.),
(C.C .I.R.) , the
the venue
venu e
of
whic h was recendy
of which
New
recen tly changed
chan ged from
from New Delhi
Delh i
to Geneva,
Gene va, opened
open ed on
on January
Janu ary 16th
16th and
and is
is scheduled
sched uled
t(i) last a month.
to
mont h. It is
is being
being attended
atten ded by
by delegates
deleg ates
from some 54 member
countries
the
International
mem ber coun
tries of
of the Inter natio nal
Tele
1 elecommunication
comm unica tion Union
Unio n and
and representatives
repre senta tives of
of
inter
natio nal .organizations
international
and
""ope
operating
organ izatio ns
and
ratin g
agen
a e cies."
ts agen da cove rs
the technical
techn ical aspects
f fiesIIts
agenda covers the
aspects
of
ot the whole
whol e field of
of radio
radio communication,
comm unica tion, including
inclu ding
"spa
ce."
space.
· At these assemblies,
assem blies , which
whic h are
are held
held every
every few
few
years
years,, die
being
Los Angeles
the last bein
g in
in Los
Ange les in
in 1959,
1959, the
the
work of the 14 study groups
grou ps is
is considered,
cons idere d, recomrecom mend ation s for submission
mendations
subm issio n to
to the
the I.T.U.
I.T.U . are
are adopted
adop ted
and a programme
and
next
prog ramm e of
of study
study for
for the
the next few
few years
years
cove ring problems
covering
prob lems of
of transmission
trans miss ion and
and reception
recep tion ·
is drawn
draw n up.
The
U~K. delegation,
deleg ation , which
whic h is
is headed
head ed by
by Capt.
^ TheU.K.
Capt .
C. F. Booth,
Boot h, totals
totals 39
39 and
and includes
inclu des representatives
repre senta tives
from the Post Office,
SIR
Office, B.B.C.,
B.B.C., I.T.A.
I.T.A ., D
D.S.I
.R.,
N.P.
N.P.L.,
CommunicaL., R.A.E.,
R.A.E., Foreign
Fore ign Office,
Office, Joint
Joint Com muni ca-

Amat eur televi
sion
teIev isio
enthusiasts can
can now
now obtain
obtai n from
from
.
" .enthusiasts
E.M. I. Electronic
s
l-in
vidico
n
came
ra tubes
tubes at
at
£12
l
Electronics
1-in
vidicon
camera
£12
each.
Thes e tubes (Type
each
These
(Typ e 10667M)
10667M) have
have minor
mino
r
blem
ishes but are quite suitable
blemishes
suitable for
for amateur
amat eur experiexper
iment al purposes.
mental
purposes.
ans to open
The I.T.A . Pl
plans
second transmitter
to open its second
trans mitte r in
in
North ern Ireland—at
Northern
Irela nd-a t Strabane—on
Strab ane- on February
Febru ary 18th
18th. It
It
will operate
a
opera te in channel
chann el 88 (vertically
(vertically polarized)
polarized) with
with
a
maxi mum vision e.r.p. of 90
maximum
kW.
90 kW.

Pape r tape handling
Paper
hand ling convention
convention showing
showing which
which way
way
round the tape should
should be fed
fed into
into the
the reader
reade r and
and also
also
on which side is the
the "printed
" print ed face"
face " has
has been
been prepared
prepa red
by the Data Processing
Processing Section
Section of
of the
the Electronic
Electronic EngiEngineeri ng Association.
neering
Association. Copies
Copies are
are available
available from
from the
the
Tech
Technical
nical Secretary
Secre tary of
of the
the Association
Association at
at 11
11 Green
Gree n
Stree
t, Mayfair,
Mayfair, London,
Street,
Lond on, W.l.
W.l.
Society of
of Ceylon
Ceylon has
, The Radio Society
has published
publi shed aa callcall! book and amat eur radio
direc
tory
comp
0 director
iled
by
Ian
D.
Ki en (4S7IW). It lists
y compiled by Ian D.
Woll
the officers
office
rs of
of
the
Socie
1
the
th
ty,
also
namptf
IS
^
Society,
also
name
s, addresses,
addresses, interests
intere
\names,
sts and
and call
call signs
signse of
of the
the transtrans mittin g amateurs
mitting
amat eurs of Ceylon
Ceylon.
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Stereo Broadcasting.—A
Broadcas ting.-A second series of field
field trials
trials
of the Zenith-GE
Zenith-G E stereophonic
stereopho nic broadcasting
broadcast ing system
system
(from Wrotham,
Wrotham , Kent, using the Third
Third Programme
Programm e
transmit
ter-91.3 Mc/s) has been started by the B.B.C.
transmitter—91.3
and will continue until about the end of
of March.
March. There
There
are three morning transmissions
transmiss ions each
each week:—Sunday
week:-S unday
10.00 to 10.30; Wednesday
Wednesd ay and Saturday, 11.00
11.00 to
to 11.30.
11.30.
African ·V.H.F./U
V.H.F./U.H.F.
—A conference
.H.F. Broadcasting.
Broadcasting.~A
conferenc e
is to be held in Geneva, beginning on
on April
April 29th,
29th, to
to
plan frequency allocations
allocations in the v.h.f. and
and u.h.f.
u.h.f. bands
bands
for sound and television broadcasting
broadcast ing stations
stations in
in Africa,
Africa,
The conference
conferenc e is being organized by the International
Internatio nal
Telecomm
unication Union, and will be attended by
Telecommunication
represent atives of about 30 countries in the continent.
representatives
continent .

Public Address Exhibition.—The
Exhibiti on.-The Association
Associati on of
of
Public Address Engineers
Engineer s is holding its annual
annual exhibiexhibition of public address equipment
equipmen t on March
March 6th
6th and
and
7th at the Kings Head Hotel, Harrow-on-the-Hill,
Harrow-o n-the-Hil l,
Middlese
x. It will be open each day from 10
Middlesex.
10 a.m.
a.m. to
to
6 p.m. and admission is by ticket obtainable
obtainabl e free
free from
from
the A.P.A.E., 394 Northolt Road, South Harrow,
Harrow, MidMiddlesex, or on the presentation
presentat ion of a business card.
card.
Member ship.-Th e annual report of
R.S.G.B. Membership.—The
of the
the
Radio Society of Great Britain records a total membermembership of 11,135 at June 30th, 1962, compared with
with 10,644
10,644
a year earlier. Of the total of 9,622 U.K.
U.K. licensed
licensed
amateur (sound) transmitters
transmitt ers at that date, 6,910
6,910 were
were
members of the society. It
It is noteworthy
notewort hy that
that at
at June
June
30th there were also 102 amateur (television)
(television) licences.
licences.
The first of West Scotland's
Scotland' s low-power
low-powe r television and
and
.v.h.f. sound relay stations—at
stations- at Fort William, Inverness.
Inverness .
-began
—began test transmissions
be
transmiss ions in December
Decembe r and will
will ·be
brought into service by the B.B.C. shortly. The teleteletransmitt ers operate in channel 55 and
vision transmitters
and the
the sound
sound
transmitt
ers on 89.3, 91.5 and 93.7 Mc/s.
transmitters
Mc/s. All are
are
horizonta
lly polarized.
polarized .
horizontally
I.T.A.'s growth in eight years from one
one· station servserving London to 21 stations serving 95% of the
the country's
country's
populatio n is outlined in the booklet "The Authority's
population
Authority 's
Stations." It contains coverage maps and brief details
details
of all the transmitters
transmitt ers and outlines some of
of the
the probproblems, including the prevention
preventio n of interference
interferen ce with
with
Continen tal stations, that had to be overcome in the
Continental
the
planning of the stations. It costs 2s 6d from the I.T.A.,
I.T.A.,
70 Brompton
Brompto n Road, London, S.W.3.
"Technic
al Services for Industry"
"Technical
Industry " is a guide to the
the
technical services provided by the research laboratories
laborator ies
of the Department
Departm ent of Scientific and Industrial
Industria l Research
and by the 52 industrial research associations
associations which
which
receive grants from D.S.I.R. The 104-page book, which
is obtainable
obtainabl e free from the D.S.I.R. Library, State
State
House, High Holborn, London, W.C.I,
W.C.l, also contains
details of regional technical information
informati on services maintained by colleges and associations.
associations.
"The ·use
Electroni c Valves."—This
Use of Electronic
Valves.' '-This British Standards code of practice (CP 1005), first published in four
four
separate parts, has been revised and is now available
as one document
documen t (price 12s 6d). It is intended to give
give
guidance to designers of equipment
equipmen t so that they may
obtain optimum performance
performa nce and life from the valves.

CONFE
RENCES
CONFERENCES
V.H.F. Air/Ground
y.H.F.
—The
Air /Ground Communications.
Commun ications.
-The InterInternational Civil Aviation Organization
Organiza tion recently
recently suggested
suggested
that member States should further develop
develop techniques
technique s
for v.h.f. extended-range
extended -range air-to-ground
air-to-gro und communications.
communi cations.
Internatio
nal Aeradio ·Limited (40,
International
(40, Park Street, LonLondon, W.l) are therefore organizing
organizin g aa symposium
symposiu m on
on the
the
subject to be held in London on May 7th
7th and
and 8th.
8th.
Solid Circuits and Microminiaturization
Micromin iaturizati on is
is the
the title
tide of
of
a national conference
conferenc e being organized by
by the
the West
West
Ham College of Technology,
Technolo gy, Romford
Romford Road,
Road, StratStratford, London, E.15,
E.lS, which will be held
held at
at the
the college
college
on June
June 6th and 7th. The aim
aim of
of the
the conference,
conferenc e, over
over
which G. W. A. Dummer,
Dummer , of R.R.E., will
will preside,
preside, is
is to
to
bring together manufacturers
manufact urers and users
users of
of solid
solid circuits.
circuits.
The fee; including luncheons
luncheon s and conference
conferenc e banquet,
banquet,
M
is 7gn.
Civil
Aviation Electronics.—The
Electron ics.-The I.E.E. Electronics
Ciyi! Aviation
Electroni cs
Division is to hold a conference
conferenc e on
on Electronics
Electroni cs Research
Research
and Development
Developm ent for Civil Aviation at
at Savoy
Savoy Place,
Place,
London, W.C.2, from October 1st
1st to
to 4th.
4th. Piarticulars
Particular s
regarding the submission
submissio n of papers and
and registration
registrati on are
are
obtainabl e from the institution.
obtainable
institutio n.
Automati c Production.—The
Automatic
Production,_:_The dates have now
now been
been
announce
announced
d for the I.E.E. symposium
symposiu m on
on Automatic
Automati c
Productio
Production
n in Electrical and Electronic
Electroni c Engineering
Engineer ing
arranged for October.
October. They are 24th and
and 25th.
25th.
Dielectric Insulating
Insulatin g Materials.—The
Materials .-The I.E.E.,
I.E.E., in
in colcollaboratio n with the British Ceramic Society,
laboration
Society, Institution
Institutio n
of the Rubber Industry, Plastics Institute,
Institute, Plastics
Plastics and
and
Polymer Group of the Society of the
the Chemical
Chemical Industry
Industry
and the Society of Glass Technology,
Technolo gy, is arranging for
for
1964 a three-day conference
conferenc e covering
covering the
the theory,
theory, properproperties, testing and uses of dielectric
dielectric and
and insulating
insulating
. materials
materials.. It will be held in London from
from April
April 8th
8th
to 10th.
lOth.

CLUB
NEWS
CLUB NEWS
Birkenhe
Birkenhead.—A
ad.-A talk on two-metre
two-metr e operation will
will be
be
given by H. Synge (G3BOC) to members
members of
of the
the Wirral
Wirral
Amateur Radio Society on February 6th
6th at
at 7.45
7.45 at
at
Harding House, Park Road West, Clarighton.
Clarighto n.
Derby.-The month's meetings of
Derby.—The
of the
the Derby
Derby and
and
District Amateur Radio Society include the
the contest
contest for
for
the G5YY
GSYY Trophy (Sunday, 3rd) and a demonstration
demonstr ation of
of
measurin
g equipment,
equipmen t, for junior members (27th). Meetmeasuring
Meetings are held each Wednesday
Wednesd ay at 7.30 at Room
Room No.
No. 4,
4,
M.U.O.F
., 119 Green Lane, Derby.
M.U.O.F.,
Edinbur
gh.-The
Edinburgh
•—The Rev. W. Ferrier (GM3BDA)
(GM3BD A) will
will
talk on 2-metre aerials and propagation
propagati on at the February
28th meeting of the Lothians Radio Society. The club
dub
meets at 7.30 in the Y.M.C.A.,
Y.M.C.A., 14 South St. Andrew
Street, Edinburgh
Edinburg h 2.
Halifax.Interfere nce with
Halifax.—Interference
broadcast
ing will be discussed
broadcasting
at the meeting of the Northern
February 27th at 7.30 at the

television and sound
by H. Swift (G3ADG)
(G3ADG ) ·
Heights A.R. Society on
on
Sportsman
Sportsma n Inn, Ogden.

Watford College of Technology,
Technolo gy, Hertfordshire,
Hertfords hire, has
a 10-lectur
10-lecturee evening course on design theory for
for semisemiconducto r circuits beginning on January 30th and
conductor
and
another on digitized control engineering
engineeri ng beginning the
following· day. The fee for each course is 31s.
3ls.

Spen Valley.—T.
Valley.-T. H. · A. Withers, of Withers Electronics, will talk about converters,
converter s, receivers and transmitters at the meeting of the Spen Valley Amateur Radio
Society on February 7th.
7th.. A fortnight later
late! the speaker
spe~ker
will
will be S. Marsden, of Richard Allen Radio. Meetings
Meetmgs
are held at 7.15 at the Grammar
Gramma r School, Heckmondwike.
are
Heckmon dwike.

School Television.—The
Televisi on.-The number of schools registered
registered
for the B.B.C.'s school television service, which
which is
is now
now
five years old, is 4,364—an
4,364-an increase of 940 during
during the
the
past year

Worceste rshire.-A meeting preparatory
preparato ry to forming
Worcestershire.—A
a radio club in the East Worcestershire
Worceste rshire area is to be
held on January 31st at 8.0, at the _Dragoo~
Dragoon Inn,
~nn, Aston
Fields,
Bromsgrove. The sponsor is
Fields, Bromsgrove.
IS L. Hickingbotham
Htckingb otham
(G3HZG
Oakensha w Road, Redditch.
(G3HZG)) of 95 Oakenshaw
Redditch .
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Radio Rentals Ltd. report a group trading
trading profit,
profit, after
after
all charges other than depreciation,
depreciation, of
of £6,701,615
£6,701,615 for
for
1961 /2
/2~£20
-£204,000
than the
4,000 higher
the previous
previous year
year.
Deprec iation accounted
accounted for £4,272,509
Depreciation
£4,272,509 (£4,121,284)
(£4,121,284) and
and
taxation £854,735
£854,735 (£805,652),
(£805,652), which
which after
after deducting
deducti ng aa
small sum for a " minority
minori ty interest"
interes t " left
left aa net
net profit
profit of
of
£1,568,199 (£1,564,718).
(£1,564,718).
£1,568,199

Dictog raph Telephones
Teleph ones Ltd.—The
Dictograph
Ltd.-T he consolidated
consoli dated
profits of the group, of which Grampian
Gramp ian Reproducers
Reproducers
Ltd. is a subsidiary,
subsidiary, for the year
year to
to August
August 31st
31st 1962
1962
amoun
ted to £337,661
amounted
the
£337,661 as against £326,322
£326,322 the previous
previous
year. Profits after taxation
taxation totalled
totalled £188,091
£188,091 as
as comcompared with £184,685.
£184,685.
RCA colour television
television receivers
receivers are
are now
now to
to be
be
market ed in this country through RCA
marketed
RCA Great
Great Britain.
Britain.
The
The price quoted is £385 net.
net. The
The sets
sets are
are concontmuousiy
tinuously tunable over 70
70 six-megacycle
six-megacycle channels
channe ls from
from
470 to 890 Mc/s
Me/ s and also covei
cove1 aa specified
specified channel
channe l in
in
each of Bands I and III. They employ
a
21-in
employ a 21-in tube.
tube.
Commu
nicatio n Systems
System s International
Communication
Interna tional Ltd. has
has been
been
formed to control Communication
Commu nicatio n Systems
System s Ltd.
Ltd. in
in this
this
country and similar companies
compan ies overseas.
overseas. Each
Each of
of these
these
compan ies was a subsidiary
companies
subsidi ary of Automatic
Automatic Telephone
Teleph one &
&
Electric Co. Ltd. which merged with Plessey
Plessey in
in 1961.
1961.
Cha:rm an of the new company
Chairman
compa ny is A. E.
E. Underwood,
Underw ood, who
who
is also deputy managing
managi ng director
directo r of
of the
the Plessey
Plessey ComCompany, and W. A. Travers
Traver s is managing
managi ng director.
directo r.
Rank Kalee and Westrex
W estrex are arranging
arrangi ng aa trading
trading and
and
manufa cturing agreement
agreem ent under which Westrex
manufacturing
Westre x will
will take
take
over the
the. servicing
servicing of all cinema sound
sound and
and projection
projection
equipm
ent for both organizations
equipment
organizations in the U.K.
U.K. Rank
Rank
Kalee will be the sole agents for Westrex
Westre x sound
sound recordrecording equipment
equipm ent in the U.K. and
and certain
certain overseas
overseas territerritories and Westrex
Westre x will be responsible
respons ible for
for the
the developdevelopment and manufacture
manufa cture of the equipment.
equipm ent.
GATA
C (short for general assessment
GATAC
assessm ent tri-dimensional
tri-dim ensiona l
analogu
compu ter), owned by the Ministry
analoguee computer),
Ministr y of
of Aviation
Aviation
and jointly operated
operate d by E.M.I,
E.M.I. and Whitworth
Whitw orth Gloster
Gloster
Aircraf t, will be one of the most advanced
Aircraft,
advanc ed installainstallations.
tions in Europe working
working on guided weapon design
design when
when
a further bank of EMIac
EMiac II
II modules
modules is
is added
added shortly.
shortly.
It will then have over 1,300
1,300 computing
compu ting units
units with
with
numero us input and output facilities
numerous
facilities and
and nearly
nearly 200
200
EMiac electronic
electronic multipliers.
EMIac
multipliers.
Decca have been granted in the High Court
Court aa fivefiveextensi on of a patent for Dectra
year extension
Dectra the
the long-range
long-ra nge
version of the Decca Navigator
Naviga tor system.
system.
Anglo- Nether land Technical
Techni cal Exchange
Anglo-Nether
Exchan ge Ltd., manumanufacture
rs of Antex soldering
facturers
soldering irons, have
have moved
moved their
their
officf's
Grosve nor House, High Street,
offices to Grosvenor
Street, Croydon,
Croydo n,
Surrey (Tel.: Municipal
Munici pal 2774) and their factory
factory to
to larger
larger
premise;:; on the
tht> Blackbushe
premises
Blackbushe Trading
Tradin g Estate,
Estate, Yatelev
Yateley,
Sun-ey
Surrey (Tel.: Yateley
'
Yatelt:y 3030).

Advanc e Components
Compo nents brought
Advance
brough t into operation
operati on at
at the
the
end of
cf December
Decem ber their new 6,000 sq
sq ft
ft engineering
enginee ring
laborat orv at Plainault,
laboratory
Hainau lr, Essex. G.
G. F.
F. Penver
Penver is
is chief
chief
engine
er ·of
engineer
of the instruments
Bridees
instrum ents division and D.
D. R.
R. Bridges
of the Volstat division.
division.
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RCA and Philco (a subsidiary
subsidi ary of Fords)
Fords) have
have resolved
resolve d
long-st anding dispute on patent
their long-standing
patent licensing.
licensing. Under
Under
a joint agreement
agreem ent RCA receives
receives non-exclus.ve
non-exclus.ve licenses
licenses
under all existing Philco and Ford
Ford patents
patents relating
relating to
to
" radio purpose
purpos e apparatus
"radio
appara tus (including
(including colour
colour television),
television),
transis tors and data processing
transistors
processing equipment."
equipm ent." Ford
Ford and
and
Philco also receive similar non-exclusive
non-exclusive licenses
licenses from
from
RCA but excluding
excluding patents
parents relating to
to colour
colour teletelevision which will be available
available later
later "" at
at the
the prevailing
prevailing
rate for such licenses."
licenses ." RCA will
will also
also be
be free,
free, for
for
the next five years, to use
use any
any domestic
domest ic colour
colour teletelevision patents issued to Philco
Philco on
on applications
applications filed
filed

after the date
ac e of the
ent. It
It is
is understood
underst ood that
that
. Philco
P16 aagreem
Sreement.
RCA ^
has ^paid
$9M
for
for the
the rights
rights received
received under
under
this agreement.
agreem ent.
Pye Tdecommunications
Teleco mmuni cations Ltd.,
Ltd., of
of Cambridge,
Cambr idge, and
and the
the
Aircraf t Radio Corporation,
Aircraft
01rpor ation, of Boonton,
Boonton, New
New Jersey,
Jersey, have
have
signed a ten-year
ten-yea r agreement
agreem ent under which
which the
the Aircraft
Aircraf t
Corporat~on will market Pye
Radio CorporaLon
Pye communications
commu nicatio ns proprothrough out the United States. Pye
ducts throughout
Pye have
have reciprocal
reciprocal
manufa cture and sell the airborne
rights to manufacture
airborn e products
produc ts of
of
A.R.C. (a subsidiary
subsidi ary of the Cessna Aircraft
Aircraft Company).
Company).
Harting connectors,
connectors, designed
designed by
by Wilhelm
Wilhel m Harting,
Harting , of
of
Espelk amp-M itrwald , Westphalia,
WestphaLa, West __ Germany,
Espelkamp-Mittwald,
Germa ny, are
are
to be manufactured
manufa ctured in the U.K. by
by Electro
Electro Methods
Method s
Ltd., of Stevenage.
Steven age.

Stewar t Aeronautical
Aeronautical Supply Company
Stewart
Compa ny Ltd.
Ltd. (SASCO),
(SASCO),
of Surrey,
Surrey , are appointed
appoin ted exclusive
exclusive sales
sales representatives
represe ntative s
in England
Englan d for the Defense
m
Defense Products
Products Division
Division of
of FairFairCamer a and Instrument
child Camera
of New
Instrum ent Corp., ·of
New York.
York. The
The
equ~pment to be handled includes
equipment
includes data processing,
processing, disdisinterpr etation systems;
play and interpretation
systems; communication,
commu nicatio n, special
special
television and radar systems;
television
systems; and electronic
electronic control
control and
and
ground support
suppor t equipment.
equipm ent.
Datapu lse Incorporated,
Incorpo rated, of California,
Datapulse
California, U.S.A.,
U.S.A. , manumanufacturers of a range of pulse generators
facturers
generators and
and data
data equipequipment, have appointed
appoin ted as their U.K.
U.K. sales
sales representatives
representatives
Living ston Laboratories,
Livingston
Laboratories, Ltd., 31 Camden
Camde n Road,
Road, LonLondon, N.W.I.
N.W.l.
Electronics Corporation,
J.F.D. Electronics
Corpor ation, of
of New
New York,
York, has
has
appoin ted the Capacitor
appointed
Capaci tor Division
Division of Standard
Standa rd TeleTelephoues & Cables Ltd., Brixham Road, Paignton,
phones
Paignto n, Devon
Devon
(Tel.: Paignton
Paignto n 58685), as official agent
agent in
in the
the U.K.
U.K. and
and
E.F.T.A . for certain of its products.
E.F.T.A.
products. These
These include
include
variable piston trimmer
variable
trimme r capacitors,
capacitors, metallized
metalli zed inductors,
inducto rs,
L-C tuners and delay lines.

OVER
SEAS TRADE
TRADE
OVERSEAS
Ghana has placed a £3M "turnkey"
"turnk ey" order
order with
with
Marcon i'ss for a three-station
Marconi
three-s tation television
television service,
service, aa multimultitransm
itter internal
internal and external
transmitter
external sound
sound broadcasting
broad~asting
station
stadon,, and microwave
microwave radio links between
between the
the stadons.
stations.
Each of the three television
Accra,
television stations (at
(at Accra, Kumasi
Kumas i
and Sekondi-Takoradi)
Sekondi-Takor adi) will employ 5-kW
5-kW 625-line
625-line
vision transmitters
transm itters and 1-kW f.m. sound transmitters
vision
transm itters
operati ng in Band I. Associated
operating
Associated studios are
are to
to be
be built
built
at Accra. The sound broadcasting
broadcasting station
station (at
(at Ejura)
Ejura) will
will
transm itters operating
employ six transmitters
operating on
on any
any frequency
frequency
from 3.2 to 18 Mc/s. The 10-kW output
output will
will be
be fed
fed to
to
a vertical incidence
incidence aerial, supported
suppor ted on
on 14
14 masts,
masts, and
and
the ionosphere
ionosphere reflected
reflected signals .should
the
should give aa good
good covercoverage of the whole country from the one site.
site. To
To extend
extend
Ghana' s external
external "voice of Africa"
Ghana's
Africa " service
service (already
(already
radiate d from Tema) two 250-kW h.f. transmitters
radiated
transm itters are
are
also being installed
installed at Ejura.
Finland 's Director
Directo r General
Finland's
Genera l of Posts and Telegraphs
Telegr aphs
has placed an order for five R/T transmitters,
transm itters, worth
worth
£20,000, with British Sarozal
about £20,000,
Sarozal Ltd.
Ltd.
Morocc o has bought two instrument
Morocco
instrum ent landing
landing systems
systems
Standa rd Telephones
from Standard
Teleph ones &
& Cables Ltd.
Ltd. They
They are
are for
for
Casabl anca and Rabat airports.
Casablanca
airport s.
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Personalities
Personalities

Sir Robert Fraser, O.E.E.,
O.B.E., B.A.,
B.A., B.Sc.,
B.Sc., directordirectorthe I.T.A.,
I.T.A., has
has accepted
accepted the
the invitation
invitation to
to
general of the
become president of the
the Television
Television Society
Society in
in successuccesHarold Bishop,
Bishop, C.B.E.,
C.B.E., M.I.E.E.,
M.I.E.E., who
who has
has
sion to Sir Harold
served for two years. A
A graduate
graduate of
of the
the University
University of
of
Melbourne Sir Robert later
later obtained
obtained his
his B.Sc.
B.Sc. degree
degree
in economics at London
London University.
University. From
From 1930/39
1930/39
he was leader w^.ter
writer for
for the
the Daily
Daily Herald
Herald and
and for
for the
the
major part of th
the war
war was
was director
director of
of the
the publications
publications
.. 'stry of
Ministry
of Information.
Information. From
From 1946
1946
division of the N.
;
to 1954 he was ddirector
~ector general
general of
of the
the Central
Central Office
Office
of Information.

Stanley Gill, M.A., Ph.D.,
Ph.D., head
head of
of the
the Advanced
Advanced
of Ferranti's
Ferranti's Computer
Computer DepartDepartApplications Group, of
ment, has succeeded Dr.
Dr. M.
M. V.
V. Wilkes,
Wilkes, of
of Cambridge
Cambridge
University Mathematical
Mathematical Laboratory,
Laboratory, as
as the
the U.K.
U.K. memmemof the
the International
International Federation
Federation for
for
ber of the council of
Information Processing. He
He is
is 36.
36. After
After graduating
graduating at
at
Cambridge he joined
joined the
the National
National Physical
Physical Laboratory
Laboratory
and later returned to
to Cambridge
Cambridge and
and obtained
obtained his
his Doc-Doctorate for research into
into methods
methods of
of applying
applying the
the CamCamED SAC, to
to .problems
problems in
in mathematics
mathematics
bridge computer, EDSAC,
1953/4 he
he spent
spent 18
18 months
months in
m the
the
and physics. During 1953/4
assistant professor
professor at
at the
the UniUniU.S.A. and was visiting assistant
versity of Illinois. Dr.
Dr. Gill
Gill joined
joined Ferranti's
Ferranti's in
in 1955.
1955.

R. J. Lees, M.A., B.Sc.,
B.Sc., head
head of
of the
the Instruments
Instruments and
and
G.
for the
the past
past two
two years
years clchief
G, H. W. Johnson, for
ef
Air Photography Division
Division of
of the
the Royal
Royal Aircraft
Aircraft EstabEstabdirector of
of the
the Marconi
Marconi Marine
Marine ComComexecutive and a director
lishment, has
hi been
been appointed
appointed director
director of
of the
the S.gnals
S_gnals
Norwegian
associates the
the Norsk
Nor.sk Marconikompani
Marconikompani
an associates
Development Establishment
Establishment of
of the
the Ministry
Ministry '- pany's Norwei
Research & Development
A/
S,
of
Oslo,
has
been
appointed
management
executive
,
has
been
appointed
management
executive
of Aviation, at Christchurch,
Hanto.
Mr.
Lees,
who
is
Christchurch, Hants. Mr. Lees, who is
International
Marine
Company
with
of
the
Marconi
International
Marine
Company
with
4 , jomed
what: is now
now the
the Royal
Royal Radar
Radar Establishment,
Establishment,
45,
jo:ned wh
radar
equipment
sales
in
responsibility
for
particular
respons:
ity
for
radar
equipment
sales
in
Malvern, in 1939
1939 where
where he
he remained
remained until
until moving
moving to
to
Europe.
who
has
retained
his
Norwegian
Mr.
Johnson,
who
has
retained
his
Norwegian
tlthee Royal Aircraft Establishment
in
1959.
While
at
Establishment in 1959. While at
in 1938.
1938.
Marconi's as
as aa radio
radio officer
officer in
directorship, joined
ned Marconi's
Malvern h
he was largely concerned
concerned with
with work
work on
on guided
guided
was appointed
appointed director
d:rector of
of Scientific
Sc:entific
missiles and in 1955 was
Dr. D. Gabor, F.R
F.R.S.,
Professor of
of Applied
Applied ElecElecS., Professor
Research (Guided
(Gu~ded Weapons).
Weapons). From
From 1956
1956 to
to 1959
1959 he
he
the Imperial
Imperial College
College of
of Science
Science and
and
tronic Physics at the
was head of airborne radar
radar at
at R.R.E.
R.R.E.
Technology, London, has
has joined
joined the
the board
board of
of directors
dire:tors
of the Fulmer Research
Research Institute,
Institute, Stoke
Stoke Poges,
Pages,
Bucks.
Following the ire-grouping
_ -grouping of
of the
the various
various Sblartrou
Scilartron
U .K. under
under aa one-company
one-company structure
structure
Companies
Companies in
In the U.K.
N. Elford,
Eiford, O.B.E.,
O.B.E., for
for many
many years
years the
the
Colonel E. N,
as -the
Electronic Group
Group Ltd.,
Ltd., L.
L. B.
B. CopeCopethe Solartron Electronic
Radar Division
Division has
has retired
retired but
but isis
manager of Marconi's Radar
stick,
manag:ng
di.rector of
of Solartron
Solartron Research
Research .manager
stick formerly man
iging director
In 1960
1960 he
he relinquished
relinqu:shed
consultant. In
being retained as a consultant.
and Development JL,td.,
Ltd., and
and J.
J. E.
E. Cross
Cross~,
formerly manmane, formerly
manager
of
the
division
to
take
up special
special
his
position
as
manager
of
the
division
to
take
up
aging director of Solartron
Solartron (Farnborough)
(Farnborough) Ltd.,
Ltd., have
have
the
managing
director,
principally
in
the
deduties
for
dul
;s
managing
director,
principally
in
the
ded~rectorships w
with
the
Solartron
organizaresigned their directorships
h the Solartron organizafence
field.
M.B.E., formerly
formerly managing
managing director
director of
of
tion. L. Malec, M.B.E.,
Solartron Radar Simulators
Simulators Ltd.,
Ltd., is
is taking
taking aa senior
senior
F. l^angford-Smith,
Langford-Smith, B.Sc.,
B.Sc., B.E.,
B.E., has,
has, because
because of
of illillappointment on the Continent
Continent with
with Solartron's
Solartron's parent
parent
health, relinquished his
his position
position as
as chief
chief of
of the
the techtechSchlumberger, and
and w:
willi be
be responsible
responsible for
for their
their
company, Schlumberger,
nical publications
publica~ions department
department of
of the
the English
English Electric
Electric
in Germany.
Germany.
electronics interests in
returned to
to his
his native
native Australia.
Australia.
Valve Company and has returned
He came to England
England towards
towards the
the end
end of
of 1956
1956 and
and isis
author of
of the
the "Radio
"Radio Designer's
Designer's
well known as the author
H. Faulkner, C.M.G.,
C.M.G., B.Sc.(Eng.),
B.Sc.(Eng.), M.I.E.E.,
M.I.E.E., has
has
Handbook." In 1959
1959 he
he was
was elected
elected an
an honorary
honorary
retired from the directorship
directorship of
of the
the TelecommunicaTelecommunicamember of the Audio Engineering
Engineering Society
Society of
of America
America
& Manufactu
Manufacturing
Association and
and
tion Enj
Engineering
neering &
ng Association
the importance
importance of
of his
his book
book .. , . . .
" in recognition of the
is succeeded by
by R.
R. A.
A. Moil
Moir, O.B.E.,
O.B.E., M.C.,
M.C., M.I.E.E,,,
M.I.E.E.,
to the education of aa generation
generation of
of audio
audio engineers."
engineers."
who was, until recently
recently, ai director
director of
of Standard
Standard TeleTeleat E.E.V.
E.E.V. by
by P.
P. G.
G. Durham
Durham who
who has
has
& Cable?
Cables. Mr.
Mr. Faulkner
Faulkner has
has been
been director
director of
of
phones &
He is succeeded at
been his chief assistant
assistant for
for three
three years.
years. Prior
Prior to
to joining
joining
the Association since
since his
his retirement
retirement from
from the
the post
post of
of
the company Mr
Mr. Durham
Durham was,
was, from
from 1942,
1942, with
with StanStandeputy engineer-in-chief
engineer-in-chid of
of the
the Post
Post Office
Office in
in 1953.
1953. He
He
dard Telephones & Cables
Cables where
where he
he was
was originally
originally on
on
was with the Post
Post Office
Office for
for 40
40 years
years and
and was
was aa memmemthe engineering staff
staff and
and subsequently
subsequently in
in charge
charge of
of
responsible
for the
the design
design of
of the
the Rugby
Rugby
ber of the team respon:
ble for
technical information.
radio station and was
was its
its first
first officer-in-charge
officer-in-charge (1925).
(1925).
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R. A. Moir

F. Langford-Smith

P. C.
G. Durham

65

Sir Harold Bishop, C.B.E.,
C.B.E., F.C.G.I.,
F.C.G.I ., B.Sc.(Eng.),
B.Sc.(Eng.),
M.I.E.E
., Directo
hA [.E.E.,
irectorr of
of Engineering
Enginee ring in
in the
the B.B.C
B.B.C., will
will
retire on May lOth,
having completed
retire
LOti, having
years sercomplet ed fort""
forty .years'
serEducate d aat the
vice. Educated
e City
h :y and
and Guilds
Guilds College,
College, he
he spent
spent
two ye
years
i with H.M.
H.M. Office
Office of
of Works
Works and
and aa year
year with
with
Marcon i's before jc
Marco:
ininj the
joining
the British
British Broadcasting
Broadca sting ComCompany.. Ale
pan
gineerr
He was appointed
appoint ed senior
senior superintendent
super.i ntenden t cenginee
in 1923, assistant
1929, chief
assistan t chie_
chief engineer
enginee r • .1929,
chief engineer
enginee r in
in
1943 and has been Director
:e 1952.
Directo r of
of Engineering
Enginee ring sit
since
1952.
F.
McLean , C.B.E.,
F- C. McLean,
I.I.E.E.,., succeeds
C.B.E., B.Sc.,
B.Sc., M.I.E.E
succeeds Sir
Sir
Harold as Director
Directo r of
of Engineering.
Enginee ring. After
After taking
taking his
his
degree at Birming
rmingham
Mr. McLean
ham university,
Univers ity, Mr.
McLean joined
joined
Standar
d Telepho
Standard
Telephones
nes &
& Cablo
Cables in
in 1925.
1925. In
In 1937
1937
he joined the
B.E !!. and
the B.B.C.
and was
was appointed
appointe d assistant
assistan t chief
chief
enginee
1951, deputy chief
engineerr in 1951
neerr in
chief e..,
enginee
in 1952,
1952, and
and has
has
. been deputy director
director of
of engineering
enginee ring since
since 1960.
1960.

J.
Fenning describes
J. C. Penning
describe s in
in this
this issue
issue the
the Post
Post Office
Office
televisio
televisi n detector
detector vans
vans on
on the
the development
develop ment of
of which
which
he- ^fs
has been
been enj
engaged
in the
Inland Rat
Radio
ged in
e Inland
o Planning
Plannin g and
and
Provisio n Branch. He
Provision
He joined
joined the
the Post
Post Office
Office engineerenginee ring
departm
i g depar
nent
1 as
ent in
in 19
1941
as ai youth-in-training
youth-in -training at
at the
the
Researc
h Static:
Station, Dollis
Research
Dollis Hill,
Hill, and
and since
since 1956
1956 has
has be^.i
been
engaged on the development
develop ment of
of radio
radio interference
interfere nce tracing
tracing
-and
measuri ng equipment.
and measuring
equipme nt.

OBIT
UARY
OBITUARY
J. Donegaii,
Donega n, B.Sc., A.C.G
J.
).} C., of
A.C.G.I .,, D.I.C.,
of Thorn-A.E.I.
Thorn-A .E.l.
Radio Valves and Tubes
i., died
November
Tubes LLtd.,
died on
on Novemb er 21st,
21st,
aged 58. After
iting
-om City
After gradi
graduati
ng from
City &
& Guilds
Guilds College,
College,
he spent all his
his working
working life
life in
in the
the radio
radio valve
valve and
and
cathode -ray tube indus
c?thode-ray
y,, joining
industry
joining Cosmos
Cosmos Lamp
Lamp Works
Works
Ltd. (now part of A.E.I.)
E .) ii
in 19:
1929 to
to take
take charge
charge of
of the
the
test department.
departm ent. He
le became
successively
development
became
successi
vely
develop
ment
n
enginee
r, chief enginee
engineer,
gineerr (valves^
neer(valves) and
and product
product enj
enginee
ring manager,
manage r, which
, t he
which post
he relinquished
relinqui shed aa few
few months
months
ago to assume special
special duties
duties within
within the
the company
compan y. He
He
was a member of th
ig advisory
the engineer
enginee ring
advisory committee
committ ee
of
of-. the British Radio Valve
Valve Manufacturers'
Manufa cturers' Association
Association
and of various Government
Governm ent valve
valve committees.
committ ees.

NEW
NEW YEAR
YEAR HONOURS
HONOURS

F. C. McLean

Dr. K. R. Sturley

The
The_ new deputy director
director of
ofT engineering
enginee ring will
will be
be M.
M. T.J. L.
L.
Pulling,
Pitllin., C.I
E., M.A
I.. E.E,. Educated
at
C.B.E.,
M.A.,
V *M.I.E.E
Educate d at MarlMarlborough College and K
ig's College,
King's
College, Cambridge,
Cambrid ge, Mr.
Mr.
Pulling wass with Murphy
Murphy for
for aa few
few ./ears
years before
before joining
joining
the B.B.C
B.B.C. in 193
1934. He became
became superintendent
superint endent engineer
enginee r
(recordi
ng)> in 19
(recordin
uperintendent
1941,, senior
senior • superint
endent engineer
enginee r
(television) in 1949,
1949, controller,
(television)
controll er, television
televisio n service
service
enginee
ring ina 1956,
engineering
1956, and
and for
for the
the past
past year
year has
has been
been
assistan
director
assistantt d
ector of
Weigall,, M.A.,
of engineering.
enginee ring. D.
D. B.
B. Weigall
M.A.,
M.I.E.E
., vwill
M.I.E L
ill be
be the
the new
new assistant
assistan t director
director oof engineerenginee ring.
Oxford University
ig. On leaving
eaving Oxford
Univers ity in
in 1933
1933 he
he joined
joined
the 1B.B.C.
B.C as aa student
stl,ldent apprentice,,
apprenti ce. He
He was
was seconded
seconde d
· to the Malaya
lakj a Broadcasting
Broadca sting Corporation
Corpora tion as
as chief
chief
enginee
engineerr from 1940 to
e past
to 1942.
1942. For
For tlthe
past two
two years
years he
he
has been iina the
the External
Externa l Broadcasting
Broadca sting Engineering
Enginee ring
Departm ent and became chief
Department
chief engineer,
enginee r, external
external broadbroadMay.
casting, last M
y. His
His successor
successor is
is K.
K. R.
R. Sturley,
Sturley, Ph.D.,
Ph.D.,
M.I.E.E ., 1head
IB.Sc.,
.Sc., M.I.ii.E.,
;ad of
of ffie
the Engineering
Enginee ring Training
Trainin g
Departm
ent since
since he
De]
irtmeni
he joined
joined the
the B.B.C.
B.B.C. in
in 1945.
1945. Dr.
Dr.
Sturley graduated
graduate d at 1Birming
rmingham
ham University
Univers ity and
and joined
joined
the staff of the Marconi
Marcon i College
C0llege in
in 1936.
1936.
MacLar
B. N.
4. M
cl ty,, O.B.E.,
O.B.E., M.I.E.E.,
M.I.E.E ., engineer-in-chief
enginee r-in-chie f
of Marcon i'ss W
W/T
/T Company
Compan y since
since 1954,
1954, has
has been
been
appoint
ed <enginee
ring consultant
appointed
ig
ering
consulta nt to
to the
the company
compan y and
and
will be ur
undertak
ing special
wih
ertaking
special full-time
full-time duties
duties for
for the
the
managin
g directoi,
director . He
managing
He joined
joined the
the company
compan y in
in 1921
1921 as
as
a develop
ment engineer
enginee r but went
development
went to
to the
the B.B.C.
B.B.C. in
in 1926.
1926.
He rejoined
the company
compan y as
-n ;d th
as deputy
deputy engineer-in-chief
enginee r-in-chie f in
in
1947. The title engineer-in-chief
enginee r-in-chie f isis being
being discontinued
disconti nued
and E. Eastwood,
Eastwoo d, C.B.E.,
C.B.E., ^„.D.,
Ph.D., M.Sc..
M.Sc., M.I.E.E.,
M.I.E.E ., has
has
been appoint
appointe id Director
bee:
Directo r of
of Engineering
Enginee ring and
and Research.
Researc h.
Dr. Eastwood
Eastwoo d joined
joined Marconi's
Marcon i's in
in 1948,
1948, from
from the
the Nelson
Nelson
Researc
h ]Laborat
ories of
of the
Research
aboratories
the English
English Electric
Electric Company.
Compan y.
In 1954 he became
became chie:
1
chief of
of research
research and
and in
in 19.
1961
director
research . R.
d
irector of research.
R. J.
J. Kemp,
Kemp, formerly
formerly deputy
deputy
enginee
r-in-chie f of Marconi's,
Marcon i's, which
engineer-in-chief
einr in
which he
he joined
in
1917,
appoint ed deputy
deputy director
1917, is appointed
director of
of engineering
enginee ring and
and
research . From 1930 to
to 1939
research.
1939 he
he was
was engineer-in-charge
enginee r-in-cha rge
televisio n research
research and
of television
and was
was chief
chief of
of the
the company's
compan y's
Researc h Station
Great Baddow Research
S~atiQ11 from
ffom 1948
1948 unti.
until 1954.
1954.

A number of well-known
well-kno wn names
names in
in the
the world
world of
of wirewire!ess
less appear in the Queen's
Queen's New
New Year
Year Honours
Honour s List,
List, they
they
.mclude
include::
Knighth
ood
Knighthood
R. E. Lindsay
ndsay Welling
Lngtor
B.E., Director
ton, C
C.B.E.,
Directo r of
of Sound
Sound
Broadca sting, B.B.C.,
Broadcasting,
B.B.C., who
who is
is retiring
retiring in
in August.
August.
C.B.E.
A. H. Cooper, B.Sc.,
B.Sc., technical
technica l director,
director , E.M.I.
E.M.I. ElecElec·uonics
tronics Ltd.
O.B.E.
Campey , head of publicity,
. H. G. Gampey,
publicity , B.B.C.
B.B.C.
Cdr. M.
Wing Cd
:., M.Brit.i.R.E.,
M. E. Claxton,
Claxton , B.{
B.Sc.,
M.Brit.I .R.E., No.
No. 22
Radio School, R.A.F.,
R.A.F., Yatesbury.
Yatesbu ry.
0. J.
J. Crompton,
Crompt on, .M.Eng.,
l.Eng M.I.E.E
M.I.E.E.,., director
director and
and general
general
manage r, British
manager,
British Insulated
Insulate d Callender's
Callend er's Construction
Constru ction
Compan y.
Company.
H. G. Hopki
Hopkinss,, B.Sc.,
I.E.E.,., senior
B.Sc., Ph.D.,
Ph.D., AM.I.E.E
senior principal
principa l
scientific officer, D.S.
D.S.I.R . Radio
Research
Radio
Researc
h Station
Station.
7
W. S. Melville,
Melville , B.Sc.,
J .,., manager.
B.Sc., M.I.E
M.I.E.E
manage r, Military
Military Radar
Radar
Enginee ring Department,
Departm ent, A
Engineering
E.L, Lekester.
A.E.I.,
Leicester.
M.B.E.
Angrove , station commander.
R. LL.: Angrove,
comman der, Forces
Forces Broadcasting
Broadca sting
Service, Tripoli.
H. W. Boutall, A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.E .E., senior
senior engineer
enginee r (contracts),
(contracts),
I.T.A.
.
A. R. Cork, deputy production
product ion manager,
manage r, E.M.I.
E.M.I. Ltd.,
Ltd.,
Hayes.
I.
T. Davies,
purser-r adio officer,
1. T,
-vies, purser-radio
officer, s.s
s.s. Jason,
Jason, Alfred
Alfred Holt
Holt
and Company.
Compan y.
·
R. A. Rov
Rowden
B.Sc., M.I.E.L.,
den,, B.Sc.,
M.I.E.E ., head
head of
of field
field strength
strength
section, Engineering
Enginee ring Research
Researc h Department,
Departm ent, B.B.C.
B.B.C.
~:: ··-·.··.····

..

A. H. Cooper (C.B.E.)
( C.B.£.)

R. A. Rowden (M.B.E.)
(M.B.£.)
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~ENGLISH ELECTRIC~
'ENGLISH

ELECTRIC'
::

.J

;;;;....

New English ·Electric Vacuum Variable Capacitors
Early delivery from wide range
New

English

Electric Vacuum

Early

delivery from

Variable

wide

Capacitors

range

series of
of
An entirely new series
Vacuum Variable Capacitors
Capacitors
has now been introduced
introduced by
by

English Electric Valve Co.
Co. Ltd
Ltd
giving
:;~ • 40 ampere (r.f.) rating (r.m.s.)
(r.m.s.)

~; ~' • I capacitance range covering
covering
5to750pF
5 to 750 pF
•
type mh

·····

up to 20 kV (peak) operation

.. ~
.

j

:

ELECTRIC
,<

,

UE TYPE

<

UB TYPE

Vacuum Variable Capacitors
Capacitors ^ave
have
over convenconvenmany advantages over
tional air or gas-filled
gas-filled capacitors
capacitors
including:

\

\

TYPE

•

Compactness

•

power factor
Extremely low power

•

Low self-inductance and
and stray
stray
capacitance .

•

No electrostatic
electrostati~ dust
dust precipiprecipitation on plates
plates

•

Ease of installation
installation

•

Self-healing properties
properties in
in ,
of accidental Voltage
voltage
cases of
overload
··-~··-·-·~

Further Information on this new
Series arid the complete ranye of
fVPes, with capacitances up to
ftopf, is availaoie on lepuest.
Enquiiies are also invited for
special designs, to suit individual

English . Electric Valve Company
English
AGENTS

Electric

THROUGHOUT

THE
THE

WORLD
WORtO

Valve

j

Company

Limit©

Chelmsford,
England. Telephone;
Telephone : .Chelmsford
c·•netmsfb 34
Chelmsford, England,

6688

W
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.
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H.F. PROPAGATION IN 1962
H.F.

PROPAGATION

PREDICTIONS
AND .PRACTICE
PREDICTIONS AND
PRACTICE COMPARED
COMPARED

THE

1962 brought
brough t aa welcome
welcome respite
respite from
from the
the
J. HE year 1962
headlong decline of
of the
the present
present sunspot
sunspot cycle,
cycle,
since records
the nineteenth since
records began
began in
in 1749.
1749. With
With the
the
sunspot number
running average sunspot
number standing
standing at
at about
about
43 when the year
year began
began and
and the
the minimum
minimum of
of the
the
average duration)
duration) not
not due
due until
cycle (if of average
until 1965,
1965,
consolation was
was that
that the
the sunspot
sunspot number
the only consolation
number
below zero.
zero. Although
Although the
the running
cannot drop belowrunning
for the
the year-end
year-end cannot
cannot be
average number for
be known
known
months yet
yet there
there has
has been
been aa distinct
distinct levelfor some months
levelthe cycle's
cycle's decay.
decay. This
This has
has allowed
allowed some
some
ling-off in the
opportunity
for users
users of
of the
the h.f.
h.f. band
band to
opportunity for
to explore
explore
allocations in
in the
the lower
lower part
their frequency allocations
part of
of the
the
to construct
construct aerials
aerials suitable
suitable for
spectrum and to
for these.
these.
number of
of services
services operated
operated has
Meanwhile the number
has
increased.
steadily increased.

Ionospheric Index.—The
Index.-The sunspot
sunspot number
The Ionospheric
number isis
index of
of solar
solar activity
activity but
but ith isis based
the best-known index
based
observation of
on visual observation
of the
the sun
sun and
and not
not on
on the
the flux
flux
radiation which
which is
is appropriate
appropriate to
of ionizing radiation
to radio
radio
communications.
communications.
An
An
i n d ex much more
more
index
correlated with
with
closely correlated
pi———i————————
ionizatiDn is
is
the state of ionization
j
^
Ionospheric Index
Index
the Ionospheric
Mi
/
Minnis and
and
(IF2) of Minnis
1j—j—!—j—I
-f—*
is based
based on
on
Bazzard11;; it is
Ml:!!!
'/f
analysis of the measured
measured
j [ ; ;
^ M/
1
at
critical frequencies at
_j i j
'
j p'y
!
11 ionosonde stations
stations
Mi
'
the world.
throughout the
~^-J-r r-r—i—{—*
world.
:
this paraparaThe values of this
;
W| I M
been proprometer have been
; j
Mi J
' !
the Radio
Radio
vided by the
—1—j
!—i——j
i—i—
Station,
Research
Station,
M
! i
/ i
they are
Slough, and they
" j ^' p
'
are
shown along with
with the
MM—M
:
the
sunspot number and
i /»(/
and
averages 200-VXva;,7
their running averages
1. The
The IF2
IF2
in Fig. 1.
i Mf
, M
jfl
1
shows the
the
curve also shows
i !
j
j
/\j
in 1962.
""levelling-off"
levelling-off " in
,
fp:
1962. g5 —AJ——,
Activity.- |~
Magnetic Activity.—
!_j i_J
!
r
having declined
declined i~
After having
M :
i~ lifl
fairly steadily since
since the
M—j—
Ma Mithe
the degree
degree
end of 1959 the
j
:
Ty
of magnetic activity
activity 100
M
"[
ItIM "T"'
took a
sharp.
and
sharp
and
|_i !
AW j j I
.
ommous
upswmg in
m
ominous
upswing
M '
i j M
mid-1962, although itit
M—1—;———Mi/M—i—i—L
has since subsided. Fig.
Fig. ^ _j M ! l/J 1 M M
i j i
Aj
M
2 shows the number
number of
of 5
days per month on
|
j—j—MM—M-i--p j-—
on
which
activity
was
\ ! i ! '
actiVIty
was
than an
an arbitrary
arbitrary 0 mM jJ MdMM'M~"d
greater than
S DMM M ~D Ti
"M "jj " sS~ o0
The disturbed
disturbed
datum. The
'
"
Ms
"Me
1954
days are now showing
showing
a strong tendency
tendency to
to Fig.
Fig. I.I. The
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the solar cycle
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course, reflected
reflected in
in aa reduction
reduction of
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the preprestandard maximum
maximum usable
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dicted standard
frequencies
(MUFs) for actual
actual radio
radio circuits.
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The magnitude
magnitude
reduction varied
of the reduction
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between about
about 10
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and 55%
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location, season
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route length
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during local
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the actual
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that although
although the
the predicted
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sphere sounder which consists of
a pulse transmitter and receiver
reoeiver
at either, or both, ends of a circuit. These are
ai·e maintained in
synchronism
as
they
sweep
through the entire hi.
h.f. band
and produce a display showing
the MUF at any moment. There ·
are many problems concerning
the integration of this equipment
into a communications system
but nevertheless the knowledge
that there are " anomalous"
anomalous "
propagation modes is some encouragement to experiment with
frequencies above those predicted, particularly in the sunspot
soot minimum years.

Frequency Usage.—Although
Usage.-Although
considera'ble use has been made
considerable
0
off frequencies
frequenci~s higher
high:::r than
than those
those
. 1958
1959
. 1960
definit·e
predicted there was a definite
change towards
towards the
the use
use of
of lower
lower
of magnetically disturbed days per month from
from
Fig. 2. The number of
m 1955 to 1962.
change
frequencies during the year. On
of the spectrum; a digression on this subject might
several
r
sev·eral main routes
night-time frequencies well below
be in order.
10
Mc/s
wen
order.
were used for the first time since 1956 durFirst, there are routes for which the daytime
ing the 1961-2
1961winter and their use became more
MUF was so high in 1958 that, even by 1962, the
regular as the 1962 winter advanced. Several factors
highest assigned frequencies were still usable. In the ' prevent these frequencies from being as useful as
"maximum"
expect-lower aerial gain, . higher radia" maximum " years the predicted MUF on the Hong
one might expect—lower
ex
higher · atmospheric noise and generally
Kong-Bombay route, for instance, .often
often reached 50
tion angle, hi
Mcjs;
in
1962
it
regularly
exceeded
more
interference-so
30
Mc/s
and
Mc/s;
interfer
interference—so
that a good deal of use has
assignments over 24 Mc/s are still being used. This
still been mai
made of the 10 Mc/s frequencies during
applies to similar low-latitude routes of intermediate
those nights con which conditions allowed.
compares the predicted MUF curves relength (of the order of 4,000 km).
Fig. 33 com
typical telegraph circuit between London
Secondly, there are many cases where a reduction
lating to a tyf
of the predicted MUF has not been followed by the
and Nairobi for
fi December, 1958 and 1962. It shows .
availability of the high daytime frequencies
use of lower frequencies because certain propagation
how the avail;
freq)lencies
reduced and also emphasizes the need for
modes which have so far been excluded in preparing . has been redi
the predictions have actually exerted a controlling
additional int<
intermediate frequencies which can cover
influence. The normal prediction methods generally
the transition
transitions between day and night. In the
employed only consider F2-layer
F2·-layer modes and even writer's opinic
opinion the diurnal availability of continuous
then exclude layer-tilts, scatter and off-bearing propoint-to-point circuits can best be improved by
pagation. Some modes depend upon sporadic-E
agility in the use of frequencies rather than, for inusing higher and higher transmitter power.
ionization, for example, which is largely independent
stance, by usin
this one assumes that both transmitting
of the ·sunspot
sunspot cycle so that its influence becomes
In saying this
more important towards the minimum of the solar
and receiving aerials conform to the best present
standards.
·
cycle when the F2 layer is weaker. The incidence
standards,
of sporadic-E is greatest in (local) summer daytime
and during the last sunspot minimum the extensive
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and where to expect these effects we might be able
to ease the growing problem of congestion in the
lower bands. It is now possible to examine mode
structures with the aid of an oblique incidence iono-
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l:onditions in 1963.-It
Conditions
1963.—It would
be misleading to sugwoulcl"be
gest that conditions will be worse during 1963 since
that implies that they were bad in the first place.
There has actually been no dramatic decrease in the
daily availability of main radio circuits in recent
years although this satisfactory state of affairs has
has
only been achieved by more intensive circuit control
at radio stations coupled with increased work by
those responsible for interference problems; in some
cases, of course, improved equipment has also been
a contributory factor.
The solar cycle will continue the downward trend

towards its minimum:
mm1mum: one can only hope that the
present cycle will prove to be one of short duration
and that the minimum will come before eleven years
are up in 1965.
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RECEIVED
BOOKS
RECEIVED
& Tube Electronics,
Fundamentals of Semiconductor &
by H. Alex Romanowitz. A comprehensive first course
in valve and semiconductor electronics. Beginning with
a review of basic circuit theory and techniques of three
laboratory instruments—the
instruments-the multimeter, cathode-ray
voltmeter-the book takes the
oscilloscope and valve voltmeter—the
student through the mechanics, electrical properties and
arid
applications of valves and semiconductors. A
A final
chapter on microminiaturization gives the reader an
:m
inca the latest developments. Mathematical
insight into
considerations are kept mainly to algebra and simple
trigonometry. Pp. 620. John Wiley and Sons Ltd.,
Gordon House, Greencoat Place, London, S.W.I.
S.W.l. Price
6is.
62 s.
Television Simplified (completely revised 6th edition),
by Milton S. Kiver. Covers most aspects of television
receiver techniques and principles including a consideration of colour television. The many circuit diagrams
are . well explained and only elementary knowledge is
assumed of the reader. Pp. 637. D. Van Nostrand Co.
Ltd., 358 Kensington High Street, London, W.14.
W.l4. Price
Pric~
63s.
Radioarbogen, 62, edited by Geo Cortsen.
Buyers'
Cortsen ~
D anish) to sound radio and television
guide (in Danish)
televisiou receivers, record players and tape recorders for the 196263 season in Denmark, with a trade directory and statis177. Rateksa,
tics. Pp. 177.
Ra teksa, Puggaardsgade 2, Copenhagen
V. Price Kr.
lZr. 20.

Oc:!co.de Navigation-Electronics, by R. J. Aalberts.
Ocecode
An alphabetical list of 8,500 abbreviations, code
cone names,
symbols, etc., used in British and American electronic
and navigational literature. Apart from its primary usefulness, it should provide ample material for an indictExample :
ment of English terminological ambiguity. Example:
= aero · club, air commodore, air corps, air council,
AC =
aircraft, aircraftsmen, alternating current, anode circuit/
current, aerial current, anti-clutter, approach coupler,
astronomical constant,
Pp. 282.
Oceco Technical
Publishers, 35 Lysterbeslaan, Hilversum, Netherlands.
Price 70s.
Using the Slide Rule in Electronic Technology, by E.
Charles Alvarez.
Alvarez. Very often the student's first acquaintance with the slide .rule is coincident with his first
excursions into the realms of electrical engineering and
electronics. The author of this book sees this as an
ari
ideal situation and presents exercises in slide rule use
as elementary electronic revision problems.
problems. The three
basic slide rules (general purpose, duplex and log-log) ·
are described and most fundamental · measurements and
calculations dealt with. Pp. 109. John F. Rider Publisher, Inc., 116 W. 14th Street, New York 11. Price
$2.50 paper back.
back.
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British Miniature and Subminiature Valves Data
Manual 1962-63, edited by G.
G . W. A.
A Dummer and
a.pd
J. Mackenzie
Mackenzie: Robertson. Collection of data from nine
leading manufacturers of valves having .bases not larger
than B9A and including voltage stabilizers, reference
tubes, tuning indicators, trigger tubes, thyrators, etc.
Equivalent tables which are not restricted to
~o the smaller
sizes are given. Pp. 921. Pergamon Press Ltd., Headingly Hill, Hall, Oxford. Price £10.
High Fidelity Pocket Book, by W. E. Pannett,
A.M.I.E.E. Intended to provide a comprehensive treatment of current "hi-fi" techniques for the practising
engineer, technician and dealer, its conciseness and
clarity will help the home constructor and music lover.
Pp. 314.
314. George Newnes Ltd., Southampton Street,
· London, W.C.2.
W .C .2. Price 40s.
Technique des Amplificateurs Basse Frequence
Fn!quence de
Qualite, by Ph. Ramain. Complete treatise on the
design of audio-frequency amplifiers employing valves.
The book is divided into three parts, the first and
ahd largest
dealing with basic principles of power amplifiers, the
second with pre-amplifiers and equalizers and the third
with radio feeder units, stereophony and high-quality
systems in general. Is likely to become one of the standard reference books on the subject in the French language. Pp. 750. Editions Chiron, 40 rue de Seine,
Paris 6. Price NF80.

INFORMATION SERVICE
SERVIC .E FOR
PROFESSIONAL READERS
The reply-paid forms introduced recently to
replace the postcards hitherto included have proved
to be very helpful to professional readers, judging
by the number of forms returned to us. This improved Wireless World service is therefore being
continued.
The forms are on the last two pages · of the
issue, inside the back cover, and are designed so
that information about advertised products can be
readily obtained merely by ringing the appropriate
advertisement page numbers. Space is also provided
for requesting more particulars about products
mentioned editorially.
By the use of these forms professional readers
can obtain the additional information they require
. quickly and easily.
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A1ercury (above) the first cable-laying ship of Cable and Wireless
C.S. Mercury
Wire less
Ltd., left London on December 17th
Ltd.,
17th on her first commission. The
The
world's; fastest cable-laying ship, she is now
worlc
now engaged
engaged in
in the laying of
of aa
I1,000-nautical-mile
,000-naut ical-m ile section of the 8,000-mile Commonwealth
ransCommonwealth tran
sPacific (COMPAC) telephone cable. The loading
loading of the cable and
and 49
49
rep3aters lasted three weeks, day and night working. Each
repeaters
Each of the
the
repeaters cost £20,000. The cable being laid on this
this voyage is for
part of the Honolulu-Suva link.
part
link . The lightweight coaxial
coaxial cable
cable (left),
(left),
de
si gned by the,British
the , British Post Office and developed and manufactured
designed
manuh<.t ure d
by Submarine Cables Ltd.,
Ltd ., is unarmoured, a steel wire protection
protect i ~n being
b~ing
unnecessary in deep quiescent waters.
waters ; The strength
strength member, consi
co:1si tthigh-tensi le steel strands (A), runs throuj
ing of high-tensile
h the
through
the tubular
tubul:1r inner
inne r
the return conduccopper conductor (B) and aluminium tapes form both the
(D)I and a screening layer (F) which
tor ([
which are separated by
by a polythene
pclythe ne
film (^
(E). · Polythene insulation
lape (G)
insu lation (C), impregnated cotton tape
(G) and
and
an outer protective polythene sheath (H) compiet.s
complet . s the
the cable.
cable.
When completed the 8,000-miie
8,000-m il e COMPAC cable
cab le system wi
w i II be
be
capable of carrying 80 simultaneous telephone conver:
ati.;r.s
conversati
.: r.s and
2nd any
any
one of the 80 channels could carry up to 22 telegraph channels.
channels. The
The
Suva-Auckland-Syd ney sections (the cable and repeaters for
Suva-Auckland-Sydney
for which
whic h
were made by S.T.C.) are already in service and COMPAC
COM PAC is due
due
to be completed by next December. The South
South East
East Asia CommonCommon(SEAOOM) cable is scheduled for completion in 1966.
wealth (SEACOM)
1966.
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DETECTING UNLICENSED SETS
DETECTING

UNLICENSED

SETS

THE

T
Post Office
Office system
system for
for the
JL HE original Post
the detemon
detection design
design and
and the
the high
high level
level of
of electrical
electrical interference
interference
· of unl:
unlicensed
te1evision receivers
receivers11 vb':h
.ensed television
which has
has been
occurring atat very
been occurring
very low
low frequencies,
frequencies, much
much ofof which
which
in
years, relies
relies on
on detecting
detecting the
n use for ten years,
the maggenerated by
mag- isis generated
by the
the electrical
electricalcircuits
circuitsofofthe
thedetector
detector
field from
from the
netic induction field
the line
line deflection
car itself
deflection circuits
itself and
and cannot
circuits car
cannot be
be adequately
adequatelysuppressed.
suppressed. To
To
A modified
modified communications
overcome these
-communications type
these difficulties
of the set. A
difficulties aa new
type receiver
receiver overcome
new system
.system ofof detecdetection has
has been
been developed.
developed.
second harmorr
harmonic
tuned to the second
c of
of the
the line
line timebase
timebase tion
·
frequency was
employed to
to compare
compare the
All modern
the e.m.f.s
moderncommercial
e.m.f.s incommercialtelevision
frequency
was employed
All
intelevisionand
andv.h.f.
v.h.f.sound
sound
~creened loop
broadcasting receivers
loop aerials
receivers use
duced in
i horizontal screened
aerials mounted
mounted broadcasting
use the
·the superheterodyne
superheterodyneprinprinand rear
rear of
ciple and
of the
at the front and
and the
the detector
the new
detector car,
new system
system relies
car, or
on the
relies on
the ciple
on detection
detectionofofthe
the
the car
radiation from
car is
is immec
immediately
from the
nearside. When tne
ately outside
the frequency
frequency changing
outside aa radiation
changing oscillators,
oscillators.
containing
working television
The eqi
equipment
television reo
house contain
ig aa working
ver, the
pment consists
consists of
receiver,
of aa direction-finding
the The
direction-findingaerial
aerial
strengths at
at the
the front
and panoramic
front and
field strengths
panoramic receiver
and rear
rear of
receiver mounted
of the
the car
car are
mounted inin an
are and
·an estate
estate car.
car.
loop mounted
Owing to
mounted on
to the
on the
the variety
the offside
variety of
equal. A third loop
offside isis used
of frequencies
frequencies atat which
used Owing
which osciloscilwhether the
lator radiation
the television
to determine whether
radiation can
television receiver
can occur
receiver isis on
occurand
and the
on lator
thewide
widerange
rangeofoffield
field
strengths encountered,
or offside
offside of
encountered, the
of the
the nearside or
strengths
the car.
car.
the new
new equipment
equipment isis conconthe introduction
introduction of
siderably more
Following the
of alternative
more complex
alternative television
complex than
television siderably
than that
that previously
previously used,
used.
rapid Jincrease
programmes and the rapid
icrease in
in the
the number
number
of telev
television
receivers in
in use,
use, itit ha
has become
become increasincreas- „
of
ision receivers
Range of
of Radiations
Radiations
difficult to
ingly difficult
censed receivers
'e<3 Lency Range
to detect
detect un
unlicensed
receivers with
with this
this Frequency
system. A
A fundamental
Acuity is
fundamental ddifficulty
is that
that the
the Pie
line Modern
Modern television
television receivers
receivers have
have aa nominal
nominal vision
VISion
of the
the B.B.C.
B.B.C. and
scan frequencies of
and the
the I.T.A.
I.T.A. transtrans- i.f.
i.f. of
of 34.65
34.65 Mc/s
Mc/s but
but older
older sets
sets still
still inin service
service
missions are not
not accurately
accurately synchronized,
synchronized, although
although employ
employ aa wide
wide variety
variety of
of intermediate
intermediate frequencies,
frequencies
.
:
each is nominally locked
loc-ked to
to the
the 50
50 c/s
cfs mains
mains supply.
supply V.H.F,
V.H.F. sound
sound broadcasting
broadcasting receivers
receivers emplo
employ a a 10.7
10.7
aand the second
second harmonics
harmonics of
of these
these frequencies
frequencies may
may Mc/s
Mc/s i.f.
i.f. and
and the
the oscillator
oscillatorfrequency
frequencymay
maybe
beabove
above
differ; by
by several
several cycles
diffe
second.
Thus
if
two
or
below
that
of
the
signal
being
received.
cycles per
per second. Thus if two
or below that of the signal being received. At
Atleast
least
television receivers, one
one tuned
tuned to
to the
the B.B.C.
B.B.C. and
and the
the two
two television
television channels
channels (B.B.C.
(B.B.C. and
and I.T.A.)
I.T.A.) may
maybebe
to the
the I.T.A.
I.T.A. are
are qlose
other 1r
dose together,
together, the
the signal
signal received
received in
in aa given
given area
area on
on most
most receivers
receivers having
havinga a
received
tbe detector
eceived by the
signal
16
or
34.65
Mc/s
i.f.f
and
in
fringe
areas
a
particular
detector will
will be
be the
the combined
combined signal
16 or 34.65 Mc/s i.f.t and in fringe areas a particular
the two
two timebases
timebases and
and the
from tr.
the signal
signal strength
strength meter
meter programme
programme may
may be
be received
received on
on two
two oror more
more chanchanwill
fill follow
ollow the
the comb
led signal,
nels.
Osc
llator
radiations
from
television
the amplitude
amplitude of
of ·the
combined
signal, . nels. Oscillator radiations from televisionand
andv.h.f.
v.h.f.
i.e., it will resp
id to
respond
to the
the beat
beat frequency
frequency and
and field
field sound
sound receivers
receivers therefore
therefore cover
cover aa wide
wide frequency
frequency
comparison will
strength comparison
will be
be impaired.
impaired. Further
Further diffidiffi- spectrum,
spectrum, the
the range
range being
being approximately
approximately 29-240
29-240
cultiess associated
culti
Receivers
tuned
r©
the
associated with
with detecting
detecting radiation
radiation from
from the
the Mc/s.
Mc/s. Receivers tuned to the same
samesignal
signaland
andhavhavtimebase circuits
circuits are
a:re the
the low
low field
field strengths
strengths encounencoun- ing
ing the
the same
same nominal
nominal i.f.
i.f. do
do not
not radiate
radiateatatprecisely
precisely
tered, due to
to improvements
improvements in
in television
television receiver
receiver the
the same
same frequency.
frequency. The
The frequency
frequency difference
difference
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•(■t Most
Mostmulti-channel
multi-channelsets
setsemploy
employthese
thesetwo
twoi.f.s.
i.f.s.
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between adjacent
adjacent receivers
receivers may
between
may vary
vary f~om
from a few
few
kilocycles
to
several
megacycl~s,
depen~mg
kilocycles to several megacyc'es, depending on
on the
the
tuning adjustment
of the
the receiver.
rece1ve:. Owmg
tuning
idjustment of
Owing to t~m
temperature drift
drift and
manual operation
opera~10n of
perature
and manual
of the
the rece1ver
receive:
tuning, the.
the . oscillator
oscillator frequency 1s
tuning,
is not ~onstant
constant and
generally
slow drift
drift can be '?bserved.
genei
lly aa slow
observed. Th~
The el~c
lectrical coupling
coupling between
between the
the oscillator
osc1lla~or and ae_n~l
trical
aerial Cl~
circuits in
in aa receiver
receiver is3 small
cuits
small and
and ose11lator
oscillator rad1anon
radiation 1s
is
mainly caused
caused by
by chassis
chassis ·currents
cur~ents in the turre_
mainly
turrett turier
tuner ·
and receiver,
receiver the
the short
short electncal
and
electrical paths favourmg
favouring the
radiation of
ot' harmonics
harmonics of oscillators operating on
radiation
the lower
lower frequencies.
frequencies. By
the
By detecting
detecting these harmonics
and
the
fundamentals
of higher
higher frequency oscillators
and the fundamentals of
osc' lators
the frequency
freq uency coverage
coverage needed in a
the
a detection system
may be
be reduced.
reduced. The new equipment has
may
ha. therefore
been designed
de ~igned to cover the range 110-250 Mc/s.

Field Strengths
Strengths and
Polariza~ion
Field
and Polarization
The signals
signals being
The
being detected are spurious radiations
from receivers and limits are set to the desirable
amplitude of
of these
amplitude
these radiations to minimize interference
with
other
radio users. The limits specified
ference
22
by
the
B.S.I.
are
equivalent
to field strengths at a
by the
practical
detection
distance
(10
metres) .of approxi_.
practical
approximately 20
20 /'-V/m
fJ.V jm in
in the
the bands used for T
V and v.h
.f.
mately
TV
v.h.f.
sound
broadcasting
·and
..
50
JAV
/m
outside
these
sound broadcasting and .
/'V/m
bands. The
The figures specified by the B.S.I.
bands.
B.S.I, set a
limit to
to the
the maximum field strength which may occur
in
any direction
direction on an open test site. The radiation
n any
from a receiver which complies
compT'js with these recommendations may
may be
be considerably lower than this in
mendations
some
directions, particularly
particularly when attenuated by
some directions,
the screening
screening effect of ., a building.
This signal
the
budding.
absorption by buildings and other obstructions
absorption
obstruc ons varies
considerably when
when the
the transmission
considerably
transrr jsion path is changed
by moving
moving · the detector
detector a few feet along the road.
by
As well
well as
as covering
covering aa wide
As
v. de frequency band, oscilpolarization.
lator radiations are of random polarization,

The Aerial
Aerial
The
Because the
the plane of polarization of a signal is usu. ally
ally rotated
rotated on reflec
reflection,
on, a linearly
nearly polarized
polai zed aerial
may be
be less
less sensi
sensitive
may
vc to a signal
s gnal polarized at right
righ.
angles to
to its plane of maximum response than to a
angles
reflection of the same signal. To be free from bearbearing errors,
errors, aa direction
direction finding aerial must, therefore,
ing
respond to
to signals of random polarizal
polarization.
respond
jn. For our
purpose it
it must also have a wide frequency band,
purpose
good directivity
directivity and
and gain,
gain, small size and freedom
good
freedom
from beam
beam splitting
splitting and tilting, i.e.,
from
e,, the electrical
and mechanical
mechanical axes of the aeri:;tl
and
aet -al must bear a constant relationsh'
relationship5 to each other when the frequency
and plane
plane of polarization are varied.
Ideally, the aerial should be circularly polarized
but negligible
negligible errors
errors· result from the use of an ellipel ptically polarized
polarized aerial of small axial
tically
ax il ratio. Several
Severa^
types of
of aerial,
aerial, including
including the conical
types
coi cal helix . were
investigated, using scale model techniques at u.h.f.
The aerial adopted consists of aa tilted dipole in a
corner reflector. End screens on the reflector mask
reflections from the car roof.
roof. An optimum corner
angle and angle of tilt of the dipole have been
determined which gj
givee elliptical
el iptical polarization over
2-!- ! 1 frequency range, without serious degradation
a 2^:1
of direc
directivity
of
vity and gain. · A useful frequency range
from 110 to over 250 Mc/s
Mcjs has been achieved, the
lower frequency limit
h-nit being set by the ma:ximum
maximum
*
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Operating the panoramic ·receiver
ne
Operating
receiver and aerial control in .oone

. of
of the new television detector cars.

·permissible
permissible dimensions of the aerial. Th~
The g~in
gain
of
the aeria]
aerial varies vwith
of the
th frequency and polanzauon
polarization
but it
it 'is
'is approx
approximately
but
aately equal to that of a resonant
dipole.
The
half-power
beam-width varies
dipole. The
va^'es between
45°
and
60°
over
most
of
the
frequency
range but
45° and
bu'
it increases
increases to
to 90°
90° at the lower end. The ratio
it
rat. d of
amplitudes of the main response to all other reamplitudes
spons~s ("front
("front to back rati
ratio")
sponses
") is generally greater
than 20
20 dB
dB but it falls at lower frequencies
than
frequent ;s when
the plane
plane of
of polarization of the signal lies within ·
the
certain narrow angles.
/
.
With a good,
good isignal,
gnal, a bearing accuracy of about
·5"
may normally
normally be achieved and even when the
5 may
ssignal-to-noise
.gnal-to-noise ratio iss poor, the mean of several
.bearings
will usually
usually give
give this
bearings will
tl s order of accuracy.
For example, this means that location from a single
For
s" igle
bearing at
at aa distance of 40 feet could be within
to 4 feet
feet. By taking bearings from different posi33 to
tions, the
the operator
operator can readily determine in which
tions,
room of a house a receiver iss operating.
room
operai" ng
To permiL
Tc
perm . continuous rotation of
o. the aerial,
aer: 1, which
is electr
electrically
is
ally balanced, a balance-to-unbalance
(balun) transformer and rotating coaxial joint are
(balun)
incorporated ini the lower mast bearing. The
incorporated
The joint
consists of a doubly tapered coaxial line
consists
ine with
v th mercury wetted contacts on the inner and outer conductors at the point of largest diameter.
diameter. . This method
ductors
of construction
construction avoids variations
of
variations ini coupling when
the joint is rotated and ensures a negligible coupling
the
loss. There is no variation with frequency, as
loss.
would occur with a capacitive coupling and the
the. contact noise which is injoint is free from the
evitable . with metal-to-metal contacts at very low
Abo, there is no contact wear and
signal levels. Also,
the use of a self-aligning lower bearing is facilitated.
Contamination of the mercury due to amalgamation or oil films has no measurable effect on the
the
coupling because the self capacitance of these very
thin insulating films is sufficiently high to provide
a low impedance path at the frequencies employed.
In order to · make maximum use of the directional
Tn
propertie& of the aerial, a combined
properties
combineJ periscope and
optical pre
:ctor are mounted on the roof of the
projector
arid mechanically coupled to the rotating aerial.
car and
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The operator
operator views a 25°
the external
25° are
ar<.: of
of -the-extern
al scene
scene
.with
with a vertical line superimposed^,
superimpo sed, indicating
indicating · the
the
direction of ·-propagati
direction
propagation
on · of
of· the
the signal
sjgnal received
received by
by
the aerial.
aerial. At night, if
the
if there
there is
is insufficient
insuffiCient street
street
lighting an optical projector
lighting
projector incorporated
incorporat ed in
in the
the
periscope may be brought
periscope
a
brought into
intu use
use and
and a very
very
narrow beam of light momentarily
narrow
momentar ily projected
projected on
on
to . the . building in
in which
which aa detected
detected receiver
receiver is
is
operating.

Panoram ic Receiver
Panoramic
Signals radiated from domestic
domestic receivers
receivers cover
cover .aa
wide frequency spectrum, may
may have
have small
small frequency
frequency
separation
separation,, and are generally
generally of
of poor
poor frequency
frequency
stability and low field :strength.
strength. To
To resolve
resolve these
these
signals·
high-ga:n receiver ·with
signals a high-gain
with narrow
narrow i.f.
i.f. bandbandwidth is required, but
but searching
searching for
for any
any one
one parparticular signal with a manually
manmilly tuned
tuned narrow
narrow band
band
receiver is both difficult
difficult and laborious.
laborious.
. The narrow-band
narrow-ba nd panoramic
panoramic receiver
receiver developed
developed
for the detector overcomes
overcomes the
the difficulty
difficulty by
by displaydisplaying a frequency spectrum of
of approximately
approxima tely 88 Mc/s,
Mc/s,
at full sweepwidth,
sweepwidt h, on its
its Cathode-ray
cathode-ra y screen.
screen. The
The
receiver is a triple superheterodyne
superheter odyne employing
employing ininfrequencie s of 35
termediate frequencies
35 Mc/s,
Mc/s, 30
30 Mc/s
Mc/s and
and
450 kc/s and having an overall
overall bandwidth
bandwidth of
of 77 kc/s.
kc/s.
The input stage is aa modified 14-position
14-positio n television
television
turret tuner employing a low-noise
low-noise cascode
cascade ampliamplifier, frequency changer
changer and
and stable
stable oscillator.
oscillator. A
A highhigh14 BAND-PASS FILTERS
!4FILTERS

pass filter in the aerial
aerial circuit
circuit prevents
prevents i.f.
i.f. breakbreakthrough. The tuner, which
which has
has an
an almost
almost concontinuous frequency Coverage
coverage from 110
110 to
to 250
250 Mc/s,
Mcjs,
is followed by a broadband i.f.
i.f. amplifier
amplifier having
having aa
centre frequency of 35 Mc/s and
and an
an overall
overall bandbandwidth of 8 Mc/s.
Mcjs. A buffer
buffer stage
stage separates
separates the
the 35
35
Mc/s amplifier
amplifier from the sweep
sweep oscillator.
oscillator. The
The
frequency sweep is achieved by
by varying
varying the
the current
current
in an inductor magnetically
magnetica lly coupled
coupled to
to the
the oscillator
oscillator
frequency -determini ng inductor.
frequency-determining
inductor. This
This varies
varies the
the
reluctance of the ferrite core,
core, and
and alters
alters the
the value
value
of the tuning inductance.
inductance . By
of
By this
this means
means aa Constant
Constant
percentage frequency sweep is
is obtained
obtained when
when the
the
centre frequency is varied
varied over
over aa 10
10 Mc/s
Mc/s range.
range.
The amplifier which supplies
supplies the
the biasing
biasing current
current
is driven by the horizontal
horizontal timebase
is
of
timebase of the
the c.r.
c.r. tube.
tube.
By reducing the drive, the frequency
frequency sweep
sweep may
may be
be
reduced from a maximum of
of 88 Mc/s
Me/ s to
to zero.
zero. This
This
enables the operator to select
select one
one signal
signal from
from aa
number on the screen and
expand
it
as
required,
and expand it as required,
displacing all the other signals
signals from
from the
the screen.
screen.
By reducing the sweep to zero
the
operator
zero the operator may
may
listen to the signal on headphones.
listen
headphone s. Since
Since the
the overoverall bandwidth of the receiver
receiver is
is 77 kc/s
kc/s and
and the
the
highest input frequency is 250
Mc/s,
an
extremely
250 Mcjs, an extremely
low residual frequency modulation
modulatio n is
is necessary
necessary when
when
zero sweep is required and
the
h.t.
and
and the h.t. and heater
heater supsupplies to the frequency modulator
modulator drive
drive amplifier
amplifier are
are
derived from an extremely
extremely stable
stable source.
source.
The following stages in
in the
the receiver
receiver are
are convenconven-

14 BANDBAND-PASS
PASS FILTERS
110-250
110- 250 Mc/s

''10
10-250Mcjs
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')6
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rv

rv
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j
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1
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Block schematic diagram
diagram of
of panoramic
panoramic receiver.
receiver.
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Circuit of the
the stabilized
stabilized power
power unit
unit which
which can
can operate
operate with
with an
an input
inputof
offrom
from 1111.2
16.5volts.
volts.
.2 toto16.5

tional but extensive filtering
filtering and
and screening
screeninghave
have been
been power supplies are
are generated
generated by
by aa push-pull
push-pull
employed to ensure the complete
complete absence
absence of
of interinterself-oscillating transistor
transistor invertor,
invertor, operating
operating at
at
nally generated spurious
spurious signals
signals and
and spurious
spurious
a frequency of 475 c/s
c/s and
and employing
employing aa saturated
saturated
responses to external
external signals
signals of
of the
the field
field strength
strength low hysteresis transformer.
transformer. The
The square-wave
square-wave outoutnormally encountered over the
the entire
entire sound
sound broadbroadput from the transformer
transformer secondaries
secondaries is
is rectified
rectified
cast and v.h.f. range
range... Fig.
Fig. 11 shows
shows aa block
block schematic
schematic
by bridge-connected silicon
silicon junction
junction rectifiers
rectifiers folfoldiagram of the receiver.
receiver.
.
lowed by filters to reduce
reduce the
the output
output ripple
ripple to
to aa few
few
The detected signals are
are displayed
displayed on
on aa 5-inch
5-inch
millivolts. A third,
third, unrectified,
unrectified, secondary
secondary winding,
winding,
c.r ..tube employing 3 kV
c.r.
kV e.h.t.
e.h.t. The
The minimum
minimum input
input
insulated to 3 kV
kV from
from earth,
earth, provides
provides an
an isolated
isolated
signal visible above receiver
receiver noise
noise is
is about
about 10
10 dB
dB .and
and stabilized heater supply
supply for
for the
the o.r.
c.r. tube,
tube, which
which
below l,uV,
l/xV, giving the
the detector
detector an
an overall
overall sensitivity
sensitivity operates with a negative
negative e.h.t.
e.h.t. supply
supply connected
connected to
to
· in the
jm. The
the region of lp.V
l/^-V/m.
The intensity
intensity of
of the
the trace
trace
the cathode.
on the c.r. tube is dependent
dependent on
on the
the duration
duration of
of the
the
It is usual to employ a series
series stabilizer
stabilizer in
in the
the high
high
applied deflection, aa single
single sweep
sweep of
of the
the timebase
timebase
voltage output of
of an
an invertor,
invertor, owing
owing to
to the
the large
large
producing a very weak trace.
trace. Impulsive
Impulsive interferinterfer- minimum achievable voltage
voltage drop
drop across
across the
the control
control
ence, being of random
random frequency
frequency and
and amplitude,
amplitude,
element. This voltage drop
drop is
is much
much reduced
reduced when
when
does not produce trace
trace brightening
brightening by
by repetition
repetition
a transistor is used
used as
as the
the control
control element
element but
but aa
and c.w. signals of
of low
low amplitude
amplitude can
can easily
easily be
be protective circuit is
is necessary
necessary to
to prevent
prevent aa destrucdestrucseen in the presence of
of high-amplitude
high-amplitude impulsive
impulsive . tive voltage appearing
appearing across
across the
the transistor
transistor in
in the
the
noise. Thus it is possible
possible to
to operate
operate the
the detector
detector event of a momentarily
momentarily short-circuited
short-circuited load.
load. FurtherFurtherin the presence of ignition
ignition noise
noise at
at least
least 20
20 dB
dB more, a separate regulator
regulator is
is required
required for
for each
each output
output
greater than the wanted
wanted signal.
signal.
from the convertor
converter and
and an
an unrectified
unrectified output
output cannot
cannot
easily be stabilized. These
These difficulties
difficulties have
have been
been
Power Unit
avoided by inserting the
the voltage
voltage control
control element
element in
in
of the
the regulator,
regulator, as
as shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig.
The power supplies are
are derived
derived from
from the
the vehicle
vehicle the input circuit of
impedance has
has been
been achieved
achieved
battery and wide variations
variations in
in voltage
voltage cah
can occur
occur in
in 2 and a low output impedance
error signal
signal for
for the
the feedback
feedback ampliampliservice. In order to keep
keep the
the receiver
receiver oscillator
oscillator drift
drift by deriving the error
output. Close
Close control
control isis exerexera.n d residual frequency
and
frequency modulation
modulation within
within acceptaccept- fier from the 300V output.
outputs which
which are
are not
not included
included in
in
able limits it is necessary
necessary for
for the
the receiver
receiver h.t.
h.t. supplies
supplies cised over those outputs
the feedback loop because
because of
of the
the very
very low
low transtransand some of the heater
heater supplies
supplies to
to be
be stabilized.
stabilized.
resistance and
and leakage
leakage reactance
reactance
Also, the efficiency of
of the
the power
power unit
unit must
must be
be high
high former secondary resistance
and
the
low
resistance
resistance ripple
ripple filters.
filters. The
The regulated
regulated
because of the limited capacity
capacity of
of the
the car
car battery
battery
input to the invertor
invertor also
also provides
provides aa stable
stable heater
heater
and generator. These
These considerations
considerations preclude
preclude the
the
supply for critical stages
stages in
in the
the receiver.
receiver.
use of a rotary convertor
converter or
or carbon
carbon pile
pile regulator
regulator
and similarly neither
neither an electronic
electronic valve
valve series
series stastaCurrents up to lOA
10A may be
be handled
handled by
by the
the series
series
bilizer nor shunt regulator
regulator is
is suitable.
suitable.
regulator transistor with
with aa minimum
minimum voltage
voltage ddrop
rop
In the power unit described
described below,
below, the
the very
very low
low
of 1.2V and a shunt resistor
resistor with
with aa large
large cooling
cooling
voltage drop between emitter
emitter and
and collector
collector of
of aa
surface reduces the power
power dissipated
dissipated in
in the
the transtrans· transistor in the current
current saturated
saturated condition
condition has
has istor to a maximum of ISW,
15W, although
although the
the maximum
maximum
been exploited, resulting in
in aa regulator
regulator and
and voltage
voltage
dissipation of the
the regulator
regulator may
may reach
reach 60
60W
W w:1en.
when
convertor of high efficiency.
the battery voltage
The
converter
efficiency. .
The high
high voltage
voltage
voltage is high.
high. The
The minimum
minimum power
power
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in the loaded
loaded regulator
regulator when
loss in
when the
the battery
battery voltage
voltage
is low is 10.5W.
IO.SW.
transistor differential
differential amplifier
The silicon transistor
amplifier (long(longtailed pair) ensures
ensures aa low
low temperature
temperature ·drift
drift and
and
reduces the load on
on the
the reference
reference diode.
diode.
The low-frequency
Th.e
lo~-frequency . current
~u.rrent gain
gain of
of the
the regulator
regulator
1s about
about-4!
m1llion and
amplifier is
4| million
and aa secondary
secondary internal
internal
negative feedback path
path maintains
maintains stability
stability by
by reducreducing the gain as
as the
the frequency
frequency increases.
increases. Owing
Owing to
to
transfer impedance
the high transfer
impedance of
of the
the invertor,
invertor which
which
is included in
in the
th.e external
external feedback
feedback loop,
loop, the
the'regularegulator does not entirely
entirely remove
remove the
the ripple
ripple in
in the
the output
output
and an additional ripple
ripple filter
filter is
is employed.
employed.
The power unit
unit can
can operate
operate with
with an
an input
input range
range
1L2 to 16.5V
16.5V and
of 11.2
and an
an ambient
ambient temperature
temperature range
range
of 0°
Oo to 45 "C,
oc, with
with aa short-term
short-term stability
stability of
of aa few
few
total power
millivolts. The total
power consumption
consumption of
of the
the
receiver and power
power unit
unit is
is about
about 130W.
130W.
The standard car dynamo
dynamo has
has been
been replaced
replaced by
by aa
three phase self-excited
self-excited alternator
alternator belt—driven
belt-driven by
by the
the
· engine and operating
operating at
at ·aa maximum
maximum speed
speed of
of 11,000
11,000
r.p.m. The current
current in
in the
the rotating
rotating field
field winding
winding of
of
t~e
the generator is
is controlled
controlled by
by aa transistor
transistor amplified
amplified
vibrator-type regulator
regulator and
and the
the stator
stator output
output isis rectirectified by bridge-connected
bridge-connected silicon
silicon junction
junction diodes
diodes and
and
used to charge two
two 6V
6V series-connected
series-connected car
car batteries
batteries
of 110 A.h. capacity.
With
the
the
capacity.
With
the engine
engine idling,
idlina
the
•
•
0'
generator output is
1s sufficient
sufficient to
to balance
balance the
the electrical
electrical
load and a maximum
maximum output
output of
of 65A
65A isis available
available at
at
higher speeds.
speeds. ·
·
higher
ignition system
The car ignition
system is
is fully
fully screened
screened and
and supsuppressed
and
radi.o
interference
pressed
radio interference suppressors
suppressors have
have been
been
fitted to the windscreen
windscreen wipers,
wipers, petrol
petrol pump,
pump, heater
heater
booster .and clock.
clock.
.
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sens1t1v1ty permits
increased sensitivity
permits detection
detection at
at aa greater
greater
range, thus reducing
reducing the
the possibility
possibility of
of an
an unlicensed
unlicensed
being switched
receiver being
switched off
off because
because the
the detector
detector car
car
observed. To
has been observed.
To facilitate
facilitate the
the location
location of
of aa set
set
in a block of
of flats
flats each
each of
of the
the nine
nine detector
detector cars—
carseach Post
Post Office
Office Region—is
there is one for each
Region-is equipped
equipped
portable detector.
with a portable
detector.
oscillator frequency of
The oscillator
of aa television
television receiver
receiver
depends on the
the channel
channel to
to which
which the
the receiver
receiver isis
therefore the
the new
new television
tuned, therefore
television detectors
detectors can
can
indicate which
which programme
programme isis being
usually indicate
being viewed.
viewed.
Being able to announce
announce to
to aa householder
householder not
not only
only
set working
working but
but also
that he has a set
also which
which programme
programme
gives the
the G.P.O.
G .P.O. aa psychological
he is receiving gives
psychological
advantage.
Acknowledgment is
is. made
made to
to the
the Engineer-inEngineer-inG.P.O. for
for permission
permission to
Chief of the G.P.O.
to disclose
disclose the
the
contained in
in this
this article.
information contained
article.
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Conclusion
Conclusion
The new detection equipment
equipment will
will avoid
avoid the
the diffidifficulti~s experienced
experienced with
culties
with the
the earlier
earlier system
system and
and
prov1de more accurate
provide
accurate location
location of
of unlicensed
unlicensed rere.ceivers,
ceivers, particularly
particularly in
in densely
densely populated
populated areas.
areas. Its
Its
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curves now
now .show
The prediction curves
show the
the median
median standard
standard
frequency and
MUF, optimum traffic frequency
and the
the lowest
lowest usable
usable
high frequency (LUF)
(LUF) for
for reception
reception in
in this
this country.
country.
M.UF, the
the LUF
LUF isis closely
Unlike the MUF,
closely dependent
dependent upon
upon
fac;tors as transmitter
transmitter power,
such factors
power, aerials,
aerials, local
local noise
noise
level and the type of
of modulation:
modulation: itit should
should generally
generally be
be
regarded with more
more diffidence
difi.J.dence than
than the
the MUF.
MUF. The
The LUF
LUF
curv~s shown
shown are
are those
those drawn
drawn by
by Cable
Cable and
and Wireless,
Wireless,
curves
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commercial telegraphy
telegraphy and
and they
they serve
Ltd., for commercial
serve to
to give
give
some idea of the period
period of
of the
the day
day for
for which
which communicommunication can be
be expected.
expected. The
The LUF
LU.F curve
curve for
for Montreal
Montreal
auror,ll absorption.
absorption. takes account of auroral
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ALTERNATIVE
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Amplifiers

Amplifiers

APPROACH
APPROACH TO THE . DESIGN OF AMPLIFIERS USING
USING SEMICONDUCTORS
SEMICONDUCTORS

By
R. BIRT
By D.
D. R.
BIRT

THE

T
J. HE present general approach to the design of
audio amplifiers with transistors is basically to fit
fit
these comparatively new devices into circuits which
were evolved for thermionic valves. This article
sets out to pose the question " Is this the best solusolution? " and to suggest an alternative approach.
When transistors are used as ·linear
linear amplifiers in
class A, AB, or B modes, certain deficiencies
deficiencies are
are
encountered. In the first place heat dissipation is
is
a: problem in a transistor than in a
much more of a
· valve; the day has yet to come when transistors
transistors will
operate satisfactorily with the collector glowing aa
"dull,
dull. red! The operating temperature of a transistor
transistor
has to be kept comparatively low to prevent damage.
In the design of transistor circuitry one has always
to bear in mind that temperature changes influence
certain characteristics of the device. This generally
generally
means that the effective resistance of the base circircuit has to be kept low. This is not too difficult if
if
transformer coupling is used, but can be a nuisance
if RC coupling is envisaged.
Because · of the temperature limitation of transistors, class B is a popular mode of operation. This
This
is compatible with the use of transistors in batterydriven portable equipment, where efficiency is all
all
important, for which purpose transistors are very
attractive because of their ruggedness and small size
and weight. However, even with class B operation,
at least 30% of the d.c. input power has to be dissidissipated in the transistors, with sine-wave drive and
and
resistive load. If very large output powers are
are
required heat dissipation can still be a problem.
· Furthermore, class B operation has certain disaddisad- .
vantages.

:-It will be
Disadvantages of Class B Operation
Operation:—It
recalled that in class B operation the d.c.
d.c. supply
supply
current fluctuates with the signal leveL
level. This is not
usually of importance in battery-driven equipmei1t;
equipment,
but in mains-driven equipment it means that the
power supply must be well regulated, which adds
to its cost and complexity.
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With class B operation the matching of the output
transistors and signal balance is more critical than
than
is the case with class A or AB operation.
Transistors generally have quite large spreads in
their characteristics, and it is obviously desirable to
to
select matched pairs. ,
A further point is that the circuit operating potentials are critical, particularly the base bias. Here
we must recall the changes which occur in transistors with temperature variation.
Finally, we must bear in mind that the
the performance tends to depend more critically on the load
impedance. A factor which has frequently
frequently been
forgotten in the past, and will no doubt be sometimes forgotten in the future is that in the majority
majority
of cases a loudspeaker cannot be regarded as a pure
resistance, nor is its impedance anything like
like
constant with frequency. The better class loudspeakers which do have a more constant imimpedance are often used with crossover networks
networks
which put one back
in square one as far
far as imbac~ jn
pedance variations are concerned1
concerned!

Feedback:-Features of transistors are
Negative Feedback:—Features
are
first, that their transfer characteristics are not
not enentirely linear, secondly, that they
they have pentode-like
pentode-like
characteristics which places them in the category of
constant-current devices. Thus, the output resistresistance of a transistor amplifier in the absence of
feedback is greater than the load resistance>
resistance, that
that
is, the damping factor is less than unity. It is wdl
well
known that negative feedback provides an answer
to these problems. Any substantial degree of overall feedback precludes the use of inter-stage coupling transformers.
of
The limited bandwidth of
transistors means that great care.
care is needed
needed to obtain,
frequency characterin the absence of feedback, a frequency
istic which will enable the desired amount of feedfeedback to be applied over the whole audio range from
from
cjs to*
to . 15
IS kc/s commensurate with an adequate
20 c/s
stability margin. Early designs of transistor amplifiers frequently had a loop gain characteristic
resembling the response curve of a tuned
tuned circuit
circuit
resonant at 1
1 kc/s, and although the distortion figure
figure
could be encouraging at this frequency, it was very
very
often horrific at 20 cjs.
c/s.
A great attraction of transistor amplifiers is that
that
the impedances involved often enable standard loudspeakers to be used without
without recourse to an output
transformer. This ~s
is not only a technical advantage,
but implies a considerable saving in bulk and weight
weight
.
to say nothing of cost!
·
I would not wish to give the iJ:Upression
impression that the
the
problems associated with audio amplification by orthodox means cannot be overcome. Indeed recent
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work indicates that
that in
in the
the field
field of
of domestic
domestic high
high
quality amplifiers, the
the transistorised
transistorised solution
solution isis not
not
only possible, but
but competitive.
competitive. Technical
Technical , features
features
which enable this to
to be
be so,
so, are
are the
the introduction
introduction of
of
v.h.f. transistors, overall
overall d.c.
d.c. coupling,
coupling, and
and feedfeedback; and the overall
overall feedback
feedback of
of the
the order
order of
of 40
40 dB
dB
with "rr
" -mode "" operation
operation (constant
(constant supply
supply current)
current)
enables the power
power supply
supply problems
problems and
and cross
cross over
over
distortion associated
associated with
with class
class B
B operation
operation to
to be
be
overcume whilst retaining
overcome
retaining high
high efficiency
efficiency of
of maximaximum output.
So much then for
for the
the situation
situation where
where transistors
transistors
are employed as linear
linear amplifiers.
amplifiers.
Alternative;! approach:-But
Alternative
approach:—But suppose
suppose we
we attack
attack this
this
from a different angle.
angle. Suppose
Suppose we
we take
take aa look
look at
at
the characteristics of
of aa transistor,
transistor, and
and see
see where
where its
its
potentialities lie. One
One way
way in
in which
which aa transistor
transistor
functions very well,
well, better
better in
in fact
fact than
than aa thermionic
thermionic
valve, is as a switch.
switch. It
It functions
functions well
well as
as aa switch
switch
because its forward
forward resistance
resistance is
is very
very low.
low. Put
Put in
in
another way, its knee
knee voltage
voltage is'
is very
very low:
low: aa hundred
hundred
millivolts or so compared
compared to
to 30-100
30-100 volts
volts for
for aa
thermionic valve. Fair
Fair enough,
enough, now
now how
how do
do we
we
make an amplifier using
using switches?
switches? This
This may
may sound
sound
a tall order, but in
in fact
fact it
it is
is very
very simple.
simple. By
By the
the
use of well-known
u lse techniques,
well-known p_
pulse
techniques, we
we cari
can obtain
obtain
a pulse waveform at
at ultrasonic
ultrasonic frequency
frequency upon
upon
which we can impress
impress audio
audio frequency
frequency information
information
as pulse duration modulation.
modulation. The
The pulse
pulse waveform
waveform
can be readily amplified
amplified by
by semiconductor
semiconductor devices
devices
operating as switches,
switches, i.e.
i.e. operating
operating either
either fully
fully conconducting or turned
turned off.
off. Finally,
Finally, the
the audio
audio information
information
is recovered by means of
of aa low-pass
low-pass filter.
filter.
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little more.
motre, fully,
fully, II think
think itit isis
To explain this a little
at the
the loudspeaker
loudspeaker and
and work
work backbackeasier to start at
shows one
one possible
possible output
output circuit,
circuit,
wards. Fig. 11 shows
which will serve to
to explain
explain how
how the
the system
system operates.
operates.
This is a single-ended
single-ended push-pull
push-pull cortfiguration
configuration in
in
two current
current paths
paths II,1 and
and IT.
The
•
which there are two
The
2
supplied by
by the
the battery
battery B"
B,, and
and when
when
current II,1 is supplied
S
511 is closed (position
(position 1)
1) this
this current
current flows
flows through
through
the direction
direction AB.
AB. We
We shall
shall say
say
the loudspeaker in the
this direction
direction causes
causes the
the cone
cone to
to
that a current in this
move outwards.
Note that the switches
switches S1
SI and
and S2
S2 are
are ganged
ganged and
and
SI is closed,
closed, S2
S2 is
is open
open and
and vice
vice versa.
versa.
that when S1
Now let us move the
the switches
switches to
to position
position 22 so
so that
that
52 is closed, but S1
SI is
is now
now open.
open. Current
Current IT
now
S2
now
2
flows from
from the battery
battery B
Bo2 through
through the
the loudspeaker,
loudspeaker,
but in the direction
direction BA,
BA, so
so that
that the
the cone
cone now
now moves
moves
have the
the conditions:conditions:—
inwards. So we have
Switches position 1,
1, cone
cone moves
moves outwards.
outwards.
Switches position 2,
2, cone
cone moves
moves inwards.
inwards.
Now let us operate the
the switch
switch very
very rapidly,
rapidly, say
say
frequency of 50 -kc
Itc/s,
and arrange
arrange that
that itit spends
spends
at a frequency
Is, and
in position
position 11 as
as in
in position
position 2.2. Let
Let
an equal time in
us call these times
times tj,1 and
and ttrespectively.
The
voltrespectively.
The
volt2
the loudspeaker
loudspeaker will
will be
be that
that
age waveform across the
shown in Fig. 2; it
it is
is aa 50
50 kc/s
kc/s square
square wave,
wave, with
with
unity mark-to-space ratio.
ratio.
At this stage let us
us suppose
suppose that
that the
the loudspeaker
loudspeaker
heavy cone,
cone, and
and cannot
cannot respond
respond
we are using has a heavy
to frequencies
frequencies above,
above, say,
say, 55 kc/s.
kc/s. It
It isis therefore
therefore aa
filter, and
and will
will not
not respond
respond to
to the
the 50
50 kc/s
kc/s
low-pass filter,
its terminals.
terminals. Since
Since the
the waveform
waveform
signal applied to its
mean value
value of
of zero,
zero, the
the mean
mean current
current
of Fig. 2 has a mean
zero, and
and the
the cone
cone will
will remain
remain ununflowing will be zero,
deflected.
Now let us continue
continue switching
switching at
at 50
50 kc/s
kc/s but
but
to stay
stay longer
longer in
in position
position 11 than
than
arrange the switch to
position 2. This condition
condition is
is shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 3.3. Here
Here
the mean voltage is
is no
no longer
longer zero
zero but
but assumes
assumes aa
positive value. Fig. 44 shows
shows the
the conditions
conditions when
when
> tr,1 where the mean
mean voltage
voltage is
is negative.
negative.
tt.,2 >
that when
when the
the switch
switch was
was permapermaWe saw earlier that
the cone
cone moved
moved outwards
outwards and
and
nently in position 11 the
when the
the switch
switch spends
spends most
most
we can now see that when
position 11 the
the cone
cone moves
moves outwards.
outwards.
of the time in position
switch spends
spends most
most of
of the
the time
time in
in
Similarly, if the switch
position 2, the cone
cone moves
moves inwards.
inwards. The
The extent
extent of
of
cone movement depends
depends on
on the
the ratio
ratio of
of the
the
the con~
i.e.
upon
the
percentage
deviation
times t l1 and tU,
i.e.
upon
the
percentage
deviation
,
2
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Fig. 5. Main components
components (not
(not to
to scale)
scale) of
of aa pulse
pulse modulated
modulated
at audio frequencies
frequencies where
where (fi1 isis the
the pulse
pulse repetition
repetition frequency
frequency
(50kcjs)
·
(SOkcjs)..

of the mark:space ratio
ratio from
from unity.
unity. The
The relationrelationship between cone movement
movement and
and mark:space
mark:space ratio
ratio
is entirely linear, so
so that
that provided
provided that
that we
we can
can vary
vary
the square wave mark:space
mark:space ratio
ratio linearly
linearly with
with resrespect to the applied
applied audio
audio signal,
signal, we
we have
have the
the basis
basis
of a linear amplifier.
amplifier.
Those who have aa flair
flair for
for mathematics
mathematics may
may care
care

--~~~~~--------------H1

20// sec
20tJ
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-
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Fig.

Pulse modulator.

to look
look at
at this
this another way, and perform a Fourier
to
analysis of
of the
the modulated
modulated square wave
wave or durationanalysis
modulated pulse which is another name for the
same thing.
thing. Such
Such analysis yields the spectrum shown
same
in Fig. 5. There are actually additional components
to those
those shown,
shown, given by a Bessel function. These
to
have been omitted for clarity but will be referred
to later.
Notice several interesting points about this circuit:-cuit:—
1. Provided the switches are efficient, negligible
power is dissipated in them.
2. Since one or other switch contact is always
closed, the output source resistance is substanclosed,
tially zero.
3. No harmonic distortion is introduced.
In the simple arrangement shown in Fig. 1
1 there
will, of course, be a continuous h.f. power dissipation in the loudspeaker speech coil, due to the fundamental pulse repetition frequency (50 kc/s) and
harmonics associated with the step function. However, we can avoid this by inserting a low-pass filter
instead of using the cone mass to provide low-pass
filter action. The ultimate efficiency depends largely
on the losses incurred in the filter. If the filter losses
were zero, then the theoretical efficiency would
approach 100%. In practice efficiency comparable
to that obtained from a class B stage can easily be
realized.
Transistors can readily be used for the switches,
so also can silicon controlled rectifiers, provided
their turn-on and turn-off times are sufficiently
short. With these latter devices power · outputs
output_s of
several hundred watts can be envisaged. Fourlayer
iayer p-n-p-n avalanche diodes also offer attractive
possibilities.
However, before beginning too many pipe dreams
of kilowatts, perhaps we should consider some
methods of producing a width-modulated pulse.
Pulse Modulators:—The
Modulators:--The modulator is required to
convert amplitude differences to time differences.
The primary waveform is therefore one which has
a linear amplitude to time relationship, i.e. a sawtooth. By feeding an ultrasonic sawtooth waveform,
plus an audio signal into a " slicer," or voltage coincidence detector, the required waveform may be
produced. This will be explained with reference to
the diagram Fig. 6 where a long-tailed pair co-
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incidence detector is shown by way of example.
The operation of the circuit is as follows. At the
start of the sawtooth run-down TR1
TRl base is negative,
TRl conducts heavily. TR1
TRl emitter current
so that TR1
flows in the " tail"
Rt and develops a
tail " resistance RT
negative voltage on the emitter of TR2 which is by
choice more negative than the base of TR2. TR2
is thus cut off and its collector voltage is therefore
equal to the supply voltage. The circuit remains
in this condition whilst the sawtooth run-down continues, until the point is reached where the base
voltages of the two transistors are substantially
equal. At this time TR2 commences to conduct,
and its collector potential falls. For a short time,
both transistors conduct, but continuation of the
sawtooth run-down causes TR1
TRl to cut off, whence
TR2 conducts heavily. The circuit remains in this
condition until the end of the run-down when with
the flyback of the sawtooth generator, the cycle
recommences. The timing of the voltage transition
of the output waveform depends on the instantaneous value of the voltage at the base of TR2,
that is, upon the audio input signal. The battery
shown in Fig. 6 provides bias equal to the mean
value of the sawtooth, so that in the absence of
uf
audio modulation the mark:space ratio of the output
square wave is unity.
Transfer Characteristic:—A
Characteristic:--A very important point is
that the sawtooth waveform represents the transfer
characteristic of the amplifier. It follows that for
good linearity this waveform . must be linear. In
practice a sawtooth with curvature causing rather
less than 0.25%
0.25 % harmonic distortion for 50%
50 % modulation is readily provided by generators of the Miller
or the bootstrap families.
What is perhaps even more interesting is that ·
almost any desired shape of transfer characteristic
can be provided by appropriate shaping o(
of the sawtooth by means of RC networks. For examole
example a
logarithmic transfer characteristic IS
is very easily
~asily
provided. We shall consider this m
in more detail
later.
Coincidence Detectors:—There
Detectors:--There are many types of
coincidence detector which can readily be used, and
the long-tailed pair is but one example. Other possible types are a double diode clipper, triggered
blocking oscillator or Multiar, or a saturable transformer employing a square-loop ferrite core.
Drive Requirements:—We
a
Requirements:--We have now seen how a.
train of width modulated pulses can be generated,
and considered one possible output stage configuration. It is now appropriate to consider the requirements of the intermediate stages. Before this is
possible it is necessary to consider one or two further
points about the output stage.
st~ge.
"IDEAL"
"ideal"
TRANSISTOR

B

A.
R

•

c
—ltJ-

Fig. 7.

of transistor.
Equivalent circuit of
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When looking at Fig. 1, we saw that the dissipation in the switches was very small, because the
closed, and thus there was subswitch was either dosed,
stantially no voltage
voltag-e across
acrnss it, or it was open and
there was no current flowing. Transistors, however,
howev,er,
are not perfect switches, because they do take time
to turn off, and during this turn-off time there exist
both a current in the transistor and voltage across
it. To minimize the inherent power loss, we must
choose a drive waveform
wav.eform which gives the minimum
possible turn-off
turn--off time.. Now let us spend a moment
on this point.
the approximate ·equivalent
e quivalent circuit
Fig. 7 shows $e
of the transistor as seen
s:een by the driver stage. For
conduction to occur the voltage at point B must
be negative. The transistor ceases to conduct
conduct when
the voltage at point B is approximately zero, and
remains non-conducting if the voltage at this point
becomes positive with respect to . the emitter. Unfortunately, there are built into the transistor two
components, the base resistance R and the input
capacitance C. Thus if we apply a rapid positivegoing voltage step to the base terminal A, nothing
happens
happens until the capacitor C has discharged through
the resistance
resistance R.
R. Only
Only then
then after
after the
the time
time interval
interval
t,
will the
the transistor
transistor be
be turned
turned off.
off. During
During the
the
tt will
period tt there will be at some time insufficient base
current to
to keep
keep the
the transistor
transistor bottomed,
bottomed, and
and there
there
will exist both current in the transistor, and appreciable voltage across it.
Clearly the way to discharge the capacitor C as
rapidly as possible ·is
is to encourage a high current
to flow out of it.
it. This can be achieved by connecting the point A to a low-impedance positive source.
We have
have to
to be
be careful
careful because
because there
there is
is aa limit
limit to
to
the positive
positive voltage
voltage which
which we
we can
can allow
allow to
to build
build up
up
the
across the
the capacitor
capacitor C
Once the
the capacitor
capacitor C
C is
is
C.. Once
discharged, we can hold the transistor safely off
with only a very small positive voltage. Just enough
in fact
fact to
to allow
allow for
for collector
collector leakage
leakage current.
current. The
The
desired drive waveform is therefore shown in Fig. 8.
To recapitulate, we have seen that with transistors
in the
the turn-off
turn-off operation.
operation.
there is
is always
always some
some delay
delay in
there
For minimum losses this delay must be as small as
possible. We achieve this in two ways, first by
selecting a transistor in which R and C are small,
secondly by ensuring that the optimum drive waveform is provided from a low-impedance source.
Regenerative Output Stage.—It
Stage.-It is also necessary to
make sure
sure that
that the
the turn-off
turn-off delay
delay does
does not
not allow
allow
both transistors
transistors to
to -conduct
together, as
as obviously
obviously
both
conduct together,
the losses would then be very high.
high. An effective
way of ensuring that this cannot happen is to
arrange for the output transistor which turns off,
to turn on the opposite transistor. This is achieved
with the regenerative circuit configuration,
configura:tion, well
known for its use in inverter applications, shown
in Fig. 9.
The free-running frequency of the circuit is made
very low (a few cycles) by using a centre-tapped
choke of large inductance. At 50 kc/s, therefore
the circuit functions virtually as a bi-stable multivibrator. If we suppose that TR1
TRI is conducting,
and we wish to switch the circuit to the alternative
state where TR2 conducts, then this is achieved
by applying a positive trigger pulse to the base of
TRl
iri Fig. 8). TR1
TRl therefore turns off, and
TR1 (as in
its · collector voltage rises to twice the supply voltage.
Since the collector of TR1
TRl is linked to the base of
WIRELESS
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TR2, TR2 is brought into conduction. When in
conduction TR2 collector ·is virtually at earth potential, and this prevents TR1
TRI from conducting. To
revert the circuit to its original state, a positive pulse
is fed into the base of TR2. To prevent power loss
in the base of .collector
collector resistors, a separate winding
to· supply the base drive.
can be used to
For this type of circuit, which has many attractions, the drive waveform is not the square wave
with variable mark:space
mark: space ratio which we obtained
NEGATIVE
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VOLTAuE
V01TA6E

t
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Fig. 8.

TRIGGER
INPUT

Optimum drive waveform.

TRIGGER
INPUT

+l·SV
Fig. 9.

Regenerative output stage.

from the modulator.
modulator. Instead two pulse trains ar«
aro
(e.g'.,
required, one fixed in repetition frequency (e.g.,
50
50 kc/s) and corresponding .to
to the fixed edge of the
square wave. Interlaced with these pulses we require
a train of position-modulated pulses which correspond to the time-modulated transition of the square
wave. The pulses · do not have to be rectangular,
but will yield a faster turn-off time per peak volt of
amplitude if they are rectangular.
These trigger pulses
puls.es are readily obtained from the
duration-modulated pulse output of the modulator,
by differentiation. This is shown in Fig. 11. It is
then only necessary to invert the negative going
pulses and do a bit of shaping to obtain the waveform of Fig. 10. The resultant waveform at the
79

Oscillograms of
of experimental circuits.
circuits. Left,
Left, blocking
blocking oscillator
oscillator output
output and,
and, right,
right, modulator
modulator output
output at
at Ikcjs.
I kc fs. Time
Time base
base speed
speed
Oscillograms
Sp.secjcm.
Susecjcm.

Fig. 99 is
is then
then the
the optimum
optimum
bases of the transistors of Fig.
waveform of Fig. 8!
.
.
It is
is worth
worth mentioning at
at this
this point
point that
that aa pulsepulsewaveform is
is easier
easier to
to handle
handle
position-modulated waveform
duration-modulated pulse
pulse with
with fixed
fixed voltage
voltage
than the duration-modulated
because it
it contains
contains no
no audio-frequency
audio-frequency
boundaries, because
components. Thus the
the design
design of
of coupling
coupling networks
networks
components.
because only
only a reduced
reduced frequency
frequency
is made easier, because
handled.
·
range has to be handled.
Stages.-lf aa regenerative
regenerative
Non-regenerative Output Stages.—If
output stage is not used, then
then aa proportion
proportion of
of the
the
direct output
output from the
the modulator
modulator must
must be
be added
added
waveform of
to obtain the base waveform
of Fig.
Fig. 8.
8. It
It may
may also
also
incorporate aa simple
simple delay
delay network
network
be necessary to incorporate
to delay
delay only
only the turning
turning on
on action
action of
of the
the output
output
to
transistors by
by a time at
at ·least
least equal
equal to
to the
the circuit
circuit
transistors
time. This is
is to
to avoid
avoid both
both output
output trantranturn-off time.
together. The
The delay
delay network
network
sistors being "on" together.
· may consist of a series
series resistance
resistance in
in the
the base,
base, which
which
the input
input capacity
capacity provides
provides
in conjunction with the
delay. The action is
is made
made one-way
one-way by
by shunting
shunting
delay.
diode. Alternatively,
Alternatjvely, comcomthe resistance with a diode.
and aa wiode
wiode may
binations of inductance, resistance and
may
be used.
Amplifier.-We have
have now
now collected,
collected, and
and
Complete Amplifier.—We
to build
buiLd aa complete
complete ampliampli.:.
examined enough bricks to
form. Fig.
fier, at least in block form.
Fig. 12
12 shows
shows one
one posposstereo operation.
operation. This
This is
is to
to emphasize
emphasize
sible form for stereo
to duplicate
that it is not necessary to
duplicate everything.
everything. It
It
to note
note that
that it
it is
is possible
possible to
to control
control
is also interesting to
any number
number of)
of) channels
channels by
the gain of both (or any
by
of the sawtooth
varying the amplitude of
sawtooth fed
fed in
in parallel
parallel
to. the separate long-tailed pairs.
pairs. This
This has
has the
the effect
effect
to
of modulation.
modulation. This
of varying the depth of
This does
does not
not
potentiometers, and
and the
the gain
gain and
and
require ganged potentiometers,
characteristic of both
transfer characteristic
both . channels
channels will
will always
always
be identical.
Some preliminary experiments
experiments have
have been
been made
made
with an arrangement of this form
form using
using OC23
OC23 trantran
sistors in a circuit similar
similar to
to that
that of
of Fig.
Fig. 9,
9, as
as being
being
point. To
To date, the
an easy starting point.
the circuit
circuit has
has funcfuncdissipation per
per transistor
transistor of
tioned with a collector dissipation
of
SO mW.
m W. An output power
some 50
power of
of aa few
few watts
watts has
has
obtained, but
but it is
is hoped
hoped to
to improve
improve considerconsiderbeen obtained,
ably on these figures.
This form of circuit has
has the
the disadvantage
disadvantage of
of
requiring a centre-tapped
centre-tapped choke,
choke, which
which must
must have
have
be clear
a large reactance and be
clear of
of saturation
saturation at
at .the
the
lowest audio frequency. A
A single-ended
single-ended push-pull
push-pull
4

80

not require
require such
such aa component,
component,
arrangement would not
pair of
of complementary
complementary trantranand it is thought that a pair
(n-p-n+
p-n-p) would
would offer
offer some
some attractive
attracti~e
sistors (n-p-n
+ p-n-p)
advantages. It is worth
worth noting
noting that
that two
two such
such trantranadvantages.
to be
be matched
matched for
for this
this applicaapplicasistors do not have to
tion.
tion.
Modes of Operation.—In
Operation.-In the simple
simple case
case where
where no
no
is used,
used, itit has
has already
already been
electrical low-pass filter is
been
seen that there will be continuous
continuous h.f.
h.f. power
power dissidissiIf we
we were
were to
to use
use 100%
100 % modulapation in the load. If
modulation, the efficiency Pout
Pout (a.f.)/Piji
(a.f.)/Pin (d.c.)
(d.c.) would
would be
b~ 50%,
SO %,
taken by
by the
the output
output stage
stage would
would
and the d.c. power taken
constant. This
remain constant.
This is
is analogous
analogQus to
to class
class A
A
operation.
operation.
If we insert a low-pass filter
filter to
to prevent
prevent aa concondissipation in the
the loudspeaker,
loudspeaker, which
which
tinuous power dissipation
unacceptable, then
then the
the efficiency
would frequently be unacceptable,
efficiency
because the standing
standing power
power loss
loss has
has
becomes higher, because
higher efficiency
efficiency implies
been removed. However, higher
implies
that the d.c. power drawn by
by the
the circuit
circuit must
must fluctufluctuate as in a class B stage.
stage. In
In mains-operated
mains-operated equipequipbe some disadvantage,
disadvantage, as
ment this may be
as itit calls
calls
for a well-regulated power
power supply.
supply. However,
However, this
this
difficulty can be overcome in
in another
another way.
way. If
If in
in the
the
we place not just
output leads we
just aa low-pass
low-pass filter,
filter, but
but
feed the
the low-frequency
low-frequency
a crossover network, and feed
t!J.e loudspeaker,
loudspeaker, and
and the
the high-frequency
high-frequency
output to the
equal resistance
resistance to
output to a resistor of equal
to the
the loudloudspeaker, then the load seen
seen by
by the
the output
output stage
stage is
is
If we
we choose
choose the
resistive at all frequencies. If
the crosscrossbetween the
the top
top _end
end of
over frequency between
of the
the audio
audio
repetition frequency,
frequency, then
then there
there
band and the pulse repetition
power dissipation
dissipation in
will be negligible h.f. power
in the
the loudloudspeaker, but this ·power
power will
will be
be transferred
transferred to
to the
the
terminating resistor of the
the high-pass
high-pass section:
section; The
The
by the output
output stage
stage ·will
will however
current taken by
however be
be
that there is now
now no
no need
need to
constant, so that
to provide
provide
It is
is only
only necessary
necessary to
a regulated d.c. supply. It
to
mount somewhere a wire-wound resistor
resistor (which
(which will
will
get rather
rather hot!).
·
get
Distortion:—Though
Distortion:-Though in theory
theory pulse
pulse duration
duration modumodulation (p.d.m.) and demodulation
demodulation is
is aa linear
linear
possible for
process, it is possible
for distortion
distortion of
of the
the pulse
pulse to
to
occur, which will give rise
rise to
to harmonic
harmonic and
and interintermodulatiQn distortion
distortion of the
modulation
the audio signal.
signal.
For example, if the output
output stage drive
drive waveform
waveform is
is
not correct, it is possible
possible for
for the
the turn-off
turn-off time
time to
to vary
vary
with the mark:space
mark: space ratio.
ratio. This
This timing
timing error,
error, will
will
Apart from
from timing
timing errors,
give rise to distortion. Apart
errors,
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H00ULAT0R
HODULATDR
OUTPUT

t

on ;s of the
between harm
ha.r~onics
,the audio
au(:).io frequencies, and the
pulse repetition
lesc become zero each
repetltlon frequency. T
These
tim
time a harmonic
h~rmonic of the audic
audio frequency
freqm!ncy coincides
coinCides
exactly
the ..pulse
pi s< repetition
frequency: hence
ex~rctly with
with ·th-e
repetitien -frequency:
the Bessel
function. When not exactly cbincident,
Bessel funcuon.
c6incident
the amplitude
beat note
amplit~de of the b_eat
not~ depends
~epends on the depth
of modulation.
That is
minimum beat distortion
modulaUOJ}. That
Is for ·mm1mum
4istortion
lew. By choice
the depth of modulation
modula~i~m should be low.
of a high
i m frequency, the major beat
high_ pulse repet"
repetitiOn
frequencies can be placed
pl_aced outside the audio band.
band.
n modulation is given
. An
:'-n analysis of
of pulse durati
duration
in
m reference 11 and the following table gives an idea
of _die
':
th.e magnitude of the distortion:—
distortion:·

Wp-2WA
A

WAVEFORM AFTER
OIFFERENTIATION
OiFFERENTiATlON

Fig. II. Conversion from
from pulse
pulse duration modulation to pulse
modulation .
position modulation.
amplitude errors can also
.also give rise to distortion,
distortion for
the
the_ system is only linear if the pulse amplitude
amplitud~ remains
The most likely
~ams constant,
~ons~ant. _The
~ikely cause of amplitude
rs variable
vanable amplitude · overshoots on the
distortion is
~mtput. waveform as a reafclt
output
result of stored energy in the
mducnve
circuit and in the circuit
nductive elements of the circuit,
of Fig. 9, it is in fact necessary 'to
to connect a diode
collector of each transistor to earth to
from the collector
remove the overshoots.
If the output stage is badly designed so that there
is insufficient
nsuffic .ent base current to hold the transistors
bottomed at 1high
gh modulation levels, then distortion
will again be introduced by non-constant amplitude
arising
dirty
aris ig in this case from the equivalent of d
ty
contacts ! However, these sources of harswitch contacts!
circuit.
monic distortion can be designed out of the circu
1.
Non-harmonic IDistortion:-Inherently
storl m:—Inherently there ar'ses
arises
distortion which is not harmonic. The missing frequencies from Fig. 55 are difference frequencies

MILLER"

I MILLER b
T
SAWTOOTH t::.:t
GENERAT0R f

GAIN
CONTROL.

-60
--48
48
--36
36

dB
dB
dB

The amplitude of the product w P- · 2 w A follows
a square low relationship to the modulation index;
index·
and the amplit~de
impl ude _of
of the .w
—3w
product,
a
cubic
wP-~
w
A
cubi~
p
A
law. Modular
n index
Modulation
mdex in
m this context is defined
as the percentage deviation of the mark: space ratio
r atio
from
unity.
Tom ur
ty. That is a 50:50
50: 50 ratio gives a modulaindex of zero,
tion :.idex
z·e ro, and a 60:40 ratio gives a modulali
mi :index
idex of 20%.
tion
20 % .
Precisely
Free'
jely the ·same kind of distortion occurs in tape
recorders
due to the h.f. Ibias,
recorders due
'as, but it is known that
quality reproduci
reproduction
very high qua^ty
.on can be obtained from
thiss medium.
medium. In a p.d.m.
p .d.m . amplifier, however, it
th
seems not impossible that the distortion could be
rec(Jvering the auc
audioo ssignal
reduced, by recovering
pial from the
output of the modulator, and re-applying it to the
input
nput to provide negative feedback.

Feedback.-While on the top
topic: of distorMotional Feedback.—While
possibility
tion and feedback, an interesting possib
:y exists for
the application of motional feedback. This is a form
time
time
of feedback which we hear about from ti
ne to time,
but which never seems to have caught on much with
loPdspeakers, though it; is used w
loudspeakers,
:h disc cutters.
with
which· is
Basically the system is to derive a voltage which
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Fig. 13. (a) Suggested output waveform to facilitate motional
feedback. (b) Gating pulse.

constant width t3 but of amplitude dependent upon
the back e.m.f. It is then necessary to derive a feedback voltage which is directly proportional to the
pulse amplitude. One · must remember that two
things happen to this pulse when modulation is
present. First, successive time intervals between
pulses vary in accordance with the audio modulation
as in a pulse-counting f.rri.
f.m. discriminator. Secondly,
its amplitude
amplitude varies
varies in accordance with the back
e.m.f.
e.mi.
If we simply pass the pulse through a RC network, we shall obtain an a.f. feedback voltage due
to both causes, whereas ideally we require a voltage
which is purely a function of the back e.m.f., i.e.,
pulse amplitude.
However;
However, not to worry, if we make the output
from the gated amplifier charge a capacitor up to
. the peak value of the pulse, retain the charge and
add it to the audio input signal in the sense which
feedback~ all · is well.
Provided
provides negative .feedback,
we discharge the capacitor the next time the coincidence . detector operates (which will be at a time
determined by the charge on the capacitor and the
a.f. voltage) anp
and then
then recharge it to the peak amplitude of the next . gated amplifier pulse, then
then the
cqnt~ins only information about
_ffeedback
eedback voltage,
voltag_e contains
the 'back
e.m.f. .
_.
back e.m.f.
:- It is necessary to ipclude
include the time interval t~
t2 to
pulse- associated with the energy
allow the voltage pulse_stored in the inductance of the loudspeaker
loudspeaker to
the-gated amplifier opens. It is clearly
.decay,
decay, before'
before the'gated
an advantage if .fiot
hot a necessity 'to
to ·choose
choose a loud::..
loudspeaker with
with low 'inductance.
" inductance. The interval t1
t , allows
·"aa margin of safety before the seeond
second transistor turns
·on.
g ating pulse .generator
on. The 'gating
generator can.
can conveniently be
firs~ negative ""edge,"
edge/' and the
triggered from the first
second transistor can be turned on by a
a pulse derived
_
from the back edge of the gating pulse.
. At the moment, the author has not had the opportunity of trying this arrangement, so the idea remains
in the hypothesis stage; but no reason can be seen
why it should · not be made to work.

proportional to the cone velocity, or amplitude of
movement, and apply it as feedback. In this way the
cone movement
mo~ement can be
be very precisely controlled, and
non-linearities due to the susp~nsion
suspension can be very
Thus,
provided
the cone acts as a
greit:Iy
reduced.
greatly
rigid piston, the sound pressure .wave ca.Q.
can be made
to correspond very closely to the audio signal. Since
even foamed polystyrene cones break up at highe~
higher
frequencies, motional feedback is only useful ilt
at low
How'ever, this
this is
is where non-linearity
frequencies. However,
non-lmearity
with moving-coil
moving::..coil loudspeakers, bedistortion occurs with
cause of the larger amplitude of cone movement.
The required feedback voltage exists as the voicecoil back e.m.f., if only we could · get at it. One
method of
of obtaining
ebtaining the
the back e.m.f. is to use ·. a
a
bridge circuit
circuit in
in which
which the
the loudspeaker is used
us·eQ. in
bridge
conjunction with a dummy loudspeaker, whic:h
which has
the same
same or
or aa scaled electrical
elt~ctrical impedance.
.
In the author's experience, the impedance of loudhave an aluminium coil
coil former is
speakers which
which have
extremely complex, ·and
and is subject to some :variation
variation
with cone displacement. Thus it is very difficult to
Linearity Correction. There still remains a bit more
balance accurately the bridge and to obtain the true
to be said about linearity, for it was seen earlier
back e.m.f.
A further difficulty occurs in conventional ampli- that the system transfer characteristic was governed
by the shape of the "sawtooth"
" sawtooth" · fed to the modufiers
fiers in that the low-frequency
low-frequency phase shift leads to
correction "
stability problems when a reasonable amount of lator. By the use of so called " linearity correction"
networks as used in television timebases, we can
feedback is attempted. However, pulse techniques
"mangle
" _ the sawtooth to almost any required
"mangle",
would seem to offer a possible solution to both these
degree, and thus obtain the most complex transfer
problems. In the first place a p.d.m. amplifier can
characteristic. By appropriate choice of the shape
readily operate down to d.c. if required, thus eliminit is possible to cancel distortion produced in other
ating low-frequency phase shift. Secondly, it is
may
suggested that by a simple modification to the output parts of the system. The linearity networks inay
consist of passive elements of capacitance, resistance
waveform we have so far considered, combined with
v/ith
and inductance in various combinations, and offer
a sampling operation, it should be possible to obtain
far more scope than conventional gamma correctors,
the back e.m.f. ·. The method is illustrated in Fig.
which rely on the characteristic of a diode or com"halves"
13, where the two "halves
" of the square wave
binations of such characteristics.
mov·e d apart. Thus the time
have been so to speak, moved
One can also make the transfer characteristic a
tr, vary
vary as
as before
before in
in accordance
accordance with
with
intervals tl1 and t,;
the audio modulation. However, the time interval function of frequency to compensate for distortion,
which is a function of frequency, by the method
+ t,
t^ +
+ t^
made up of to
t2+
t 1 is fixed, and it will be seen
14.. . Here the
the modulator is preceded
shown in Fig. 14
interval neither of th~
the output tranthat during this interval
by a bass-lift filter. Thus the depth of modulation
sistors conducts, and thus the loudspeaker terminals
n ce the transfer
Since
are open-circuited. The voltage present at this time - increases at lower frequencies. Si.
characteristic has in this example been chosen to
e.m.f. which
which is
is therefore the speech-coil back e~m.f.
c~ntre position, but sharp curvature
have a linear centre
proportional to the coil velocity. If we now connect
is,.. .at
at the extremities, high frequencies at low modulato the speaker terminals a gated amplifier which is
broug;ht
b y the gating pulse shown
brought into operation
operatJon _
by
a pulse of
in Fig. 13(b), we shall obtain at the output a_
·· \Continued
(Continued on page 83)
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No. 45 of a series:

The UHF Tests
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XX
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8
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SECUREX

In Southend recently we managed
to obtain pictures of fair quality from
the B.B.C. experimental transmission
on channel 44 (Band V), using a
aer ial standl'v1etropolitan " set-top aerial
" Metropolitan
ing on the receiver, which was
room. The
situated in a first floor room.
distance from the Crystal Palace
transmitter is about 33 miles, so this
was not bad going considering the
present moderate e.r.p.
e.r.p . of 160 kW.

recep range recepOther reports of long range
tion, using outdoor aerials, are
becoming commonplace, and it might
seem as if the pundits were unduly
pessimistic in their forecasts. However, it is better to err initially on the
cautious side, for people do not
olJtain
usually complain if they obtain
better results than they were led to
expect, and it is, of course, too early
yet to begin to formulate an overall
coverage.
pattern of coverage.

Although first results with blackand-white transmissions are encouraging, we cannot over-emphasise the fact
this gives no real indication of
that this
what to expect from colour television.
n oise' is slightly more of a
Receiver
Re ceiver ' noise'
problem with the latter, inasmuch as
the resulting haze is coloured. l'vlanManp rodu ces a similar
made interference produces
· effect or, if it is very intense, a
s~ots (on negative
pattern of black spots
modulation) which are surrounded by
colour fringes and look something like
confetti.
Phase delays introduced
with reflected signals may, if slight,
:-- - - - ·-----·- ----------,
raise or lower the colour luminescence
I
:
level, but if the delay is sufficient to
I
produce a separate image, the
I
ACTUAL PANEL AREA
"" ghost " is coloured.
All these
I
distur bing to the eye,
cts are more disturbing
effe
effects
and additionally, extreme phase delays
I
I
t he sound and give rise to
may affect the
L--- ---- ---------~
b u~:z due to the displaced
an audible buzz
pun ching through into the
carrier punching
'
chanr:.el.
electronic FM sound channel.
and electronic
electrical and
for electrical
devices for
safety devices
trip-free safety
Precision, trip-free
Precision,
At the moment, therefore, we still
etc.workshops, etc.—
laboratories, workshops,
in laboratories,
circuits in
local circuits
equipment, local
equipment,
counsel either wait and see or, if you
are putting up an aerial, let it be of
mou nting • .
in mounting.
Fixed
plug-in
xed or plug• Fi
Ratings:: 40nnA
40mA to 20A at 275V.
• Ratings
the very best type to avoid possibly
having to change it for something
cont act s.
signall ing contacts.
Auxilia ry signalling
• Auxiliary
750A .
Max.. breaking capacity:
capacity : 750A.
• Max
better later. We must, too, issue this
reminder,
that although the u.h.f.
• Temperature compensated and
fu?e .
• Surge resistance excels any fuse.
supplying now will also
aerials we are supptying
fo r reception of the
dels
mo
tropical
models
available.
be
satisfactory
for
ing.
servic
hout
wit
Manually
without
servicing.
re-set
•
additional test transmissions which
the B.B.C. plans to radiate on
and
indicator, and
switch , indicator,
of aa switch,
functions of
the functions
— combining the
-combining
channel 34 shortly, they will not be
space.
panel space.
fi.rst service transonly 1.6
correct for the first
occupying only
unit occupying
single unit
in aa single
fuse in
delay
delay fuse
1.6 D"
□" panel
missions, which are likely to use
channels in the lower half of Band IV.
Advertisement of

" Belling-Lee " products are
Most "Belling-Lee"
covered by patents or registered
designs or applications
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· Suflex
Sleeving iss available
available in
Suflex Sleeving
in aa variety
variety of
of types
types for
for varying
varying
~pplications and
and all
all are
are notable
notable for
applications
reliability
for their
their quality
quality and
and reliability
muse.
in
use.
They comprise
They
comprise Peribraid
Peribraid Silver
Silver Glass
Glass Sleeving,
Sleeving, Coloured
Coloured
Glass Sleeving,
Glass
Sleeving, Silicone
Silicone Glass
Glass Sleev'ng,
Sleeving, Periglas
Periglas P.V.C.
P.V.C.
Coated Glass
Coated
/arnisiied Glass
Glass Sleeving, Varnisheq
Glass Sleeving,
Sleeving, Varnished
Varnished
Terylene Sleeving,
Sleeving, Varnished
Varnished Cotton
Cot~on and
and Rayon
Rayon Sleeving.
Terylene
Sleeving.
All
ed in
AU are
are supp'
supplied
in aa wide
wide range
range of
of bores
bores and
and colours.
colours. Detailed
Leaflets and
and prices
prices on
o~ request.
·Leaflets
"equest

frequencies ·
low frequencies
but low
linearly but
amplified linearly
be amplified
tion will be
"dist~rted
be
will
modulation
heavy modulation will be "distorted"" .
which cause heavy
overall
flat overall
mai_n tain aa flat
To maintain
manner. To
required
in the
manner.
included
is
filter
bass-cut
a
characteristic,
frequency characteristic, a bass-cut filter is included
more
offers more
system offers
this system
Although_, this
in the output. Although
it
correction, it
gamma correction,
of gamma
methods of
existing methods
scope than existing
distortion
cancel distortion
to cancel
case to
every case
in every
will not be possible in
-way.
this way.
in this
entirely in
of
form of
this form
that- this
thought that
is thought
It is
Other Applications: It
applicatior;ts,
_
other applications,
have other
may have
corrector" may
"gamma corrector"
instrll~
musical instruelectronic miisidal
of electronic
sphere of
the sphere
possibly in the
forming.
tone
for
used
be used for tone forming.
could be
it could
ments, where it
_the
provide·the
to provide
chosen to
be chosen
may be
The sawtooth shape may
stop.
particular
a
for
required for a particular stop.
structure required
harmonic structure
the
frt the
that in
suggested that
been suggested
has been
It has
Tape Recording: It
bias,
h.f. bias,
using h.f.
recording using
of recording
method of
conventional method
the
resembles the
tape resembles
the tape
on the
"pattern" on
the resulting "pattern"
considering; ItIt
been considering.
have been
we have
train, we
p.d.m. wave train,
such
apply such
to apply
interest to
some interest
of some
be of
would therefore be
head,
recording head,
standard recording
m standard
current in
a waveform as aa current
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OSCILLATORS :
-

2. — TWO-TERMINAL
TWO-TERMINAL

CIRCUITS
CIRCUITS

R

Fig. I.

>Ry -r'

Basic two-terminal oscillator.

[

v
'(a,)

(b)

Fig. 2. Linear load lines in relation
relation to
to negative
negative resistance
resistance
characteristics with two types of non-linearity.
non-linearity.

account of elements which are implicit in our
our analysis
analysis
but are concealed by absorption in other
other elements
elements
in the practical circuit.
two-terminal
The usual way of describing aa two--terminal
oscillator is to make use of the circuits
circuits shown
shown in
in
Fig. 1. In the first of these we connect
connect an
an ordinary
ordinary
series resonant circuit
circuit with resistance
resistance R,
R, the
the loss
loss
resistance, to the terminals of a negative
negative resistance
resistance
box which looks like -— R
R and we say
say that
that the
the · net
net
resistance in the loop is zero, so that
that aa current
current at
at the
the
resonant frequency will be completely undamped.
undamped.
In the second circuit we have a parallel, anti-resonant
anti-resonant
circuit and we show the loss resistance
resistance as
as aa parallel
parallel
resistance R which is again neutralized
neutralized by
by the
the parallel
parallel
negative resistance -— R.
homework
The reader who has been doing his homework
regularly will be familiar with the situation
situation revealed
revealed
by these two diagrams. . They conceal the
the fact
fact that
that
it is not sufficient to say that the
the impedance
impedance between
between
two terminals is, say, -1,000
—1,000 ohms. We
We must
must also
also
84

Monistic
Monistic

Approach
Approach

By
By THOMAS
THOMAS RODDAM
RODDAM

A HE previous article, after mentioning
mentioning the
the class
class
of oscillators which can be related
related to
to aa two-twoterminal network system, discussed the great
great variety
variety
of oscillators which can be analysed
analysed as
as the
the tandum
tandum
connection of an amplifier and a passive four-terminal
four-terminal
We must now consider the
network.
the oscillators
oscillators
which are based on a two-terminal
two-terminal · connection.
connection.
Any system of classification leads to trouble,
trouble, because
because
a revision in the layout of the circuit
circuit diagram
diagram can
can
make a circuit appear to fall into one
one class
class rather
rather than
than
the other. This can actually justify
justify the
the use
use of
of rigid
rigid
classification, as we shall see in aa 'discussion
discussion of
of the
the
Clapp circuit, because it can force
force us
us into
into taking
taking

:cc §LL

aa

define, in one way or another, the
the short-short- and
and open
open-.. 1
circuit stability of the system. II do
do not
not wish
wish to
to
repeat the discussion of this question
question again.
again. II do,
do,
however, want to make use of some of
of the
the ideas
ideas
which formed the basis of a study of negative
negative resis
resist
...
ranee circuits used in transistor
tance
transistor inverters.
inverters.
A ·convenient starting poirit
point is what may
may be
be called
called
the conventional theory of the linear
linear negative
negative resis-resistance oscillator. In this we have the
the simple
simple condition
condition
that the negative resistance is numerically
numerically equal
equal
to the circuit loss resistance and that
that the
the configuration
configuration
is one which can oscillate. Although
Although that may
may look
look
as though it is begging the question
question ·the
the studious
studious
· reader can track down serious papers which
which adopt
adopt
just this line and which ignore the
the difference
difference between
between
short.. and open-circuit stability. It
shortIt is
is perhaps
perhaps
more straightforward to allow a small amount
amount of
of
non...linearity to appear and to draw a linear
non-linearity
linear resis
resis...
tance load line across the nearly
nearly ·linear
linear negative
negative
resistance characteristic. Two versions
versions of
of this
this are
are
shown as Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). We are
are concerned
concerned
with the central intersection at
at U
U.. In
In Fig.
Fig. 2(a)
2(a)
the load
load line
line is
is
. the resistance corresponding to the
rather higher than.
than the negative resistance,
resistance, aa slovenly
slovenly
way of saying something which would take too
too many
many
words to keep rep.
repeating.
circuit is,
is, say
say 1,000
1,000
eating. · The circuit
ohms load with -900
—900 ohms negative resistance.
resistance.
is of
of the
the shortshortIf the negative resistance device is
circuit stable type this intersection point
point is
is unstable.
unstable.
The circuit will oscillate and since the
the presence
presence of
of aa
can only
only oscillate
oscillate
short-circuit will make it stable it can
open circuit
circuit once
once
if the tuned circuit looks like an open
the loss resistance is excluded.
Certainly there are instability · conditions
conditions with
with aa
series resonant circuit, but they introduce
introduce either
either zero
zero
normally,
or infinite frequency. We can exclude these normally,
in our earlier discussion
discussion of
of
because as we have seen in.
negative resistance circuits, the impedance is
is only
only
in the negative resistance half of the
the impedance
impedance
plane over a limited frequency
frequency range.
range. The
The only
only
condition of any interest is therefore
therefore with
with aa circuit
circuit
of the type shown in Fig. 2(b
2(b).
).
When we turn to Fig. 2(b) we have aa load-line
load-line
resistance which is less than the negative
negative resistance,
resistance,

Fig. 3

Basic dynatron oscillator.
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of the
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anything but
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circuit design
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say that
to say
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the other
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have
they
that
fact
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circuit
the
by
negative resistance
and
by
the
circuit
techniques
and
resistance
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that we
now that
change now
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probably change
conimpedance
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the
use
to
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use the negative impedance consomething
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network element.
verter as a network
can
and II can
recently
fairly
story
the
of
about this
side
of
the
story
fairly
recently
and
this
details.
circuit details.
the circuit
over the
therefore skim fairly
lightly over
fairly lightly
negative
of negative
use of
the use
with the
begins with
The story really begins
and
lines and
telephone lines
in telephone
amplification in
resistance for amplification
This
Fig. 6.6. This
in Fig.
shown in
with the study of
circuit shown
the circuit
of the
basic
two basic
the two
of the
composite of
simplified composite
is a greatly simplified
and
resistances and
two resistances
the two
of the
one of
connect one
circuits: we connect
we
connected we
is connected
R22 is
When R
end. When
other end.
look in at the other
approxi··
ofapproxiresistance of
valves aa resistance
the valves
of the
see at the anodes of
the
at the
see at
we see
connected we
is connected
R 1 is
mately —R
- R22.• When Ri
approximately
of approximately
resistance of
valves aa resistance
cathodes .of the valves
earlier
our earlier
in our
discovered in
already discovered
have already
R 1 • As we have
-—Rj.
seen
resistance seen
negative resistance
the negative
circuit, the
studies of this circuit,
the
while the
stable, while
short-circuit stable,
is short-circuit
at the anodes is
open-circuit
cathodes isis open-circuit
the cathodes
at the
negative resistance
resistance at
stable.
stable.
again,
at itit again.
look at
we look
when we
circuit, when
The kallirotron circuit,
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Fig. 5.
- Fig.
Left : —
Left:
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transitron oscillator.
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impedanee
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Fig. 9.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Osciliat~r using
Oscillator
using.the network of Fig. 6.

Four-terminal equivalent of Fig. 7.

is just the oscillator circuit we shall get by connecting
an anti-resonant circuit from anode to anode, and can
be drawn in the usual form in Fig. 7. As soon as we
start to draw the circuit in this form we start to
play about with it. We put in ,the
the cathode resistance
values which suit the d.c. conditions for the valves
and, in consequence, we have a negative resistance
value very much lower than our loss resistance.
Sometimes we find that the designer allows the
valves to drive up into the low-gain regions, sometimes the oscillations are controlled by using rather
low values of
6f anode feed resistance. Then we get
the designer who ·prefers
prefers to treat the circuit as though
it were a four-terminal circuit and who adopts the
form shown in Fig. 8. He may
inay use a transformer
and omit the capacitors or he may use an autotransformer. This way of handling the circuit leads to
the right answer and has only two disadvantages.
The first disadvantage is
the
is. that it interferes with .the
classification scheme which we are exploring. You
may feel that there is a suggestion here of the attitude
of the French pensions official who wrote to a · claimant who had been travelling abroad that his
medical certificate showed that he was alive now,
but a certificate was also needed to show that he
was alive in the previous quarter. The second
disadvantage is that we shall want to discuss largeamplitude non-linear oscillations, and the negative
resistance approach is then much more convenient.

·so
86

Crystal-controlled multivibrator oscillator. ·

The inclusion of the transformer effect in the negative
resistance is quite simple, as we shall see
see..
. The other important application of this type of
circuit is in the crystal oscillator · circuit shown in
Fig. 9. This circuit operates, of course, by providing
a near short-circuit between . the cathodes of the
valves at the resonant frequency of the crystaL
crystal.
Provided that the loss resistance of the crystal is
less than the net value of negative resistance the
circuit will oscillate.
Most constant-frequency oscillators operate with
signals of small amplitude in the linear region of the
characteristic and the use of push-pull circuits is
thoroughly uneconomic.
uneconomic. We can regard the valves
or transistors as being connected in parallel and we
know that for amplification purposes the tandem
connection is the one to use. There is a hint, too,
to'J,
that we shall often find it convenient to use a transformer because the impedance of a tuned circuit
in" the region most convenient for the
may not be in
active circuits we shall,
shall . use. We may
ma:y look at the
circuit shown in Fig. 10, a circuit which was used
in a discussion of transistor inverters. · There it was
shown that if a high impedance was connected at C
we should have a negative resistance facing R
R~.
L and
that this would be a short-circuit stable type of
negative resistance. If R~. is connected and if the
parameters are properly chosen we can look in at C
short-drcuit stable negative resistance
and find a short-circuit
there. This circuit will act as a sine-wave oscillator
if an anti-resonant circuit is connected across C and
if the conditions are such that we remain in the
linear region.
.
A variation of this is the circuit shown in Fig. 11
11..
A good many years ago I analysed this circuit from
several different points of view. One way which I did
not use was to show, as can be done quite easily,
that the impedance looking in is a short-circuit stable
negative resistance which is approximately ---n
-n22R.
by combining the ideal transformer with the inductor
the anti-resonant circuit a very good and simple
of the
oscillator is obtained. - Like all the circuits discussed
so far it operates at the characteristic frequency of the
tuned circuit.
We can construct this circuit by using a different
form of ideal. The network of capacitances shown
in Fig. 12 is an ideal transformer of ratio l1 : n
provided that C is allowed to approach infinity.
Since we are considering general principles
prin'ciples we can
accept this as a possible situation to which our real
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go
can go
we can
and we
approxim ation and
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see that the
current feedback in the valve
them
making them
by making
impedan ces by
the impedances
after the
is looking after
high.
very high.
main
the mam
from the
point from
I want to digress at this point
more
even
look
to
tion
classifica
r
oscillato
stream of oscillator classification to look even more
very
looks very
which looks
Somethi ng which
circuit. Something
.closely at this circuit.
(Wireless
Gouriet
.
G
.
G
by
discussed
like it was
by G. G. Gouriet (Wireless
at
which at
conclusio n which
with · aa conclusion
1950} with
Engineer,
Engineer, April 1950)
that
seen
have
We
g.
confusin
pretty
is
first sight
confusing. We have seen that
13
Fig. 13
to Fig.
11 to
Fig. 11
from Fig.
developm ent from
· the logic of development
cuit
short..:cir
is
which
e
resistanc
negative
a
gives us
resistance which is short-circuit
because
right, because
quite right,
is quite
this is
that this
stable. We know that
stable.
input
the
across
circuit
nant
anti-reso
an
put
if we
anti-resonant circuit across the input
'ss
Gouriet
.
oscillator
an
get
we
11
Fig.
s
terminals
of
Fig.
11
we
get
an
oscillator.
Gouriet
terminal

Eg

h
^2

Fig.
14.
Fig. 14.

W

13.
Fig. 13.
of Fig.
of the circuit of
form of
Generalized form
Generalized

can
we can
circuit we
this circuit
For this
14. For
Fig. 14.
Fig.
F ig. 4(b) is shown as Fig.
cit.)
.
foe
1
ix
(Append
s
equation (Appendix 1 loc. cit.)
take his equations
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.
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= l/jwC
Z22 =
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= l/jwCi
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Eg
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gm
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~
—
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CiC2
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+

+

+

w C 1C 2
C 1C 2
jw
m
Ig
to
system to
this system
get
we get this
circuit we
Now in the Clapp circuit
circuit,
series
a
circuit, a series circuit, aa
oscillate with a short circuit,
we
and we
terminal s and
its terminals
to its
connecte d to
resonant circuit, connected
2
2
is
C
C
w
/
g
term
the
that the term —gTO
conclusi on that
111/a> C11C22 is
draw the conclusion
draw
gm
as
changes
it
how
see
If we
open-circuit
it changes as gin
stable. If
... circuit stable.
open
resistanc e
negative resistance
the negative
of the
ends of
gets smaller, the ends
to
going to
e
resistanc
negative
the negative resistance going
region, we get the
curgrid
of
Right:-Fi g. -10.
Right:—Fig.
10. If aa
effect
the
in
add
then add in the effect of grid curcan then
zero and we can
high impedance is
We
characte ristic. We
S-shaped characteristic.
an S-shaped
rent and . develop an
C aa
connected at C
conflictin
two
these
reconcile these two conflictingg
to reconcile
must be able to
short-circuit-stable
sho rt-c i rcu it-stable
the
in the
lies in
reconcili ation lies
the reconciliation
to the
key to
views and the key
negative
resistance
network.
RC
series
a
and
parallel
choice between aa parallel and a series RC network.
faces RlR£.
straightis straightother is
Transformation
Transfor mation from one to the other
to
needed
problem
the
just
.
forward and tedious,
the problem needed to
disfeel
you
If
paper.
tion
examina
pad out an examination
paper.
If you feel dissay
would say
yourself II would
for yourself
this for
posed to ·examine
examine this
easily
most
obtained
be
to
seems
that the answer
to be obtained most easily
the
that the
and that
admittan ces, and
of admittances,
in terms of
by working in
is
e
resistanc
resulting negative resistance is
2
1/gm)
C 2 l+- 1/Sm)
C11C2
w"C
(g nfw
- (S»i/
—
which,
1/gm,
- l/g
to —
reduces to
this reduces
CXJ this
C 1 C 2 ---+ c°
m, which,
of the · _ When QQ
I I. AA variation of
Left:—Fig.
Left :- Fig. II.
-+ 00
gm
as
value
infinite value as gin ->
an infinite
us an
quite clearly, gives us
10.
arrangement
of Fig. 10.
arrangement of
with
associate
we
N-shape we associate with aa
the N-shape
us the
and thus gives us
this
From this
resistanc e. From
short-circuit
... circuit stable negative resistance.
short
pre
be
must
circuit
resonant circuit must be pre-...
the resonant
that the
it is clear that
terminal s
the terminals
to the
impedan ce - to
inductive impedance
senting an inductive
the
of the
effect
ce
capacitan
the capacitance effect of
up the
take up
to take
in order to
Warning
Awful
an
is
there
that there is an Awful Warning
feel that
network. II feel
active network.
these
of these
discussio ns of
previous discussions
seen in
here. We have seen
in previous
her:e.
behaviou
whole
the
that
networks that the whole behaviourr
resistanc e networks
negative resistance
varies
frequenc y varies
the frequency
as the
impedan ce as
system impedance
the system
of the
C
I 2 • If C
Fig . 12.
- Fig.
Right : —
Right:
circuit
a
g
discussin
in
Yet
ce.
significan
is of vital significance.
Yet in discussing a circuit
netapproaches
approaches infinity this netout
separate out
to separate
try to
may try
we
14
Fig.
of
type
of
the
type
of
Fig.
14
we
may
an
to an
work is equivalent to
re ...
d
associate
the
ffom
e
resistanc ffom the associated rethe negative resistance
of ratio
transformer of
ideal transformer
look
must
we
happens
this
er
Whenev
actance.
Whenever
this happens we must look
I: n.
is
this is
about: this
are about:
we are
what we
see what
very carefully to see
are
we
which
in
situation
any
in
especially
situation in which we are
especially true
equivtransform er equivas aa transformer
network as
capacitan ce network
using a capacitance
negative
a
g
absorbin
y
implicitl
are
alent and
implicitly absorbing a negative
capacitance.
capacitan ce.
is
operatio n is
classification . operation
The need for some classification
Left :-Fig. 13. The
Left:—Fig.
Fig.
of
circuit
basic
the
by
mind
my
to
indicated
the basic circuit of Fig.
practical oscillator
feedback
as aa feedback
texts as
some texts
in some
describe d in
from Fig. 12
15(a). This is described
derived from
netthe
ing
consider
by
is virtually the
r
oscillator
and
is
analysed
by
considering
the
netoscillato
very
see
,
Colpitts circuit.
circuit.
however
can,
We
15(b).
Fig.
of
work
We can, however, see very
anti-reso nant
the anti-resonant
facing the
impedan ce facing
easily .that the impedance
current
rMrr-mt
iq
cnrli
thflf
a
voltage
V
will
cause
a current
V
that
such
is
circuit
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(A-i)V/R
(A-I)
V/R
-.1\/'v

R
Fig. 15.
13. Feedback or negative-impednegative-imped·
ance oscillator?

jv

A

(a)

(A-l)V/R
(A —1)V/R to · be driven back
back into
into the
the source,
source,
provided that we make the usual assumption
assumptio n that
that
the amplifier has infinite input
This
input impedance.
impedance . .This
gives us an input impedance,
impedance , with
witlJ. the
the feedback
feedback
resistance connected,
which,
connected , of R/(l—A)
R/(1 - A) which, if
if A>1,
A > 1,
will be negative.
We
may
very
properly
We
very properly regard
regard
this as a negative impedance oscillator.
oscillator. In
In fact
fact
most of the negative impedance
converter
impedance converter circircuits which I discussed some little while
while ago
ago can
can
be rearranged into some form like
like this.
this. We
We can
can
design the amplifier . according to
to known
known methods
methods
to make the gain A a pure number
number of
of high
high stability,
stability,
though we should do this even
even if
if we
we adopted
adopted the
the
feedback point of view. I think, however,
however, that
that we
we
may find the negative impedance approach
approach more
more
convenien
convenientt in a variant of
of this circuit
circuit which
which II shall
shall
discuss later.

LETT

iriml firnol lir^l

(b)
There is no space to discuss the
the large-Samplitude
large-amp litude
negative resistances circuits this
this month
month and
and we
we
must postpone this very important
of
important class
class of oscillaoscillators. I feel that we can say
say that
that aa basis
basis has
has been
been
establishe
d for a split into the
established
mains
the two
two mains types
types of
of
oscillator but that it is only too
too easy
easy to
to allow
allow. an
an
oscillator which belongs, when generalized,
generalize d, to
to one
one
class to be regarded, in its special
belonging
special form,
form, as
as belonging
to the other. The Gouriet-Clapp
Gouriet-C lapp circuit,
circuit, in
in parpar...
ticular, can be generalized
generalize d into the
the Colpitts
Colpitts circuit
circuit
or into something which is really the
the circuit
circuit ·of
of
Fig. 15(a) when the capacitance
capacitanc e transformer
transform er is
is
included.
There are moments when II feel
feel like
like
the African clerk described by
by Graham
Graham Greene
Greene
who filed documents on local-grown
under
local-grow n tobacco
tobacco ·under
the heading " transport."
transport. "

S TO THE EDITOR

Tlze
The Editor does not necessarily
necessaril y endorse
endorse opinions
opLruons expressed
expressed by
by his
his correspondents
correspond ents

Failure
Failure Rates
Rates
IN your review of the Second I.E.E.
I.E.E. Symposium
Symposium on
on
Reliability you report the supposed
supposed "" necessity
necessity for
for
assuming one failure where none was
was suffered,
suffered, in
in order
order
to get a figure." This idea did
did indeed
indeed seem
seem prevalent
prevalent
at the Symposium,
Symposium , but put in that form it
it is
is not
not well
well
founded.
The crude approach is to say
say that,
that, since
since nothing
nothing is
is
known of behaviour beyond
beyond the
the test
test period,
period, it
it is
is safest
safest
to assume that a failure would have
have happened immediately
immediatel y
afterwards. If this hypothetical
hypothetica l failure
failure occurred
occurred immeimmediately afterwards, it is practically
practically the
the same
same as
as if
if it
it had
had
occurred just inside the test period.
period.
There is, however, a quite sound statistical
statistical basis
basis for
for
calculation. The specification
specificatio n of a failure rate
rate in
in per
per
cent .per
per 1000 hours or the like presupposes
presuppose s that
that there
there
of
failure,
say
is a small and uniformly distributed risk
risk
of
failure,
say
_G
ex per hour where aex is of order 10
ot
1o- 5 or
or less,
less, and
and this
this is
is
the condition for the validity of
of the
the Poisson
Poisson law
law ("
(" the
the
law of rare events ").
" ). Under this law,
law, the
the probability
probability
that just r failures occur in
in time
time tt (where
(where rr may
may =
= 0,
0,
1, 2, etc.) is
*"
.·
ai
P(r) =
= (a0
(ext)rr e~
e-cr.t;r!
/r! .. ..
..
. .
..
(1)
(1)
Since (at)
(ext)O0 =
= 11 and 0! = 1,
1, the probability
probability of
of no
no failures
failures
is quite properly given by
P(O) =
= e-0
- ca" ~ 11 —
- at
P(0)
..
..
. .
(2)
ext
(2)
and the risk of some failures (one or
more)
is
Pff")
=
or
more)
.
is
P(f)
=
11 —
- P(0)
P(O) =
= 11 —
- e~
e - a<
cxt ~oa.
"'ext.
The problem now is to decide how
how much
much importance
importance
to attach to the results of one or
or aa few
few tests.
tests. If
If only
only
one test was run, and the ultimate
ultimate application
application is
is fairly
fairly
critica.l,
critical, it may be thought reasonable
reasonable· to
to suppose
suppose that
that

88
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the test was a lucky one, with
with odds of
of nine
nine to
to one
one against
against
an equally good result occurring generally;
generally; and
and one
one
therefore equates P(0)
P(O) to l/10th,
1/10th, whereupon
whereupon (Pf)
(Pf) has
has
probability 0.9 which is not
not far out from
from saying
saying that
that
one failure would have occurred in
in that
that time.
time. But
But if
if
the test is run on a batch
batch of 100
100 specimens,
specimens, and
and none
none
fail, the value of at
ext appropriate to
to this
this new
new condition
condition
· will be very nearly 100 times smaller.
smaller. Thus
Thus on
on the
the
assumption of the Poisson law, running
running aa test
test on
on aa number
number
of specimens simultaneously
simultaneo usly is very
very nearly
nearly equivalent
equivalent
to running a test on a single specimen
specimen for
for the
the cumulative
cumulative
time.
Of course one may not be content
content with
with only
only 99 :: 11
odds against the run succeeding by
by chance,
chance, but
but given
given
the basic formulae it is not difficult to
to adjust
adjust the
the calculacalculations. The important point is that for
for very
very small
small numnumbers statistical calculation is almost
aimost meaningless
meaningles s and
and
can only be applied through large
large safety factors, but
but the
the
number which is critical is the number
number of
of items
items under
under
test, not the number of failures; so
so zero
zero failures
failures out
out of
of
a large number is perfectly amenable
amenable to
to statistical
statistical
interpretati
on.
interpretation.
Sonnina Common, Reading.
D.
Sonnin~
D. A.
A. BELL,
BELL,
AMF British Research Laboratory.
Laboratory .

''Transist
"Transistor
or RC
RC Oscillators
Oscillators and
and Selective
Selective
Amplifiers''
Amplifiers"
IN his interesting ,and
1962 issue Mr. Butler
use of null networks

useful
useful article
article in
in the
the December
December
discusses circuits
circuits which
which make
make
or 180°
180° phase-shift
phase-shift networks.
networks.
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amplituned ampliregenerative tuned
effecting aa regenerative
Another method of effecting
N
where N
A, where
Fig. A,
accompanying Fig.
the accompanying
in the
indicated in
fier is indicated
shift
phase
zero
having
network
feedback network having zero phase shift
is a positive feedback
because
attractive because
is attractive
arrangement is
This arrangement
at one frequency. This
accept
to accept
free to
transistor free
first transistor
the first
of the
base of
it leaves the base
transecond
the
of
collector
the
and
signal,
an input
and the collector of the second tranbe
must be
network must
The network
output. The
an output.
taking an
for taking
sistor free for
impedances
low impedances
between low
connected between
when connected
able to work when
concerned,
N isis concerned,
as N
far as
as far
emitter-follow er as
since V2 is an emitter-follower
net.suitable netA suitable
amplifier. A
common-base amplifier.
V1 is a common-base
while VI
currentfrom aa currentderived from
is derived
It is
B. It
Fig. B.
in Fig.
work is shown in
as
are as
statistics are
vital statistics
its vital
and its
network, and
driven " Wien " network,
follows:
/
1 / 27T(RlR2ClC2)
f o0 = l/277(R
1R2CiC2)"~
Atfo
At/o
E

I =

at
operation at
one-band operation
or one-band
frequencies, or
low frequencies,
working at low
tuning.
capacitance tuning.
using capacitance
high frequencies, using
be
can be
stabilization can
amplitude stabilization
or amplitude
Regeneration control
control or
circuit
direct-couple d circuit
In aa direct-coupled
Rc0.• In
adjusting R
effected by adjusting
with
R 0 with
resistor Rq
extra resistor
an extra
of an
means of
by means
done by
best done
this is best
be
may
R
oscillator,
an
(In
capacitor.
blocking capacitor. (In an oscillator, Rq0 may be aa
a blocking
temhave aa temthermistors have
type ""R"
S.T .C. type
thermistor: S.T.C.
R" thermistors
5
to
required to
power required
the power
so the
/m W, so
SO''C
of 50
perature rise of
C/mW,
tried
not tried
have not
obtained. II have
be obtained.
easily be
can easily
operate them can
resistance
cold resistance
with aa cold
R24, with
type R24,
but type
circuit but
one in this circuit
bet.)
good bet.)
of 20kQ, looks a good
be .
to be
practice to
in practice
found in
be found
will be
The tuned frequency will
circuit
oscillator circuit
the oscillator
In the
value. In
calculated value.
lower than the calculated
was
frequency was
calculated frequency
the calculated
example, the
of Fig. C, for example,
The
kc/s. The
13 kc/s.
about 13
frequency about
actual frequency
the actual
16 kc/s and the
internal
the internal
First, the
causes. First,
two causes.
from two
discrepancy arises from
emitters,
the emitters,
into the
looking into
transistors, looking
the transistors,
impedances of the
input
the input
Secondly, the
resistances. Secondly,
add to the tuning resistances.
capacitive,
resistan.ce: itit isis capacitive,
pure resistance:
not aa pure
impedance of V2 is not
introThis introcapacitive. This
is capacitive.
V2 is
of V2
load of
because the emitter load
However,
loop. However,
feedback loop.
the feedback
into the
shift into
phase shift
duces a phase
generates
oscillator generates
the oscillator
and the
stable and
quite stable
is quite
the
the' frequency is
.
good sine waves. ·
inductors
which inductors
in which
network in
tuning network
An alternative tuning
has
but has
possible, but
capacitors isis possible,
the capacitors
for the
are substituted for
block
not
does
it
that
circuit)
this
(in
disadvantage
the
this circuit) that it does not block
series-tuned
with aa series-tuned
.used with
be used
also be
may also
oscillator may
.c. The oscillator
dd.c.
an
of an
instead of
emitters, instead
between emitters,
connected between
LC circuit connected
RC network.
SHORT
W. SHORT
G. W.
G.
Croydon.
issue
1962 issue
December 1962
the December
in the
article in
F. BUTLER in his article
the
of the
amplifier of
seiective amplifier
simplest selective
the simplest
does not describe the
circuit
two-valve circuit
the two-valve
surely the
is surely
which is
types considered, which
from
components from
redundant components
prunin2; " redundant
obtained by " pruning"
accomthe accomof the
circuit of
the circuit
gives the
This gives
588). This
16 (p. 588).
his Fig. 16
for
type for
silicon type
made aa silicon
best made
is best
Vl is
panying diagram. VI
emitter
the emitter
Thus the
500mV. Thus
about 500mV.
be about
will be
which V
Vue
be will
becomes
current) becomes
emitter current)
its emitter
hence its
(and hence
potential of V2 (and
the
With the
It>l· With
R 5 ) Iw+ R5)
(R 3 +
+ (R3
SOOmV +
well defined at 500mV
selectivity
the selectivity
/ 0 , the
at /<,,
null at
to aa null
parallel-T
p arallel- T network tuned to
follows:
as follows:
be as
will be
circuit will
this circuit
of this
gain of
current gain
of the current
(unity)
OdB (unity)
frequencie s
high frequencies
OdB
Current gain at high
lOdB
+
3fo
, , 3/0
,
+
»
14dB
+!9?2
2]0
, 2/o
, »
,
„
„
H-14dB
30dB
>
fo
, ", ^
,"
55
>3
C
"(R ^+
t?\/-C>
R 5 )/Rc;
frequencies
low frequencies
, „, low
„
(Rg
,„
3+ Rs^R,^
transistor
the transistor
of the
gain of
forward gain
the forward
by the
set by
is set
The gain at /fo0 is
only.
feedback only.
negative feedback
by negative
frequencies by
pair and at other frequencies
by
improved
be
can
frequencies
low
at
The response
low frequencies can be improved by
be
can be
feedback can
Positive feedback
R 1 . Positive
and R^
C 1 and
of C-,
suitable choice of
example, aa
for example,
by, for
circuit by,
basic circuit
this basic
introduced into this
V2,
of V2,
collector of
the collector
and the
Vl and
of VI
base of
the base
resistor between the
TO - 12V ·
-6
-6 T0-I2V'

(say).
RT (say).
= Rt
R1(C1/C 2) =
+ Ri(Gi/C2)
Rz ~l~
+ R2
Ri
R1 +

1/27TRC
= I/277RC
then f o =
= CC then/o
= CC22 =
C1 =
and Q
R 2 = R, and
= R2
R1 =
If Rj
3R.
t ecomes 3R.
R-r becomes
and Rt
collector
the collector
that the
is that
oscillation is
for oscillation
The condition for
rather
be rather
should be
transistor should
first transistor
the first
load resistance of the
RT.
greater than Rtsince
First, since
noted. First,
be noted.
should be
points should
Some practical points
the
in the
shown in
way shown
the way
in the
R 2 in
and R2
R 1 and
RT depends on Rj
Rx
impracticable
is
tuning
resistance
variable
formula above, variable resistance tuning is impracticable
need
would need
gain would
loop gain
the loop
oscillator; the
wide-range oscillator;
in a wide-range
tuning isis
Variable-capa citance tuning
adjustment. Variable-capacitance
continuous adjustment.
of
ratio of
the ratio
keep the
to keep
necessary to
only necessary
then only
better; it is then
constant.
RT constant.
keep Rt
to keep
constant to
capacitances constant
the two capacitances
Rr
since Rx
problem, since
still aa problem,
is still
range-changin g is
However, range-changing
short,
In
band.
frequency
each
on
different
be
v.-o'.lld
would
on each frequency band. In short,
fixed-frequenc y
for fixed-frequency
suitable for
only suitable
really only
the circuit is really
1963
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c, Ri
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to
to increase the gain and selectivit
selectivity
at !f00,, but
but only
only by
by
y at
degrading the inherent high
high stability
stability of
of the
the circuit.
circuit.
The circuit may similarly be made
made the
the basis
basis of
of aa highly
highly
<>table
stable oscillator
oscillator..
Edinburg h 8.
Edinburgh
M. R.
R. NICHOL
NICHOLLS.
M.
LS.

The author replies:replies:—
In terms of sheer circuit·
circuit simplicity
simplicity II believe
believe that
that my
my
Fig. 11 is even more economic
economical
in compone
components
than
al in
nts than
Mr. Nicholls' circuit which,
which, as
as he
he says,
says, can
can be
be derived
derived
from my Fig. 16 by leaving out
out what
what he
he describes
describes as
as
redundan
redundantt compone
components.
nts.
For use at a single frequency
frequency his
his circuit
circuit has
has some
some excellexcellent features. It is d.c.
d.c. coupled,
coupled, provides
provides stabilized
stabilized base
base
bias and uses no large electrolyt
electrolytic
capacitors.
Against
ic capacitor
s. Against
this, two of the resistance elements
elements in
in the
the twin-T
twin-T network
network
also act as biasing
biasing resistance
resistances
for the
the first
first transistor
transistor.
s for
.
Tuning by resistance variation
variation would
would alter
alter this
this working
working
bias and cause undesirab
undesirable
changes in
in the
the operating
operating points
points
le changes
of both transistor
transistors.
is my
my major
major objection
objection to
to the
the
s. This is
circuit. A minor one is that
that the
the output
output is
is at
at aa relatively
relatively
high impedance.
impedanc e.
In my Fig.
Fig. 16, base bias for
for the
the transistor
transistors
derived
s isis derived
from a network which is independ
independent
of the
the twintwin-T
ent of
T
circuit. Tuning by
by resistance
resistance variation
variation does
does not
not affect
affect the
the
standing bias. Two more compone
components
provide variable
variable
nts provide
regenerat ion, a feature
regeneration,
feature which
which is
is absent
absent from
from Mr.
Mr. Nicholls'
Nicholls'
ciret~it.
Finally, the
circuit.
the second
second transistor
transistor in
in Fig.
Fig. 16
16 isis
bootstrap ped to
bootstrapped
to give high gain.
gain. Removal
Removal of
of the
the so-called
so-called
re..:lundant compone
redundant
components
affects the
the performa
performance
nts clearly affects
nce
of the amplifier in quite basic
basic ways.
ways.
..
R~aders
Readers ·· may be interested
interested in
in another
another circuit
circuit · which
which
be:1rs some resembla
bears
resemblance
that due
due to
to Mr.
Mr. Nicholls.
Nicholls.
nce to that
I!
It was described by
by E~
E. I.
I. Kuflevski
Kuflevskiii in
in the
the Soviet
Soviet journal
journal

ZmAA

R

6. 2k

sR

Circuit due to E. I. Kuflevskii.
Kuflevskii.

Radiote!?hnika, Vol. 16, No.
Radiotekhnika,
No. 9,
9, 1961
1961 (available
(available in
in transtranslation from Pergamon Press).
Press).
As with Mr. Nicholls' circuit the
the arrangem
arrangement
ent isis
best suited for single frequency
frequency operation
operation,, since
since resisresistance tuning alters the
the transistor
transistor bias
bias and,
and, again~
again, the
the
output is at high impedanc
impedance.
e.
Most writers favour
favour the symmetri
symmetrical
twin-T circuit
circuit
cal twin-T
but Kuflevski
Kuflevskiii recomme
recommends
an unsymme
unsymmetrical
arrangends an
trical arrangement.
For the symmetri
symmetrical
case:—
cal case:R
R 1, C =
R := Rj,
= Cv
Ca, C
C22=
and R
R22 == -R/2.
R/2.
= 2C and
In the unsymme
unsymmetrical
case:—
trical case:kR
Rr = kR
Ro =
,
R 2 = m(l
m(1 +
+ k)
k)
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BECAUS E the linear theory of
BECAUSE
of oscillator
oscillators
is so
so exclusive
exclusively
s is
ly
establishe
d, . but of little
established,
little practical
practical use,
use, we
we attempted
attempted,
,
in our article in the Novembe
November
and Decembe
December
1962
r and
r 1962
issues, to present oscillator
oscillators
from the
the opposite
opposite extreme
extreme
s from
point of view. We are therefore
therefore grateful
grateful to
to Mr.
Mr. Butler
Butler
(p. 28 of the January issue)
issue) for
for helping
helping to
to show
show the
the link
link
between these different viewpoin
viewpoints
by stating
stating the
the condicondits by
tions for unity loop gain in aa "" cross-con
cross-connected
longnected "" longtailed pair. The classic approach
approach to
to oscillator
oscillators
is helpful
helpful
s is
if use is made of the describin
describing
function method
method of
ofallowallowg function
ing for non-linea
non-linearities
means of
of an
an amplitud
amplitude
depenrities by means
e dependent transfer function,
function, ref.
ref. 1.
1. The
The definition
definition of
of an
an
effective mean g~
gm (gm),
(gm), when the
the valve
valve is
is operating
operatinglinearly
linearly
for only part of the cycle is
is aa commonl
commonlv
used empirical
empirical
y used
represent ation of this theory, which
representation
which is
is only
only of
of real
real value
value
when the form of the non-linea
non-linearity
is specified.
specified. It
It is
is the
the
rity is
character
istics of the long-taile
characteristics
long-tailed
pair as
as aa limiting
limiting amplifier
amplifier
d pair
which are then the crucial point.
point.
.
Such a limiter is most satisfacto
satisfactory
if the
the "" tail
tail "" approxapproxry if
imates ciosely
closely to a known
known constantconstant-current
source.
current source.
This requires a tail resistor
resistor of
of known
known value,
value, across
across which
which
a known voltage exists, changes in
in this
this voltage
voltage being
being kept
kept
small compared with its mean
mean value
value (say
(say less
less than
than 10%
10%).
).
As Mr. Butler observes, this
this criterion
criterion is
is not
not satisfied
satisfied in
in
the circuit he describes because
because the
the mean
mean potential
potential across
across
the lOkQ
lOkQ and 5000
500Q resistors is
is determin
determined
by the
the gridgrided by
bias cathode current relationsh
relationship,
poorly defined
defined
ip, aa poorly
paramete
parameterr (Ref. 2).
· .
.
· However
However,, the describin
describing
function theory,
theory, like
like any
any
g function
other, is of real value only if
if the
the results
results it
it gives
gives are
are worth
worth
the effort involved. For this reason
reason the
the approach
approach adopted
adopted
was that of idealizing the limited
limited sine-wave
sine-wave of
of current
current
into a square wave, which simplifies
simplifies the
the theory,
theory, making
making
it of more practical use.
use.
We were
were perhaps a little severe
severe with
with the
the conventio
conventional
nal
oscillator which in many_
many instances
instances is
is not
not required
required to
to be
be
a device with a precise performa
performance.
The chief
chief applicaapplicance. The
tions in which we have used
used long-taile
long-tailed
oscillators
have
d oscillator
s have
been in fields usually referred
referred to
to as
as ''" electronic
electronics
"
rather
s " rather
than " radio". The technique
technique we
we described
described then
then permits
permits
the sine wave to take its place
place along
along with
with other
other wave
wave forms
forms
as a quantity which can be easily
easily and
and accurately
accurately manimanipulated (Refs. 3 and 4).
In conclusion
conclusio n we would
would like
like to
to thank
thank Mr.
Mr. Butler
Butler for
for
pointing out a second-o
second-order
effect due
due to
to collector
collector capacicapacirder effect
tance changes, although we
vye hav:e
have not
not found
found any
any difficulty
difficulty
due to this effect. This may
may be
be because
because low
low LL/C
ratios
/C ratios
give tuning capacitor
capacitorss with values
values swamping
swamping the
the effect,
effect,
and in addition capacitan
capacitance
changes are
are less
less when
when the
the
ce changes
transistor s are not driven
transistors
driven to
to bottomin
bottoming.
In fairness,
fairness,
g. In
we have not used these oscillator
oscillators
at frequenci
frequencies
above
s at
es above
about 3Mc/s, when the effect
effect may
may become
become noticeabl
noticeable.
e.
It is, of course, such second-o
second-order
effects which
which limit
limit
rder effects
the useful range of "" first-orde
first-orderr"" designs
designs and
and the
the ultiultimate performa
performance
Nevertheless,
first-order
nce of a circuit. Neverthe
less, first-orde
r
design methods and the
the designabl
designable
class of
of circuit
circuit arc
are
e class
most valuable tools for
for the
the engineer
engineer which,
which, perhaps
perhaps
because of the emphasis laid
laid on
on analysis,
analysis, as
as opposed
opposed to
to
synthesis
synthesis,, in training, are
are surprising
surprisingly
little known
known ·or
or
ly little
accepted.
·
M. F. SIZMUR
R. C. FOSS.
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c_2 =
=
cc1
+ k)
C.
C(l+k)
k
ink
mk
Preferred values of
of the
the various
various constants
constants are
are given
given
in the article as kk =
= 2.75,
2.75, m
m=
= 1.42
1.42 and
and R
R=
= lOkQ.
lOkQ.
Cheltenh am, Glos.
Cheltenham,
BUTLER.
FF.. BUTLER
.
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''"LC
LC Oscillato
r Design"
Oscillator
Design"
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CIRCUI T similar to that
A CIRGUIT
that described
described by
by R.
R. C.
C. Foss
Foss
and M. F. Sizmur
Sizmur (Decemb
(December
issue, p.596,
p.596. Fig.
Fig. 3)
3) wa
wa
er issue,
recently developed for
for amplitud
amplitude
modulation
of aa variabl
variabl
e modulati
on of
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communications
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difficult conditions·
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of propagation
propagation or
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channel

enough?

If
your H.
F. radiot
If your
H.F.
radiotelephone
circuits
are pushe
pushed
to the
thelimit
limit.oor
you find new planning difficult—you
elephone circui
ts ar.e
d to
r ififyou
find new planning diffic ult-yo u
need Redip
need
Rediplex
maximum
utilisation
andlower
loweropera
operating
costs. Now for the first time, at low capital
lex for maxim
um utilisa
tion and
ting costs.
Now for the first time, at low capital
cost,
cost, Redif
Redifon
introduce
compact
ISB multimulti-channel
system for short and medium distance
on introd
uce aa comp
act ISB
channel system
for short and medium distance
comm
unication. Four
communication.
Four speech
speer.' chann
channels
simultaneously
usingone
onecarrie
carrier.
The cost of the transmitting
els simul
taneously using
r. The
cost of the transmitting
and
and receiv
receiving
terminals,
including
the chann
channelling,
far less than you would pay for regular
ing termin
als, includ
ing .the
elling, isis far
less than you would pay for reg1:1lar
channelling and
channelling
and displa
displacement
equipment—a
quickly
installed
packaged deal. It will pay you to find
cement equip
ment -a quick
ly instal
led packa
ged deal. It will pay you to find
out more
more about Redip
out
Rediplex.
Write now
now for
for full
full specif
specifications.
lex. Write
ications.
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channels,
or any
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combination
of
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tone intellig
intelligence
signals.
ter, facsimi
le or
ence signals.
Four crystal ·control
controlled
spot frequen
frequencies,
to 16
16 Mcfs.
Mc/s.
led spot
cies, 22 . to
100 watts p.e.p output,
output, continu
continuous
rating (or
(or 750
750 watts
watts with
with
ous rating
the G.A.406
G .A.406 amplifi
amplifier).
er).
Compa
tible with Standa
Compatible
Standard
International
ISB systems
systems.
K-f
fWXT
MfM
rd Interna
tional ISB
.
Comple
tely transist
Completely
transistorised
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and transm
transmitter
wJm. K. J*
orised receivin
g termina
l and
itter Jf. B
drive unit. ·
Modula r constru
Modular
construction
and printed
printed drcuits
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Alterna
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ATTENUATOR
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Amplitude modulation
modulation of
of aa variable-frequency
variable-frequency
·
oscillator.

'
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of V2 and V3 without
without transformer
transformer and
and
transistor V4
from a single transistor
V 4 isis shown
shown in
in
diagr:am (b). V4 has
has an
an effective
effective load
load of
of
diagram
of emitter
emitter and
and colleccollec500 ohms in each of
tor, and
and operates
operates with
with aa.moderate
degree
tor,
moderate degree
RF
of negative
negative feedback
feedback in
inthe
the circuit
circuitshown.
shown.
liinnru
of
The current
current division
division between
between V2
V2 and
andV3
V3
Hl/lJllU
The
can be
be adjusted
adjusted by
by RV1
—o
can
RV1 to
to equality
equality or
or
A.F.
required.
otherwise as required.
3·3k
The operation of
of this
this circuit
circuit has
has been
been
checked by the usual
usual oscilloscope
oscilloscopemethods
methods
~
trapezium patterns)
(envelope and trapezium
patterns) and
and
capable of
has proved capable
of modulating
modulating carrier
carrier
33k
between lOOkc/sand
frequencies between
100 kc/s and 13
13 Mc/s
Mc/s
with " audio " in
in the
the range
range 100
100 to
to 20,000
20,000
cjs. No serious
serious distortion
distortion could
could be
be
c/s.
observed when modulating
modulating 100
100 kc/s
kc/s
(b)
that frequency,
with one-fifth that
frequency, and
and 100%
100%
frequency oscillator.
oscillator. The
The main
main point
point of
of difference
difference isis
modulation was easily
easily attained
attained with
with good
good linearity
linearity when
when
that the position
position ·of
the r.f.
r.f. and
and a.f.
a.f. isis interchanged.
interchanged.
trapezium pattern.
pattern.
·
of the
tested by the trapezium
the accompanying
accompanying diagram
diagram (a),
(a), the
the d.c.
d.c. and
and
Referring to the
The original circuit
circuit used
used complementary
complementary transistors
transistors
r.f. components
co:nponents of
of the
the collector
collector current
current of
of VI
V1 divide
divide
(p-n-p for n-p-n)
n-p-'n) as
as follows:—
follows:- VI
V1 SB231,
SB231, V2-V3
V2-V3 SB305,
SB305,
emitters of
of V2
V2 and
and V3
V3 in
in aa ratio
ratio controlled
between the emitters
V4 OC139.
controlled
potential of
of the
the bases.
bases. With
With balanced
balanced
A more suitable choice
choice from
from transistors
transistors now
by the difference potential
now available
available
drive to the
the bases,
bases, as
as shown,
shown, the
the potential
potential of
of the
the emitters
emitters
be:- VI
VI. V2
V2 V3
V3 BSY26,
BSY26, V4
V4 OC42.
would be:—
OC42.
V2 and V3
V3 remains
remains more
more constant
constant than
than with
with ununA property of the
may have
the above
above circuit,
circuit, which
of V2
which 'may
have some
sonie
thereby minimizing
minimizing any
any reaction
reaction on
on the
the
balanced drive, thereby
applications, is
is the
the opposite
opposite polarity
polarity of
of the
the modulation
modulation
input impedance of
of VI,
V1, hence
hence minimizing
minimizing unwanted
unwanted · envelopes on the collectors
collectors of
of V2
V2 and
and V3.
V3.
modulation of
frequency modulation
of the
the oscillator
oscillator driving
driving the
the base
base
M. R.
Edinburgh, 8.
M.
R. NICHOLLS.
NICHOLLS.
Vl.
of VI.
It will be noted that
that in
in the
the ideal
ideal case
case (and
(and in
in practice
practice
The authors reply:
for much of the
the usable
usable frequency
frequency range),
range), ·both
both the
the r.f.
r.f.
Mr. Nicholls
Nicholls we
we would
wouid like
In reply to Mr.
like to
to point
point out
out
and d.c. components
components of
of the
the collector
collector current
current of
of VI
V1
between his
his use
use of
of the
the ""L.T.P."-in
the distinction between
L.T.P.".in which
which
same ratio
ratio in
in the
the collectors
collectors of
of V2
V2 and
divide in the same
and V3,
V3, so
so modulation is achieved
achieved by
by the
the g^/I,,
gm/I, characteristics
characteristics of
of the
the
of the
the modulation
modulation envelope
envelope may
may be
be recovrecovthat a replica of
transistor and
and our
our use
use of
of the
the switched
switched L.T.P.,
L.T.P., in
in which
which
ered, without need
need for detection
detection by
by diode
diode or
or other
other such characteristics
characteristics have
have only
only second
second order
order effects.
effects.
froin cither
either collector.
collector. For
For example,
example, the
the a.f.
a.f.
means, from
The two circuits
circuits operate
operate very
very differently—long
differently-long tailed
tailed
collector of
of V2
V2 can
tan be
be used
used for
for negative
negative
signal at the collector
versatile. Perhaps
Perhaps Mr.
Mr. Nicholls
pairs are very versatile.
Nicholls would
would like
like
feedback to linearize
linearize the
rhe modulation
modulation while
while the
the output
output to try one as aa phase-splitter
phase-splitter in
in diagram
diagrar.1. (b).
(b).
collect'Jr of
of V3
V3 is
is fed
fed to
to the
the attenuator.
attenuator.
at the collector
SIZMUR
M. F. SIZMUR
A circuit obtaining
obtaining the
the push-pull
push-pull drive
drive to
A
to the
the bases
c. FOSS
bases
1:~oss
R. C.
Ik
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MANUFACTURERS' PRODUCTS
up to 1,000°F.
l,000oF. Reflectivity (dB down) is as follows:
follows:
NZL (lin thick) >14dB to lGc/s
IGc/s and nearly 24dB at
15Gc/
s. NZ2 (tin
lOdB to 2Gc/
s, >4dB to
15Gc/s.
(iin thick)
tl "ck) >
>10dB
2Gc/s,
THE American
Ameriean Rowan Controller ICP is a combinaNZ3~ (tin
15Gc/s. NZ3
(Jin thick) >15dB to 2Gc/s, 12dB at
tion ·of switch, pilot light, and overload protector; pro- · 15Gcls.
4Gc/s and back to 20dB at 15Gcls.
15Gc/s.
tection being provided by a resettable thermal conare
£50, £30 and £40 per
Prices
approximately
tactor. The unit is suitable
suitable for
for use with d.c. or
o a.c.
a.c.
respectively.
square foot respectively
Auxiliary contacts {maximum
(maximum rating O.SA
0.5A at 230V) can
also be provided to operate an ruann
alarm circuit in the
event of an overload;
overload.: A
A rrip
trip free·
free safety mechanism
Four New
New High
Four
Uicih Power
Power Magnetrons
Magnetrons
.prevents
p revents the contacts from being manually held closed
in a
a fault or overload condition. The ultimate trip
tr j
PEAK power ratings for a new range of Ferranti magnepoint is 120
% of the rated current and the
120%
the trip time
t n<
trons are 2MW for the C
(~SkMc/s) model, lMW
G band (saSkMc/s)
1MW
varies :from
from about 16 minutes for 125% of the rated
for the X-band C~ lOkMc/s), 400kW for
foi the }-band
J-band
(~ 15kMc/s),
ISkMc/s), and 150kW for the Q-band (~35kMc/s):
(^35kMc/s):
mean power ratings are
ire about one thousandth of this.
The cathode (high-temperature thoriated tungsten type)
is heated by bombarding it by means of an electron gun.
This gives a higher temperature than can be obtained
by means of any normal heater having an acceptable life.
?■
A
Since the cathode emission is not now limited, even with
li
\
the small cathodes used at higher frequencies, high
h h powers
should be obtainable at frequencies up to 0-'-band
O-band
(~70kMc/s) using this bombardment technique. The
(^70kMc/s)
bombarding gun gives a beam along the magnetic
magnet : lines
1 nes
m
*
of force into a conical recess ini the
th : cathode. At present
the bombarding heating power is
is stabilized by means of
a saturable reactor; silicon controlled rectifiers
rectifiers will
will
ICP circuit protector.
however eventually be used, these allowing the
the control
unit to be made much smaller. Initial difficulties
c fficulties with
current through 15 to 34 seconds
second's for 200% to 2 to
to 3
making the (rising-sun) anode at the highest
U ghest frequencies
frequencies
seconds for 600%.
600 ~;. Full load current ratings are availavailhave been overcome by initially hobbing
bobbing it,
it final dimenable with one ampere increments from four to twelve
Tunable
sioning being accomplished electrolytically.
electrolytically.
amperes: a sensitivity of half an ampere is available to
versions of this range are being
These
beh ig developed.
special order. The maximum interrupt capacity is
magnetrons are obtainable from Ferranti
Sbrranti Ltd,
Ltd. of Ferry
300A at SOV
50V d.c. or 250V a.c. The life expectancy iss
Road, Edinburgh 5.
claimed to exceed 6,000 cycles at 6 cycles per minute
at 100% of the rated current without any change in
the tr
tripi time versus current curve. The ICP iss designed
1\.eithley
Keithley Voltmeter
Voltmeter
for operation in the temperature ,range
.range 25
25°C to 55 0C.
This unit costs abo11t
about 50s: full details are available
available
A NEW voltmeter by Keithley
K 'thley Instruments uses v.h.f.
v.h,f.
from the U.K. representative
representat've of Rowan Controller,
alloy-diifused transistors to give
epitaxial and micro alloy-diffused
g ve an
an
G. S. Westbrook Ltd. of 50 High Street, Harpenden,
amplifier bandwidth of 10c/s
lOcls to lOOMcls.
lOOMc/s. The instruHerts.
ment has 12 ranges from lm
V to
ImV
lo 300 volts full scale with
an accuracy of ±
2% from 20c
Is to SOMe
Is and ±
10 %
±2%
20c/s
50Mc/s
filoJP

Circuit
Protector
Circuit Protector

oc

oc.

Triple-play
Triple-play Tape
Tape
A NEW type of Gevasonor magnetic recording
recon ng tape has
a thickness of only 17;'-,
17/x, one-third
one-tli :d that of their standard
tape, and thus gives three times the playing time. It
uses a "" tensilized"
tensilized " polyester base. The new tape
tape is
available inn 3, 4 and Sin diameter
iameter spools; these contain
cohtam
450, 900 and
and,.1,800ft
1,800ft of
of tape, and cost 2ls
21s 6d, 38s 6d
respectively... They can
can be obtained
obi
ed from
and 65s 66d respectively
Gevaert Ltd.,
Ltd;, of Great West Road, Brentford,
Brentford. Middlesex.

Broad-band Energy
Energy Absorbers
Broad-band
Absorbers
AVAILABLE in the form of small flat tiles (2in
x 2in)
(2inX2in)
for conforming to curved,
curved . surfaces the NZ series of
Amer an :firm
firm of Emerson &
&
absorbers made by the American
Gun ng are now av.
available
U.K through MicroCumirig
a ilable in the U.K.
cell Ltd., Electronics Division,
I viskn. Park
Park Street, Camberley,
Surrey. They are fabricated from ceramic
cerar c dielectric
c electric
and magnetic materials and have a silver
sil /er backing which
can be bonded with organic and inorganic
inorgan : adhesives.
They can be used for anechoic chambers and also for
for
transmission line terminators with temperature rating
92
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its
in Us
t.w.t. in
C/X
CJX band Eimac t.w.t.
mount •
magnetic
magnetiC mount.

.

.IJ
'•

loudspeaker.
Sound Coverage column loudspeaker.

top,
magnetrons : top.
power magnetrons:
New Ferranti high p™'er
models,
band models,
and JJband
X and
C, X
the C,
left to rright
ht are the
band-mode
Q band
being held is the Q
mode '/.

the .
lOOMc/s the
and lOOMc/s
lOc/s and
At 10c/s
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THE Taylor transistor
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stics of
characteri
the
checking
for
used
be
recently can be used for checking the characteristics
transistor s.
most modern transistors.
the
are the
instrume nt are
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of this
features of
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to
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0.1in-grid printed circuit board.
board. It is claimed that
O.lin-grid
TO-S cans
using this cooler with transistors in JEDEC TO-5
allows their power handling capacity to be at least
doubled (without exceeding the maximum allowable
operating temperature). This cooler costs 4d and the
auxiliary plate 3d. Another version of this cooIe
coolerr is
available for JEDEC TO-18
T0-18 cans and costs 4d. These
avamble
coolers are distributed by SASCO Ltd., of Adastral
House, Nutfield, Redhill, Surrey.

J\lfiniature Amplifier
Amplifier
Miniature
ALTHOUGH occupying less than one-tenth the volume
of a matchbox, the new Sinclair Radionics miniature
amplifier gives a power gain of 60dB. The frequency
response is sensibly flat from 500c/s
SOOc Is to lOOkc/s,
1OOkc Is, the

Taylor Instruments Model 44 transistor tester.
tester.

nal~ are of the quick release type.
type. The indicating meter
nals
SO,u A with a 5-in
S-in scale.
scale.
is a Taylor centre-pole meter of 50uA
A leather carrying case with shoulder strap may be
obtained as an optional accessory to facilitate transport.
The price of the instrument is £19 19s 6d and a full
specification may be obtained from Taylor Electrical
Ltd., Montrose Avenue, Slough. ·
Instruments Ltd..
Fine
Fine

Wire
JF1~re Splice
.Splice

JOmmg fine magnet wires
DESIGNED primarily for 'oining
. (down to 47 s.w.g.) to lead-out wires the A-MP Fine
YR splice works in principle like other crimped connectors in the A-MP range. A machine has been
U -shaped splice, mounted on
designed to which the U-shaped
polyester tape (which subsequently acts as an insulant
for one side of the joint), iss fed and in which stripping
wheels prepare the ends of the wires to be joined. A
·single
single foot pedal effects the crimping operation, which
includes wire trimming.
Particulars from Aircraft-Marine Products (Great
Britain) Ltd., Amplo House, 87-89 Saffron Hill, London,
E. C. I.
E.C.I.

Cooler
for Transistors
Transistors
Cooler for
THE new Casco transistor cooler provides maximum
because
heat transfer from the transistor both bee:
ise it firmly
grips the transistor can and because
b~cause a notched coolingcooli_nga1r flow (around the apices
ap1ces
fin design ensures turbulant air
this .device is
of the notches). An additional feature of tl
an auxiliary plate for clamping the bottom .flangt
flange. of
mcreasmg
the transistor can to the cooler. As well as increasing
heat transfer this provides firm fixing at centres on a
/
~

Sinclair Radionics miniature amplifier {without
(without its case).
3dB points lying at 150cs
1SOcs and 200kc/s.
200kc Is. The power gain
is
i3 still 40dB at 2Mc/s.
2Mcls. Any supply voltage between
1.5
l.S and 9V may be used, the current drain correspondingly varying from 0.5
A tput
O.S to 3mA. The maximum output
voltage varies from 5V
SV p-p for a 9V supply to 0.5V
O.SV
for a 1.5V
l.SV supply (output impedance IkO).
p-p foi
1k0). The
input iimpedance
.ipedance varies from lOkfl
10M2 for a 1.5V
l.SV supply
to Ikfl
lkO for a 4.5V
4.SV (or higher) supply. A typical equivalent input noise
r10ise voltage is 30,uV
30pV (with infinite external
impedance at the input.) This amplifier costs 28/6
2816 in
kit form or 38/6
3816 ready built. It is available
ava]able from
Sinclair Radionics Ltd., of 69 Histon
Riston Road, Cambridge.

New Chopper
Chopper Transistors
New
Transistors
WHEN small direct voltages or currents, comparable
drift at the input of a d.c. amplifier,
with the dr-'-r
amplifie,r, are to be
measured, a better technique is to short-circuit the
input intermittently and to apply the resulting square
wave to an a.c.-coupled amplifier. Tyf
:al applications
Typical
are strain gauges, thermocouples and digital computers.
computers.
A new range of p-n-p silicon alloy chopper transistors
A
has been developed by Brush Crystal with guaranteed
<O.OS,uA and typically 0.00l,uA
O.OOl,tlA at 25
offset current, <0.05nA
volts (OC 742) and low offset volts, <2mV and typically
1.3mV at 15
1S volts, (OC 740)
740).
These two basic types are available from Brush.
Brush
Crystal Ltd., Hythe, Southampton, from whom full data
sheets are available.

'

Industrial Indicators
Indicators
Industrial

' .·-·--·--., ~·.J
Casco transistor cooler.
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A VERSATILE illuminated flush-mounted panel indi-,
indi- .
cator (No. D870) has been introduced by Bulgin for
for'
applications where separate pilot lights and legend
previously
plates were prev
msly required. The lamp box can be
supplied with one, two or five light isolation barriers
giving two, three or six
x legend areas on the translucent
panel, which can be engraved to order. Either M.E.S.
or M.B.C. lampholders can be supplied and the overall
Skin X Uin
I tin with a back rejection of
dimensions are S^in
2/gin.
2?6 in.
1SOS, is available from
Technical leaflet, reference 1505,
A. F. Bulgin & Co. Ltd., Bye Pass Road, Barking,
Essex. ,
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TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER OUTPUT STAGES

TRANSISTOR

AMPLIFIER

OUTPUT

STAGES

2.-CASE FOR
2—CASE
FOR COMMON-EMITTER
COMMON-EMITTER OPERATION:
OPERATION: DRIVER
DRIVER STAGE
STAGE PROBLEMS
PROBLEMS
By 0
O.. GREITER

.THE

J. HE previous article discussed
discussed the
the three
three forms
forms of
of
bridge structure which
which can
can be
be used
used for
for aa push-pull
push-pull
output stage and showed
showed that
that aa single-ended
single-ended stage
stage
could
could be regarded as
as aa degenerate
degenerate form
form of
of the
the
bridge. It is now necessary
bridge.
necessary to
to consider
consider how
how the
the
transistors should be used
used in
in the
the selected
selected bridge.
bridge.
There
There are two main phases
phases to
to this
this discussion.
discussion. The
The
first
phase consists
first phase
consists .of
of what
what is
is really
really aa reiteration
reiteration of
of
known facts, the statement
statement of
of the
the reasons
reasons why
why
common-emitter stages arc
are used.
used. The
The second
second phase
phase
is
an examination
is an
examination of the
the ways
ways in
in which
which transistors
transistors
may be
be combined
may
combined in
in order
order to
to reduce
reduce the
the distortion,
distortion,
simplify
the
drive
or increase
simplify
increase the
the power
power available.
available.
Common-collector operation is
is aa very
very tempting
tempting
mode.
mode. · It provide~
provides aa · low
low output
output impedance
impedance and
and
because of the local negative
negative feedback
feedback itit is
is extremely
extremely
linear. · The input impedance
impedance is
is high.
high. If
If we
we stop
stop
our assessment at this
this point
point we
we see
see aa very
very favourfavourable situation. ·However,
However, aa fully
fully driven
driven class
class BB
stage will demand a peak
peak base-earth
base-earth drive
drive voltage
voltage
which is approximately equal
equal to
to the
the supply
supply voltage.
voltage.
· Iri
In theory a resistance-capacitance
resistance-capacitance coupling
coupling from
from aa
driver stage operated
operated from
from rather
rather more
more than
than double
double
the output stage.
the
stage supply
supply voltage
voltage could
could be
be used.
used. A
A
quick consideration of the
the base
base bias
bias network
network shows
shows
that this is not a practicable
practicable solution
solution even
even ifif itit were
were
not so blatantly undesirable.
undesirable.
·
·An
An interstage transformer
transformer must
must therefore
therefore be
be used.
used.
This transformer will
will conveniently
conveniently have
have .the
the ratio
ratio
1:
1: (1
(1 +
+ 1) and can be
be wound
wound to
to give
give very
very tight
tight
coupling between the
the three
three windings
windings by
by the
the use
use
of tripled wire. We now
now begin
begin to
to see
see the
the high
high input
input
impedance in rather
rather another
another light,
light, . for
for the
the transtrans-former
former must have a correspondingly
correspondingly high
high inductinductance. In what we
ance.
we may
may regard
regard as
as the
the natural
natural
·development
development of this form
form the
the driver
driver will
will be
be aa class
class A
A
·stage
stage operating at a standing
standing current
current rather
rather above
above
·the
the peak base drive
drive for
for the
the output
output stages.
stages. This
This
may well be quite substantial
substantial so
so that
that the
the transformer
transformer
will have to be relatively
relatively large,
large, with
with an
an air
air gap,
gap, and
and
. there will be a problem about
about the
the resistance
resistance of
of the
the
windings. The thermal stability
stability of
of the
the output
output trantran. sistors will be seriously degraded
degraded if
if the
the total
total resistresist;r ance in the base circuit
circuit is
is high:rbut
high,-but the
the requirements
requirements
f6rthe
for the common collector
collector transformer
transformer lead
lead inevitably
inevitably
to the highest resistance
resistance of
of any
any configuration.
configuration.
A second problem which
which is
is often
often overlooked
overlooked arises
arises
from the variability of
of the
the input
input impedance.
impedance. The
The
driver stage is of necessity
necessity aa medium
medium power
power stage.
stage.
I t is not just a voltage
It
voltage source,
source, for
for although
although this
this isis
suggested in some texts W{'
we need
need only
only consider,
consider, for
for
example, the !150mA
drive needed
needed by
by the
the OC26
OC26 to
to
SOmA drive
see that in a 12-volt
12-volt system
system the
the driver
driver will
will be
be disdissipating at least 2 watts.
watts. The
The impedance
impedance which
which
detetmines the Fesponse
determines
response of
of the
the transformer
transformer isis then,
then,
. in
ir;J. approximate terms,
terms, the
the product
product j3Re
/3Re for
for the
the ou~outWI RELESS WORLD,
Wireless
World, FEBRUARY
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put transistor. The
The term
term Re
Ro is
is virtually
virtually the
the load
load
and may be considered to
to be
be constant.
constant. If
If the
the
load is a loudspeaker of
of unknown
unknown characteristic
characteristic in
in
an unspecified box there
there are
are some
some additional
additional probproblems. However, {3
j3 is
is by
by no
no means
means constant,
constant, but
but
varies substantially with instantaneous
instantaneous signal
signal level.
level.
The transformer inductance
inductance of
of aa particular
particular transtransformer will also vary
vary with
with the
the signal.
signal. The
The amplifier
amplifier
low-frequency response
response will
will therefore
therefore vary
vary with
with
instantaneous signal level.
level. The
The term
term {3/S varies
varies from
from
transistor to transistor,
transistor, too.
too. The
The overall
overall effect
effect isis
that we have a great deai
deal of
of uhcertainty,
uncertainty, about
about the
the
exact form of the amplifier
amplifier characteristic
characteristic and
and we
we
must provide very large margins
margins in
in our
our design
design to
to
ensure stability when
when negative
negative feedback
feedback is
is applied.
applied.
The case against the
the common
common collector
collector circuit
circuit
may have been over-stressed.
over-stressed. R.
R. F.
F. Shea
Shea ("
("TranT ransistor Audio Amplifiers,"
Amplifiers," John
John Wiley,
Wiley, p.
p. 182)
182) shows
shows

SUPPLY

Fig. 4. Basic bridge circuit
circuit in
in which
which even
even terms
terms cancel
cancel when
when
Z1 = Z2
Z3 =
=Z
Z44•.
Z 2 and Z
how crossover distortion may
may be
be reduced
reduced with
with the
the
common-collector circuit,
circuit, but
but it
it is
is rather
rather uncertain
uncertain
whether the reduction is
is greater
greater than
than would
would be
be exexplained by the local negative
negative feedback.
feedback. This
This isis
rather important, for
for if
if the
the reduction
reduction is
is solely
solely due
due
to feedback it will be
be just
just as
as dependent
dependent on
on biasing
biasing
as the crossover distortion
distortion in
in the
the other
other configuraconfigurations ~
The inherently
tions.
inherently higher
higher base
base resistance
resistance puts
puts
the system back into jeopardy
jeopardy and
and itit can,
can, in
in fact,
fact,
turn out to be inferior
inferior to
to aa system
system of
of higher
higher thermal
thermal
stability.
The common-base circuit
circuit also
also offers
offers us
us the
the possipossibility of very linear
linear operation,
operation, provided
provided that
that we
we cim
can
drive it with a true
true current
current drive.
drive. However,
However, this
this
current drive demands
demands aa great
great deal
deal of
of current
current and
and
again we are forced
forced to
to use
use aa transformer.
transformer. This
This
tratlsformer will give aa voltage
transformer
voltage step-down.
step-down,from
from the
the

driver and it might appear that the fact that we
are driving
driving several amperes into the emitter against
are
the emitter-base voltage, a fraction of a volt, would
lead to very low inductance values. The inductance
indu~tan~~
is determined, however, by the need to maintain
mamtam
current drive, for it is on this that the linearity
depends.
It may be thought that the fact that the base is
earthed will enable us to operate at higher voltages.
The text-book analyses of thermal instability and
of the avalanche breakdown mechanism will certainly
give us this impression.
impression. When
W'hen we turn to practical
designs, however, we find that in order to bias the
transistors to avoid crossover distortion we shall
almost certainly wish to introduce the bias at the
base rather than at the emitter. There seems to be
no really convenient way of avoiding this.
this. Immediately, then, we introduce resistance into the base
lead and much of the advantage has gone.
The frequency response of the common-base connection is its strong point. It is well known that
the response of the common-emitter stage begins to
fall at a frequency which is nearly enough the
the
alpha cut-off frequency, the common-base limit,
divided by the current gain a'
a.' or /3.
(3. There is some
compensation here because of the additional gain of
the common-emitter stage, for feedback may be used ·
to sacrifice this extra gain and to obtain in return .
a wider bandwidth. Ideally it would appear that
that
this should be a balanced transaction in which the
the
common-base circuit would lose marks because of
its lack of flexibility. Certainly we can say that conclusions based on approximate network equivalents
should be suspect. Logically we might expect the
power gain of the common-emitter stage to be /3
(3
times that of the common-base stage, but in some
references we find some disagreement here, usually
because the argument is bedevilled by assumptions
about source and load impedances.
K. W. Cattermole ("Transistor Circuits,"
Circuits/' Heywood & Co.) lists the comparative merits of
of the
the two
two
types of stage, and provided that we accept that
that
a***
1 his conclusions are that the defects, distortion,
a.~ 1
distortion,
constancy, bandwidth and temperature effects are all
increased by the factor a'.
a.'. The gain is also increased
by the factor <x'.
a.'. He draws the conclusions that
that the
the
common-emitter stage is only advantageous if it is
good enough without feedback or if some property
is particularly convenient. This is a very abbreviated
statement of his position. Consider, however, a tran-
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Fig. 5.

Complementary pair with single-ended input.

i

INPUT I

I

v

1

INPUT 22

I

'
Fig. 6. Separate inputs overcome the drawbacks of the
circuit of Fig. 5.
sistor having a'=
—
a.'= 50 and /!':a1.=250
= 250 kc/s, so that fa
f,/ =
5kc/s. A particular design can accommodate, let
us say, a transistor cut-off frequency of 20kc/s. The
common-base circuit is far too good, but the use of
the appropriate amount of feedback will tailor a
common-base circuit exactly to our requirements.
The advantage is that the available gain is brought
into the working band and becomes ·available for use
in overall feedback. It is well knoWn
kno\vn that it is much
more profitable .to
to provide, say, 20dB of .feedback
feedback
round three stages than to distribute this 20dB as,
say, 8 +
-)- 8 +
+ 4dB among the stages themselves. The
use of the common-emitter circuit gives us freedom.
The reader may wonder why in the discussion, local
feedback has been used at all, but here we encounter
the problem of large single transient response. Feedback depends upon the signal travelling through the
amplifier and then back to the input. Unless the
first passage is reasonably undistorted the essential
conditions are not satisfied and the simple theory
of the use of feedback is not applicable.
So long as we are considering only simple transistor structures we 'may
may now assume that we shall
be using common-emitter stages and in theory,
though only to a rather limited extent in practice,
there is a choice of various combinations of n-p-n
and p-n-p transistors.
transistors. In Fig. 4 (repeated from Fig.
11 of the previous
previous section) we know that even terms
will be balanced out so long as Z11 =
Z^.
= Zn
Z 2 and Z
Z". —
=Z
J"
In the most conventional, or at least traditional circuit, the one in which Zx1 and Z22 are the centretapped windings of an output transformer and Z33
Z 1 are transistors we shall clearly use two tranand Z,
sistors of the same type.
type. It seems to be quite pointless to speculate on the meaning of circuits in which
a complementary pair can be used, for the first circuits to come to mind has disadvantages which are
typical of them all. There is nothing, then, in the
circuit to make a choice between n-p-n and p-n-p
and this decision will be made entirely on the basis
of a study of the types available.
When Zj
Z 1 and Z.
Z :lf are transistors while Z22 and Zx,
are capacitors the situation again favours the use of
two transistors of the same type in order that we
may easily ensure that the two halves of the waveform are treated equally. Any differences between
the transistors
transistors must lead to the production of terms
the
of even order. If this were the only consideration
there would be no need to say any more. The basic
simplicity of the driving arrangements in the circuit
ci~cuit
of Fig. 5, in which a p-n-p and an n-p-n transistor
tranststor
are used must commend it to us. Since the transisWIRELESS World,
WORLD, February
Wireless
FEBRUARY 1963
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Fig. 7.

Illustrating drive circuit limitations.

tors are
are complementary
complementary aa positive
positive signal at
at the input
input
will cut
cut off
off the
the p-n-p
p-n-p unit
unit and
and drive
drive up
up the
the n-p-n
n-p-n
will
while a negative signal drives the p-n-p but not the
n-p-n. This arrangement will eliminate the need for
·
a push-pull input.
The difficulty arises when we have the lower
lower side
of the input returned along the dotted line to A so
that the two transistors are operating in the com'm
on-emitter mode. The point B is the live end of
mon-emitter
the load and the whole battery will be driven up
and down by the signal. It is not possible to use
this battery
battery for
for supplying
supplying any
any earlier
earlier part
part of
of the
the
circuit. The result is, of course, the same if the
centre-tap is derived by a capacitor circuit and it
would
be quite
quite pointless
pointless to
to work
out circuits
circuits using
using
would be
work out
inductors to
to decouple the battery. It would be easier
to use a transformer. The point B
B can be connected
to the common input terminal, which is usually taken
to be earth. The result of doing this is to set the
~wo power transistors,
transistors. into the common-collector
two
mode. It is, of course, possible to get round this
difficulty by the use of an input transformer, but
since the only real advantage of this form is that it
can be driven by a single input a transformer, which
could just as well drive a pair of similar transistors,
is obviously not an answer which makes sense in the
overall picture.
The practical solution of the problem is tied up
with the driving circuit. There are many ways in
which the two inputs needed for the arrangement
shown in Fig. 6 can be achieved without the use
of a transformer. These can be classed as drive
circuits or they can be regarded as arrangements of
compounded transistors. It would seem appropriate
to delay any discussion of them until the more funda- .
mental aspects have been cleared out of the way.
The full bridge circuit, as it is called, or the fourtransistor version of the output bridge as it is more
correctly described, requires that Z,
Z 1 and Z
z~2 should
be matched, and that Z
Z:l3 and Z,
Z ,1 should be matched.
Ideally this is all and we can therefore use a variety
of combinations. These turn out to be less simple
than they look. Let us first consider the all
all p-n-p
system shown in Fig. 7. The drive to transistors
T3 and T4 can be applied to the bases and can have
C as a common point. We shall have a quite con:..
conventional push-pull common-emitter mode of operation. T2 must be driven in phase with T3, while
Tl
T1 is driven in phase with T4. If we attempt to use
the same drive sources, with C as the com~on
common point,
we must accept the fact that T1
Tl and T2 are operating
in the common-collector mode and they will require
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the very large voltage drive associated with this
mode. This means that two drive sources must be
provided on each side.
Transformer coupling can be, and indeed is, used
to enable T1
Tl to be driven with respect to A while
T2 is driven with respect to B, leaving a separate
pair of windings commoned at C to drive T2 and
T4. This is an arrangement of basic simplicity which
suffers only from the defect that many designers
wish to avoid the limitations of the transformers.
The author is conscious of the fact that this attitude,
though common, is not adopted by all designers and
there are some who may feel that this stress on the
question of transformer elimination is out of place.
There is no doubt that more transformers are being
used today than ever before with the result that
deliveries of experimental transformers also take
longer than ever before. Here is the root of the
dislike for circuits with transformers.
The signal at B is, of course, in the right sense
to act as a drive for transistor T3 so that if T4 is
considered to be cut off while T2 is driven its
conducting half-cycle as a common-collector stage
we can use the emitter signal at B to feed the base
of T3 through an appropriate value of resistance.
Although this looks to be a plausible circuit when
drawn in outline it looks a good deal less attractive
as one approaches the problems more closely. The
need to provide a small amount of forward bias and
to control this forward bias by means of a temperature-sensitive device make the circuit look very
much more uncertain as a solution. Indeed, most
of the forms which look quite straightforward when
drawn in their basic structures suffer from this
disadvantage.
We must, of course, recognize that these basic
structures exist. The most attractive of them all
is probably the one shown in Fig. 8. So long as
we close our eyes to the problem of biasing, this
circuit has an admirable simplicity and symmetry
as has the common-collector version of the circuit
shown in Fig. 9. These circuits may well be found
attractive for relatively low power amplifiers in
which the impedances are correspondingly high. A
A
transistor such as the OC84 requires about 3mA
drive and about 300mV
300mV to produce this · drive, so
that the . input impedance in grounded-emitter is
in the 100 ohm region.
region.· This is very much more satisfactory for the planning of capacitance coupling
than the 100mA
lOOmA base drive at SOOmV,
500mV, or 5ohms,

mS

m

m

+
INPUT

Fig. 8.

Common-emitter drive circuit.
circuit,
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INPUT

Fig. 9.

Common-collector drive circuit.
Common-collector

input to the OC26. Whether
Wheth er in
in fact
fact aa designer
design er
would wish to use a four-transistor
four-tr ansisto r circuit
circuit to
to proproamplif ier of the l,000mW
duce an amplifier
class
is
uncertain.
l,OOOmW class is uncert ain.
The designer
design er who did wish to
to do
do so
so would
would probably
probab ly
prepar ed to use
be prepared
a
driving
transformer
me
transfo rmer so
so that
that
he would be able to adopt aa modified
version,
modifi ed version , modimodified by doubling
doubli ng up the half-bridge,
half-br idge, of
of the
the circuit
circuit
given for a 500mW
amplifier
as
Fig.
5,
SOOmW amplif ier as Fig. 5, p.
p. 172
172 of
of
"Mull
the "
Mullard
ard Reference
Refere nce Manual
Manua l of
of Transistor
Transi stor
Circui ts."
Circuits."
practic e only the basic form
In practice
form of
of Fig.
Fig. 77 seems
seems
to be used and it is common
to
find
that
commo n to find that the
the n-p-n/"
n-p-n/ -

p-n-p · structure
structu re is used for driving this
this simple
simple
bridge . The theoretical
theore tical attractions
bridge.
attract ions of
of the
the p-n-p/
p-n-p/
n-p-n power system vanish when we settle
settle down
down to
to
design
design in detail. The range of n-p-n transistors
transis tors is
is
limited , even in the North American
limited,
Ameri can market,
marke t, and
and
conseq uently the range of true complementary
consequently
compl ementa ry pairs
pairs
is even more limited.
limited . Few designers
design ers will
will be
be preprepared to provide
provid e an accurately
accura tely balanced
balanc ed and
and wellwellscreen ed transformer
transfo rmer to couple the balanced
screened
balanc ed outoutput to the unbalanced
unbala nced feedback
feedba ck path and
and the
the other
other
circuit s, which will be discussed
circuits,
discuss ed later, that
that are
are availavailable do not provide
provid e a high attenuation
attenu ation to
to push-push
push-p ush
signals . It must be noted that the attenuation
signals.
attenu ation called
called
for here may be of the order of
of 50-60dB
50-60dB if
if no
no
attemp t is made
m ade at balancing
attempt
balanc ing the upper
upper and
and lower
lower
arms of the bridge.
bridge .
Much of this discussion
di-scussion is based on the
the properties
proper ties
of · real transistors.
transi3 tors. If ideal transistors
transis tors having
having aa
curren t gahi
gain of
ot unity are used the circuits
current
circuit s become
becom e
much more practicable.
practic able. The use of
of compound
compo und pairs
pairs
in the Darlington
Darlin gton configuration
what can
config uration offers
offers Us
Us what
can
be regarded
regard ed as almost ideal transistors
transis tors and
and makes
makes
the use of some of the forms
forms we
we have
have been
been
consid
ering, . and implicitly
considering,
implic itly rejecting,
rejecting) aa matter
matter of
of
commo
n practice.
practic e. New difficulties
common
difficulties arise,
arise, not
not ununnatura lly, and it will be necessary
naturally,
necess ary to
to see
see just
just what
what
these are. The backbone
backbo ne of power amplifier
amplif ier design
design
remain s the common-emitter
remains
commo n-emit ter stage and
and there
there are
are
details in the design of common-emitter
commo n-emit ter stages
stages which
which
require critical
critica l examination
examin ation before we
we can
can proceed
procee d
further
further.. It it hoped that this topic can
can be
be discussed
discus sed
in the next issue.

Commercial Lite
Literature
rature

Commercial
"Soun
Soundd"" 4-ti'ack
4-track tape recorders
recorde rs will provide
provide stereo
stereo playplayback when connected
connect ed to the Sound
Sound Addon
Addon unit
unit available
availabl e as
as
optiona l extra at 14 gns. Descriptive
an optional
Descrip tive literature
literatu re of
of all
all the
the
current Sound models is available
from
Tape
Recorders
availabl e from Tape Recorde rs
(Electro nics) Ltd., 784-788 High Road, Tottenh am, London ,
l e tr0nics) Ltd
784 788
N.17.
N
-'
High Road, Tottenham, London,
17
Morgan ite Resistors'
Resisto rs' latest publication
Morganite
publicat ion "" Morganite
Morgan ite QualiQualiApprov ed Components,"
fication Approved
Compon ents," gives
gives N.A.T.O.
N.A.T.O . catalogue
catalogu e
referenc e numbers
number s to a wide range of variable
reference
variable resistors
resistor s manumanufactured by the company.
compan y. Morganite
Morgan ite Resistors
Resistor s Ltd.,
Ltd., Bede
Bede
Trading
trading Estate, Jarrow, Co. Durham.
Durham .
literatur e newly available
Ampex literature
availabl e includes
includes · illustrated
illustrat ed
descript ions of the FL300 · continuous-loop
descriptions
/reprocontinu ous-loo p recorder
recorde r/reproducer and the SP300 portable instrumentation
instrum entation recorder.
recorde r.
Ampex Great Britain Ltd., 72 Berkele y Avenue , Reading ,
Berks.X
Berks
Britain Ltd., 72 Berkeley Avenue,
Reading,
'
RCA Receivi
Receiving
ng Tubes .and Picture Tubes Booklet,
Book~et, now
availabl
availablee in an enlarged
enlarge d edition, 1275K, contains
contains aa new
new tube
tube
classific
ation chart, a tube application
classification
applicat ion guide,
guide, and
and aa revised
revised
characte ristic chart giving data on more than
characteristic
than aa thousand
thousan d
RCA tubes. RCA Electron Tube Division,
Division , Harrison
Harriso n, New
New
Jersey, U.S.A.

Jetlite headphones
headpho nes and headsets,
headset s, manufactured
manufa ctured by
by AmpliAmpliyo
vox
x Ltd., Beresford
Beresfo rd Avenue,
Avenue , Wembley,
Wemble y, Middx.,
Middx., have
have applicaapplications in broadcasting,
broadca sting, film monitoring,
monitor ing, tape
tape recording
recordin g and
and
general communications,
commun ications , and are
are fully
fully described
describe d in
in aa leaflet
leaflet
availabl e from the company.
available
compan y . .
Plessey communications
.::ommu nication s receiver Type
Type PR152
PR152 is
is aa compact
compac t
all.,.tran
sistor model covering the m.f. band (550-1500
afl-transistor
(550-15 00 kc/s)
kc/s)
and the h.f. band (1.65-30 Mc/s)
Me/ s) with
with aa film-scale
film-sca le tuning
tuning
system giving a total effective scale
scale length
length of
of 18ft.
18ft. Full
Full
specific
ation details are given in publication
specification
publica tion 238
23 8 obtainable
obtaina ble
from llesseys
Plessey' s Telecommunications
Telecom municat ions Division,
Division , Ilford,
Ilford, Essex.
Essex.
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Elliott portable d.c. test sets and reflecting
Elhott
reflectin g dvnamodynamo instrum ents are the subjects of two illustrated'leaflets
meter instruments
illustrat ed leaflets
available
availabl e from Elliott Brothers
Brother s (London)
(Londo n) Ltd.,
Ltd., Centurv
Century
Works, Lewisham,
Lewisha m, London,
London , S.E.13.
S.E.l3.

Q type relay contactors
contacto rs made by B.
B. &
& R.
R. Relays
Relay s Ltd.
Ltd.
are detailed in a new leaflet available
availabl e from
from the
the company
compan y
at Temple Fields, Harlow,
Essex.
Harlow ,
Speciali zed voltmet ers produce d by Dawe Instrum ents
tLtd.,
SpeHa'ized
voltmeters
produced by W.3,
Dawe Instruments
Western Avenue,
Avenue
, Acton, London,
London , W .3, are
are the
the subject
subject
of two new leaflets. 611A
deals
with
a
d.c.
61IA
with a d.c. valve
valve voltmeter
voltmet er
which facilitates
facilitat es measurements
measure ments over
over the
the range
range 300i/V
300 1,_ V
to 1000V, and 616A describes
describe s aa transistor
transisto r millivoltmeter.
millivol tmeter.
Varian potentionmeter
K
potentio nmeter recorders,
recorde rs, marketed
markete d in
in the
the U
U .K.
byy Livings
ton
vlngston
Laborat
ories
Ltd
.,
31
Camden
Road,
London ,
£T J;\1
. Laboratories Ltd., 31 Camden Road, London'
N.W.1,
H-y, now include a G14
G 14 transistorized
transisto rized instrument
instrum ent using
using
6~ in wide charts and having spans
64
of
1,
10,
100
mV
spans of 1, 10, 100 mV and
and IV
IV
with a pen speed of 0.6 sec. for full
full scale.
scale. An
An illustrated
illustrat ed
leaflet describes
describe s Varian potentiometric
leanet
potentio metric instruments.
instrum ents.
Mullard have produced
produce d a quick reference
referenc e chart
chart to
to their
their
special quality valves and equivalents;
equivale nts; copies
copies from
from the
the comcompany'ss Government
pany
Govern ment and Industrial
Industri al Valve
Valve Division,
Division , Mullard
Mullard
Torring ton Place, London,
House, Torrmgton
London , W.C.I.
W.C.l. The
The component
compon ent
Division
v S n has
8 produce d a 1 5-page illustrat ed booklet entitled
Pi
/ l? J1?Microcircuits."
Produced
a 15-page illustrated booklet entitled
" Mullard
Microci
rcuits."
"Termi
nology, " an illustrated
"Terminology,"
illustrat ed publication
publicat ion by
by Sealectro
Sealectr o
Corpora tion, Hersham Factory Estate,
Corporation,
Estate, Walton-on-Thames,
Walton -on-Tha mes,
Surrey, details in its sixth issue, Sealectro
Sealectr o sockets
sockets for
for retainretainsemicon ductor. devices.
ing semiconductor
Daystro m Squaretrim
Daystrom
Squaret rim sub-miniature
sub-min iature trimming
trimmin g potentiopotentio meters are specified
sheet available
specifie d in a data sheet
availabl e from
from the
the comcompany at Daystrom
Daystro m Incorporated,
Incorpo rated, Potentiometer
Potentio meter Division,
Division , ArchArchPennsyl vania, U.S.A.
bald, Pennsylvania,
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What 1s an Electric Current?

What

is

an

Electric

Current?
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"CATH ODE RAY"
By "CATHODE

THE

elementhe elemenare the
define are
to define
1 HE most difficult things to
any
be any
not be
may not
there may
because there
tary ones. This is because
define
to define
which to
with which
elementa ry with
terms still more elementary
of
quantity of
together aa quantity
gather together
to gather
were to
them. If you were
put
and put
Engineer ing and
Electrica l Engineering
of Electrical
Professo rs of
learned Professors
you
question s you
difficult- sounding questions
to them some very difficult-sounding
satisfacto ry
and satisfactory
unanimo us and
get unanimous
would no doubt get
But
reasonab leness. But
sweet reasonableness.
of sweet
answers, all in a spirit of
the
as the
such as
elementa ry, such
somethin g elementary,
ask them about something
no time
to no
next to
in next
and in
voltages, and
cause of · induced voltages,
time
even
perhaps even
and perhaps
contradi cting and
they'll be heatedly contradicting
insulting one another.
have
may have
you may
question you
Directly you saw my title question
elecby elecmeant by
is meant
what is
was what
guessed that the catch was
that
taking that
am taking
wrong. II am
tricity.
tncity. If so, you were wrong.
no
is no
there is
surely there
say, surely
may say,
you may
for granted. Then, you
elecof elecmoveme nts of
are movements
currents are
ElectriC currents
difficulty?? Electric
difficulty
recently
as recently
myself, as
so myself,
said so
tric charges. Haven't II said
as two months ago?
more
vastly more
even vastly
l-or even
In circuits such as Fig. 1—or
e
telephon
c
automati
an
complicated
ones
such
as
an
automatic
telephone
ted
complica
can
One
enough.
exchange—that
may
be
fair
enough.
One
can
e-that
exchang
clerk
census clerk
road census
sub-misc roscopic road
imagine a sub-miscroscopic
the
counting the
wire, counting
the wire,
along the
stationed at some point along
by
pass by
they pass
as they
electrons (tiny negative charges) as
For
arrow. For
current arrow.
the current
in the opposite direction to the
per
counted per
them counted
of them
every 6,240,000,000,000,000,000
6,240,000,000,000,000,000 of
wanted
he wanted
if he
Even if
amp. Even
second he would reckon 11 amp.
the
in the
himself in
stationed himself
and stationed
way and
to do it the hard way
principle
the principle
battery, the
the battery,
of the
acid between two plates of
be
would be
it would
course it
of course
but of
would still be the same, but
in
Fig. I. Very simple electric circuit, in
which the rule that the amount of current
tru.e.
is the same all the way round is true.

have
would have
he would
because he
more complicated
complica ted in practice because
positive
and positive
way and
one way
going one
ions going
to count negative ions
together.
them together.
add them
and add
ions the other and
the
as the
long as
so long
and so
too, and
Fig. 2 looks simple enough too,
those
of those
any of
to any
correspo nding to
clerk chose a point corresponding
give
to give
position to
in aa position
be in
Fig~ 11 he would be
available in Fig.
cuss
an awkward
was an
he was
if he
But if
a correct figure. But
awkward cuss
the
of the
plates of
the plates
between the
position between
and took up his position
usual
the usual
with the
accordan ce with
capacitor
capacito r he would, in accordance
declare aa
invariabl y declare
of an electric current, invariably
definition
definitio n of
would
This would
on. This
switchin g on.
after switching
nil return, even just after
an
by an
in by
sent in
results sent
the results
to the
contradi ction to
fiat contradiction
be in flat
inan inmaking an
by making
investiga te by
inspectorr deputed to investigate
inspecto
Anybody
circuit. Anybody
the circuit.
in the
elsewher e in
dependent
depende nt check elsewhere
current
the current
that the
n that
bright suggestio
who offered the bright
suggestion
the
along the
somewhe re along
stop somewhere
to aa stop
might have come to
reference
by reference
squashed by
promptly squashed
circuit would be promptly
the
all the
that all
says that
which says
law, which
current law,
Kirchhof f's current
to Kirchhoff's
it.
leaving it.
be leaving
also be
must also
point must
current arriving at any point
neverthe less aa
but nevertheless
discrepa ncy, but
A less extreme discrepancy,
Fig.
as Fig.
such as
arise with circuits such
discrepancy,
discrepa ncy, would arise
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was
capacito r was
the capacitor
3, so long as the voltage across · the
after
time after
for some
changing,
some time
changing , which it would do for
not
would not
R~ would
switching
g on. The current through R,
switchin
would
there would
and there
R]} and
be the ·same
same as that through R,,
Yet
capacitor . Yet
the capacitor.
of the
be none between the plates of
the
observed the
clerk observed
the clerk
if the
no question would arise if
it.
to it.
leading to
capacitor
capacito r current in the wires leading
occuhis occunot his
. that was his 11ame,
Clerk Maxwell—that
name, not
Maxwe llimaginby
it
and
pation—saw
this
difficulty
dodged
it
by
imaginaw
pation-s
space
empty space
the empty
in the
curreiu. in
ing a different sort of current
simple circuit, although .
Fig. 2. In this simple
way
current certainly flows nearly all the way
round, at least for aa time after connecting ,
the battery, no movement of electric charges
plates.
can be detected between the plates.

J
r~T .

Fig. 3. Here is a circuit where, although
between
no charges move across the space between
not
is not
R2 is
the plates, the current through R2
always the same as through R1 •

curdisplace ment curit displacement
called it
between the plates. He called
the
in
that
was
name was that in the
this name
rent. The reason for this
quana
existed
already existed a quanthere already
electrost atics there
theory of electrostatics
supMaxwell 's supwhich Maxwell's
to which
displace ment, to
tity
called displacement,
ti'ty called
you
case
In
related. In case you
posed current was directly related.
us
let
this,
about this, let us
knew) about
have forgotten (or never knew)
recapitulate.
recapitul ate.
was
it was
electricit y it
of electricity
Very early in the history of
be
could
r
conducto could be
discovered
discover ed that an insulated conductor
peculiar
those
have
to have those peculiar
charged; that is to say, made to
pith
attractin g pith
as attracting
such as
electrica l, such
properties
propertie s called electrical,
incharged
(if
and
leaves and (if charged ingold leaves
separatin g gold
balls, separating
when
later,
Much
sparks. Much later, when
produ}:ing sparks.
tensely enough) producing
got
matters got
these matters
investiga ted these
the people who investigated
they
causes,
their
and their causes, they
them and
measurin g them
around to measuring
directly
was directly
charge was
the charge
of the
found that the amount of
and
it) and
impart
to
proportional
impart it,
proportio nal to the voltage used
charged
the
of
ns
dimensio
depende d on the dimensions
also depended
of the charged
surconducti ng surits conducting
from its
conductor
conducto r and its distance from
on
and
voltage)
zero
at zero voltage) and on
be at
roundings
rounding s (assumed to be
Broadly
between.
in
material in between. Broadly
insulatin g material
the kind of insulating
of
area of
the area
to the
proporti onal to
speaking it was directly proportional
to
nal
proportio
inversely
and inversely proportional to
the charged surface and
~
~
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electroold electrothe old
in the
body" in
Fig. 4. (a) Diagram of "charging aa body"
charging aa
as charging
same as
experiments. This is essentially the same
static experiments.
modern capacitor (b).

the distance
distance of separation, but these quantities had
the
no simple
simple meaning unless they were uniform all the
no
way, as when the charged body and its "surroundway,
" surroundings " consisted of equal parallel plates close toings
gether-or were related in some other simple way,
gether—or
as with coaxial cylinders.*
c onvenience, all the charge-determining
For ·convenience,
charge-deter mining factors other than the voltage were lumped together
as ""capacitanc
as
capacitancee"
" (in those days, "
capacity "). In
"capacity").
arrangement s just mentioned, the capathe simple arrangements
citance can be computed from the dimensions and
the known multiplying effect of the material between
the
(relative permittivity, or dielectric constant) but in
general it is easier to measure the charge Q transgeneral
ferred by an applied voltage V and get at the capacitance C from the equation
"

Q=VC
Q = VC
which, as we have just recalled, sums up the results
experimentin g. Of course, the units used
of much experimenting.
in the equation have to belong to an approved
system, or some constant coefficient would be
needed to relate them. Coulombs of charge, volts
\

Fig. 5. The current indicated near the
top of a sending aerial is much less than
lower down.
Is this a breach of
of
Kirchhoff's current law?

t
SENDER

and farads · are members of the usual approved
system.
We see that if the voltage is constant the charge
is constant; therefore there is none moving in or
out; therefore there
ther.e is no electric current. But if
if
the voltage across the capacitance is varying, the
charge is varying in proportion, so there must be a
current in the wire connecting the source of voltage
to the capacitance, proportional to the rate at which
the voltage is varying. In mathematical
mathematica l symbols:
dV

I = C-- dt
This is how a capacitive path differs fundamen.tally
cally from a conducting path, in which the current
is proportional to the conductance (G, =1/R)
=1/R) and
and
to the voltage, as stated in a slightly modified form
form
. of what is commonly known as Ohm's law:
law:
II=GV
= GV
Although capacitance exists between any conducconductors capable of being at different
difi erent electrical potentials
* Beginners sometimes have difficulty in
in seeing
seeing that
that charging
charging
a present-day capacitor
cap acitor is the
th<! same sort
sort of
of thing
thing as
as charging
charging
a " body " in the old electrostatic experiments,
so
in
Fig.
experiments, so in Fig. 4
4 II
show them side by side. It is now known that
that when
when the
the + pole
pole
of the battery is connected to
to the
the "
" body
body "" it
it attracts
attracts electrons
electrons
away · from the body (leaving an excess of
of positive
positive charge)
charge) and
and
transfers them (or an equal number) to
whatever
is
in
contact
to
is in contact with
with
pole-in Fig. 4(a), earth. Since earth
the -- pole—in
is
conventionally
earth is conventionally
regarded as being at zero potential, the presence
presence of
of this
this equal
equal
negative charge is often ignored.
ignored . But it must
must be
be there.
there. In
In Fig.
Fig.
4(b) it is indicated as —- Q. For reasons which
clear
when
which became
became clear when
the part played by electrons in atoms was
creation
was discovered,
discovered, the
the creation
of a charge of one sign necessarily · creates
creates an
an equal
equal charge
charge of
of the
the
opposite sign.

+
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-for
—for example, the leads of a resistor—it
resistor-it will make
make
things easier to consider parallel plates close enough
together for all external capacitance to be heglected.
rteglected.
And to exclude another complication let us assume
a vacuum between them.
Although I said that capacitance depends on the
the
dimensions of the conductors, these are only significant in so far as they are the dimensions of
of the
the
space between the conductors.
conductors. For instance, making
the plates thicker alters their size without necessarily
necessarily
altering the size of the space, so has
has no
no effect
effect on
on
the capacitance. It is quite essential to realize . that
that
capacitance is a property of the space, not of the
conductors. They are needed only to specify the
the
space and enable the charges to move.
How empty space can do things, such as
as transtransmitting waves and storing energy, is one of
of the
the great
great
mysteries. It is so inconceivable
inconceivabl e that for
for aa time
time
a thing called aether
:=ether was imagined to exist everyeverywhere, solely to account for these effects.
effects. But all
all
attempts to demonstrate its existence having failed,
failed,
most authorities have abandoned it and simply
sig1ply
accept the experimental facts, relying on
on mathem athematical statements of them rather than working
working
models that can be pictured in the mind.
This is all very well for the more penetrating
minds, but it makes things difficult for plodding
students like ourselves. However, most of us do
do
get some comfort out of describing the state of
of the
the
space between the plates of a charged capacitor as
as
"an
" an electric field." If that is still too vague because
because
it can't be shown in a diagram, we imagine "
lines
"lines
of force." They are all right so long as we realize
they have no actual existence, being only aa convenconventional means of representing the intensity and
and direcdirection of a state that exists
exisis throughout the space,
space, in
in
the same way that lines might be ·drawn to
to indicate
indicate
water flowing through a pipe—streamlines,
pipe-stream lines, in the
the
strict sense.
Now the strength of an electric field is reckoned
in volts per metre (in the m.k.s. system) and denoted
byE
by
E (not to be confused with E denoting an e.m.f.).
e.m.f.).
So the closer together the plates of a capacitor,
charged to a given voltage, the stronger the field
between them. According to the lines-of-force conconvention, each line is supposed to . start with a unit
unit
of positive charge and end with a unit of negative
charge. This could only be, of course, if there were
equal numbers of each, as yve
we noted in connection
with Fig. 4. And the greater number of lines needed
to represent the field between plates closer together
is in agreement with the fact that the greater
capacitance means a large number of units of charge
on the plates, for lines to join.
join.
Now let us fill the space between the plates with
some kind of insulating material or dielectric.
dielectric. We
know that this increases the capacitance; why it
does so is another story which we won't bother about
just now. Therefore, if we still maintain the same
voltage, the number of units of charge on the plates
increases. So there are more lines. Yet the distance
between the plates is as before and therefore the
field strength is unchanged. So there are no more
lines.
·
lines.
This contradiction is
because
we are using lines
is
for two different things. We started by using them
foYce, to represent electric field strength.
as lines of force,
This field causes what is called electric induction
or flux, which can also be shown as lines. It is
these that begin and end on charges. All this is
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Fig. 8.
B, and C, respond in
B. Currents in these three paths, A, 8,
three
ihree different ways to an e.m.f.

e.rri.f. In Fig. 8 the
kinds of current to a steady e.m.f.
appropriate types of path are connected in parallel
to such an e.m.f., which sets up a uniform constant
difference of potential between the upper and lower
.
rails.
The result, so far as path A is concerned, is a
constant electrical displacement, and because displacement current is equal to rate of change of displacement it is nil here.
In the conduction path, shown as a resistor, electrons drift upwards at a constant rate. In a metal
conductor this rate is very slow (unlikely to be more
than a fraction of an inch per second) but because
there are enormous numbers of electrons in metals

the census clerk would still have a job counting
them going by
In the vacuum tube the electrons accelerate at a
steady rate all the way up. But their resulting thinning out towards the top offsets their increased
speed, so the current is the same everywhere along
the tube, just as exactly the same number of cars
pass per second, on the average, along a fast straight
in a motor race as on a hairpin bend where many
more may actually be within visual distance.
If for simplicity we assume a uniform electric
field strength throughout the length of the tube,
then the electrons in it are subject to uniform acceleration. With a given number of starters, the current
is inversely proportional to the time taken for the
journey, and calculation shows the reciprocal of time
to be proportional to the square root of the rate of
acceleration, which is proportional to the field
strength, and over a fixed distance that is proportional to the voltage applied. In brief, then, the curwhereas
v'V, whereas
to W,
rent through the tube is proportional to
in a conductor subject to Ohm's law (such as path B)
it is proportional to V. Convection currents therefore do not obey Ohm's law, and if we do assign
their paths a figure of resistance this resistance is
non-linear—it depends on the voltage applied or the
non-linear-it
amount of current flowing.
Is all this perfectly familiar? It certainly ought to
be, for Fig. 8, containing the natural routes of all
three different kinds of electric current, is typical of
even the simplest electronic circuits.
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SIGNAL

LAMPS

D.855-856
Where lamp failure would be dangerous or costly
this double-supervision Signal Lamp holder should
be used. Containing two L.E.S. lamp-sockets,
which should be wired in parallel, each lamp
supervises the other, and whilst lamp failure is
apparent (by slight dimming of light) the signal
is not lost.

List No. D.828
0.828

D .828
D.828
A mains Signal Lamp with open bracket construction, allowing maximum heat dissipation,
and panel window which is able to take legends.
Legends can be supplied in any language and
colour, either secret-until-lit or always visible,
normally supplied secret-until-lit.

L
ist No. D.653
0 .653
List

D.653
A Lens-less mains Signal Lamp for use with 15W.
Mazda (and similar) coloured lamps. The lamp
which is globular, half projects from the bezel
imd
and thus becomes its own lens. A clean, efficient
appearance results whilst the lit performance is
exceptionally brilliant.
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through electronics"
electronics " by J. A. Stokes
Stoke"s
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College of Science & Technology, Sackville Street.
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7th. Brit.I.R.E.—
Brit.I.R.E.- " Some recent aids
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by M.
M.
to
to electronic
by
Richards and D.
D . G. Hall at 7.0 at the
Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders. 39 Elmbank Crescent.
builders,
11th. I.E.E.—"Oscillation
I.E.E.-" Oscillation in feedfee dback systems with periodic interference " by Z. J. Jelonek
J eloriek at 7.0 at the
t he
Royal College of Science & Technology.
22nd. Society of Instrument Technology.-"
computers"
nology.—" Principles of computers
" at
7.15 at the Scottish Building Centre, 425
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List No. D.880-881
0 .880-88 1

a . ■«
w
agp
List No. D. 675/2-/6

D.880-881
A unique Bulgin Development (Patent Applied
for) offers a mains Signal Lampholder, for all
types of 'equipment,
equipment, which has a number of
desirable "low
voltage"
features . Compara" low voltage
" features.
tively robust and small 50V.,
SOV., 50mA.,
SOmA., 2|W.
2tW. filament lamps are used but the rear terminals ·take
take
FULL
cjs only), other c/s
cjs can
full Mains Voltage (50 c/s
order.
be supplied to order.
D.675 j2- j6
D.675/2-/6
A range of Signal Lamps which employ the use
of symbols instead of legends for identification.
There is a choice of five symbols, Star {as
(as illustration), Roundel, Triangle, Hexagon and Maltese
Cross, and five translucent colours, Red, Yellow,
Green, Blue and White, from which to choose.
When illuminated the symbol shows
shov,rs in silhouette
on a coloured background.
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Why
Why Hams?
Hams ?

born that she remained with it until
it died.
Surely such utter devotion to one
thing is truly descriptive of a wireless ham? I know a hamadryad was
a female, but are there not plenty
of devoted YLs in amateur ranks?
I am very anxious to be corrected
if I am wrong, and, of course, to
know the real origin of the word.

Slipped Discs
Discs
Slipped

YOU have so often helped me when
IT is astonishing how much the pain- ·
I have been trying to dispel my crass
ful malady popularly known
known. as
as
ignorance about something that I
" slipped disc " has come to the fore
appeal to you once again. I do it
in the past three decades or
so. To
To
or so.
with some trepidation because it 1s
is
my mind the cause can
can be
be laid
laid
something which probably every
squarely at the doors of the electrical
reader of W.W. except myself knows.
and radio industries.
II want to know why it is that a
All of us who are in any way conwireless amateur, more especially · a
nected with the technical aspects of
transmitter, is known as a "ham." One-Man
electrical engineering must take our
Trams ·
One-Man Trams
Books of reference do not help me
share of blame for the extra load we
much. In any case, I mistrust them AT the time of the heavy fog last have^
have thrown on to the already
since the day one of them told me December,
several
newspapers heavily burdened backs of doctors
that the word "phoney,"
" phoney," as in dropped hints that the Road Re- and surgeons. We ought, therefore,
"phoney war," was an American ex- search Laboratory at Crowthorne, to do our best to relieve this prespression, whereas it is a Yankee cor- Berkshire, had something on the sure on them, as we most certainly
ruption of the Erse word "Fainne"
" Fainne " stocks which would eventually enable can.
en(meaning " fake " or " pretended ") us to
to steer our cars through the
the enof the trouble is
The chief cause of
circling gloom by electronic means. the growing use of electric fires and
which the Irish took to the U.S.A.
I have, in my ignorance, usually
Naturally I made a few enquiries,
enquirief;, TV sets; sound radio receivers,
supposed that originally wireless
wireless and it appears all to boil down to owing to the growing popularity of
amateurs were called "" ams"
the self-contained transistor sets
ams " for a.c.-carrying cables buried under Lhe
sets, are
short and that somehow the "h"
" h" roadway which a driver, or a robot becoming less and less culpable.
culpable.' Fires
became tacked on. I feel, however, driver, in the car could easily follow. and TV sets are usually
usuallv connected to
that there · is some more subtle ex- There is nothing very startling in this the mains by a length of flex runthat
planation. All of us who
wh<? have at because everyone knows that it would ning to a wall socket a few inches
any time listened to incoming
incommg morse be easy for even a pedestrian, armed above the floor. . This means that
(no matter whether it be transmitted . .with a search coil at the end of a every time one of these devices is
by an amateur or professional) have walking stick, to pick up the a.c. switched on or off we have to bend
headphones . . down in a disc-slipping posture.
now and again come across a ham- signal and convey it to headphones.
handed Henry who sounds as if he It is as easy as that and older than
It is useless for opponents of my
were using his clenched fist instead radio for it is merely a question of theory to point out that nearly all
of his fingers
fingers and thumb as advocated induction. Naturally it could be radio sets,
sets; no matter whether TV or
by H. F. Smith in his book "Learn" Learn- elaborated so that instead of signals sound, have a combined switch and
in headphones, the car could be volume control, and that they are
·
ing Morse."
Indeed, some key manglers sound equipped with a c.r.t. showing the nearly always switched on and off by
as though they were using a less line to follow. It could also be this device, instead of by the switch
delicate anatomical instrument than equipped with servomechanism to on the skirting board.
their clenched fist, namely one of actuate the steering gear.
Anybody with any experience at all
To adopt a system of this nature with the use of a radio set of any
their hams which I understand to be
a part of the leg structure of both would simply be to destroy the free- kind learns to avoid using th!s
this
sexes. At any rate I have, in my dom of the open road, and convert volume control switch.
Its use
time, heard a sender sometimes the car into a one-man tram. In means that every time it
it is desired
fact it would save a lot of complica- · to switch off, the arm of the volume
implored not to use his foot.
But I feel this is not the correct tion if, instead of the buried cables, control has to travel in a wide sweep
explanation, for it is my experience tram lines were laid and each car over its track before it triggers the
that ·most
most amateur transmitters are fitted with flanged wheels
wheels.. . After all, switch. If this is done several times
as expert at handling their type of a·
a tram, whatever its disadvantages, a day the track eventually becomes
keys as Paderewski was at handling can at least find its way home unnecessarily worn and therefore
his. I think a clue may be found through fog.
For this reason people
noisy.
in the superlative expression "dyed" dyedWhat is wanted, of course, is some apparently prefer to risk slipping a
in-the-wool ham." The Q.E.D.
O.E.D. tells self-contained apparatus in the car disc to quickly wearing out their
me that cloth, when dyed-in-the-wool without the necessity of buried a.c. volume control.
cohtrol.
before spinning, represents what is carrying cables.
Naturally radar
Now obviously we could not have
best in the dyer's world, and so the suggests itself, but this would neces- our switch-plug mounted at the same
expression, when used figuratively, sitate each car being fitted with a level as our · lighting · switches,
. large trailer to carry the apparatus. because people would be continually
means the best possible.
Thus a ""dyed-in-the-woo
dyed-in-the-wooll ham "
Frankly I can see no easy or tripping over the flex. But there
means the
rhe type of ham who is utterly inexpensive solution to the problem. seems no reason at all why the switch
devoted to his pursuit, and we at A horse is still the most reliable and the socket of the usual switchonce realize that "ham"
" ham" must be means of locomotion in a fog, as it plug should not be in two parts, the
the monosyllabic abbreviation of will always find its way home even socket remaining on the skirting
hamadryad, the wood-nymph of if the rider or driver is asleep. It board, and the switch at a more conGreek mythology who was so utterly does this even without employing venient level. I can see no snags in
devoted to the tree in which she was acoustic radar as does a flittermouse. this idea at all. Can you?
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